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are laqe. The ualau popal.atlou ue coaa•tratecl f.a •hallow water 
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prefuaeu for ad abilf.tl• to cou_. cl:lffenat alaae. Peed1q ia 
1-t lD the wtater, wbeD the aoud• an...- theu peak, aa4 araatut 
follow:llla •panoat. !be pot•tialaruua rate f.• nffiel•t to r•trlct 
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urchU. cl•tutecl &1'.... Sea •tua, other archf.aa, lob•t••• crab•• a 
mmber of fiabu, acl b:ll'cla ae c_.. preclatOI'• of !• clroebach1euia but 
are aot Yery effect1Ye f.a lJaitlq the:ll' mallb••· 
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INTRODUCTION 
The green sea urchin, Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis (0. F. MUller, 
1776) is circumpolar in distribution in the seas around the Arctic Ocean. 
It is found as far north as Discovery Bay, northwest Greenland, around 
Spitsbergen, and north of Russia, Alaska and Canada (Danielasen 1892, 
Grainger 1955, Hy.an 1955). In the North Atlantic it ext•nda southward 
beyond the English Channel on the European side and to New Jersey on the 
American aide (Mortensen 1907). It also extends into the North Pacific 
and is ~1e dominant member of the subtidal fauna as far south as the state 
of Washington (Weese 1926,Shelford et al. 1935). 
In 1854 Stimpson marvelled at the great numbers of !• droebachiensis 
on the shores on Grand MaDan and wondered what must be the food of such a 
multitude of ant.als. Newcombe (1935) and Dexter (1944) in ecological 
studies in the St. Andrews region, New Brunawick, and at Ipswich, Massachu-
setts, respectively,found this urchin to be of such abundance that they used 
its generic naae 1n destanating the sublittoral biome. Dexter considered 
the Ipswich Bay Strongylocentrot~-Buccinum bio .. analagous to the 
St~~ocentrotua-Argobuccinum biome as de~e~ibed on the Pacific Coast of 
North America by Shelford and hil aaaociatea (Shelford et al. 1935). The 
same urchin, !· droebachi~ns~, is a dominant in the latter. 
I was repeatedly impressed by the abundance of this animal in the 
sublittoral rocky shore environment during a seaweed survey of Newfoundland 
in the summer of 1967. This situation I readily learned to associate with 
a scarcity of macrophytes. It ia obvious that so dominant an organism must 
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exert a great b!ot!c influence on the other organisms in its environment; 
and a great deal of the energy within its community must be within such a 
species. However, in spite of the prevalence of this situation throughout 
much of the range of!· droebachiensis, it is strange that so little effort 
has been made to more precisely understand the importance of this species. 
I hope that thia study will contribute to our knowledge of this animal and 
its effects on other species. 
There is considerable confusion about variation within!· droebachiensis. 
Swan (1962) has indicated that the cloaely related species, !· pallidus 
(C. 0. Sac6, 1871) is also probably present in the Northwest Atlantic. In 
Norway, Vasseur (1952) described differences in the colour of the spines 
and test, arrangement of the ocular plates, number of pore-pairs in each arc, 
weight of the Aristotle's lantern, depth preference, and time of spawning 
between these two species. However, there is considerable overlap in these 
characters and hybrids are apparently common. At Grande-Rivi~re, Quebec, 
Swan (1962) found that the two urchins could be distinguished when they were 
preserved in 5 percent formalin -- urchins whose oral spines turn violet 
appeared to be !• droebachiensis and those the spines of which remain light-
coloured appeared to be s. pallidus. Swan also found that the latter animal 
was very rare in depths of less than 120 feet. The formalin test was made 
on 100 urchins from each of the three areas studied in detail. In all but 
8 of the animals from Logy Bay the oral spines turned violet or dark purple 
(a few darkened only slightly). No collections were made from deeper than 
80 feet. Thus, it is concluded that most of the Newfoundland specimens 
studied were Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis. 
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It should, however, be mentioned that white or cream-coloured 
long-spined urchins have been observed in all of the areas investigated. 
Similar spectmens have also been reported by Jackson (1912) from St. Pierre, 
by Prince (1913) at St. Andrews, New Brunswick, and by Swan (1958) from San 
Juan Islands, Washington; but the actual identity of these urchins is 
unknown. Six of my specimens were preserved in formalin, and all of their 
primary spines turned violet within 10 minutes. 
The literature concerning the growth rate of !· droebachiensis 
was reviewed by Swan (1967). Soot-Ryen (1924) and Grieg (1928) examined 
the size frequency distributions of collections from Ramfjorde and Folden 
and Bals Fjords in Norway and suggested size ranges for the first five year 
classes. It appears, however, that they were dealing with both ~· droebach-
iensis and !· Eallidus and that their collecting methods were not very 
reliable. In June 1957 Swan (1958) carefully collected all the urchins 
from ~ low intertidal ledge at York, ~~ina. From the size-frequency 
distribution of the 1305 specimens obtained, he estimated the modal diameters 
of the first four year classes. In a subsequent study, he (1961) kept caged 
for a year at New castle, Maine, a group of urchins from each of the 4 modal 
size groups. The results generally supported his previous interpretation 
of the modal diameters of the age classes. His concluding esttmates were 
as follows: 8-10 mm, one year; 24-26 mm, two years; 40-42 mm, three years; 
and 46-52 mm (?), four years. Although no very small indivicluals were found 
during the 1957 collection, urchins ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 mm were abundant 
in June of 1953. These he considered to be the young ~f that year (Swan 
1961). 
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Swan (1958, 1961) repeatedly noted the problems associated with the 
interpretation of size-frequency modes. The length of the spawning season; 
and the variable growth rates, which may be due to the quantity and types 
of food available or to other environmental or possibly genetic factors, 
tend to confuse these modes especially in the larger size classes. The 
question of adequate sampling, particularly of larger urchins which are 
usually sparse, and that it is not known whether these animals grew continually 
or cease to grow after reaching a certain size are also problems. Swan's 
(1961) growth experiments at New Castle indicated that urchins initially 
5 mm in diameter grel-1 to 15.4 mm on Ascophyllum nodosum and to 22.1 mm on 
Laminaria digitata over a year. He also found that the grm.,th rate of s. 
droebachiensis on a diet of Nereocystis luetkeana at Friday Harbor, 
Washington, was even greater than on L. digitata at New Castle. 
In Washington State, Vadas (1968) fed !• droebachiensis species of 
algae. After 15 months, the urchins eating Nereocystis luetkeana and 
Laminaria saccharins were 2 to 3 ttmes heavier than those fed !garum cribrosum 
and A. fimhriatnm. The &limals feeding on the former two algae grew logarith-
mically until the end of this period, but those feeding on Asarum spp. reached 
an asymptote after about 7 months. After 20 months, Vadas dissected these 
animals. He found that the mean gonad index (expressed as the ratio of the 
gonad volume to the wet weight of the urchin) was 27.16 for N. luetkeana, 
20.64 for L. saccharina, 8.66 for A. ftmbriatum and 7.18 for A. cribrosum. 
This suggests that the type of food available may effect the reproductive 
potential of an urchin population as well as the growth rate. Ebert (1966, 
1967, 1968) studied growth in !• purpuratus and demonstrated that a scarcity 
of food and spine breakage due to weathering could inhibit or even cause 
negative growth in adult urchins. 
I 
~ ~ 
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Prior to 1926, numerous reports were made on the foods of s. 
droebachiensis. These were usually based on gut analyses (Dawson 1868, 
Verrill, 1874, Packard 1893, Scott 1901, Eickelbaum 1910, Awerinzaw 1911, 
Blegvad 1915, Jansen 1915, Mielch 1922, and Weese 1926). From them it is 
apparent that the animal is omnivorous, feeding on whatever materials are 
available in its immediate environment. Only two more recent papers make 
quantitative observatioue on the feeding habits of this urchin. Kuznetzov 
(1946) working in the eaatern ~mrman showed that the feeding intensity 
(ratio of the food eaten per day -- measured over several days -- to the 
weight of the urchin) was 27 times greater for 8.9 mm urchins than for 65.5 
mm urchins, when the food was Laminaria saccharin&. In 1940, there were 
three sharp peaks in the feeding intensity of so-ss mm urchins eating the 
same food; one in March, which was followed by the loweat feeding intensity 
value in April and May, a slightly higher peak in June and July and the 
highest peak in November. 
Vadas (1968), in studying the urchin and algal populations in the 
vicinity of Friday Harbor, Washington, conducted numerous experiments on 
the food preferences of s. droebachiensis, !· franciaeanus and!· purpuratus. 
He found that Asarum cribrosum and A. ftmbr!atum consistently ranked low. 
The feeding rates, asstmilation efficiencies, growth rates and gonadal 
development were also low when Asarum spp. were the food material. He showed 
that there is a correlation between the preferences of the urehin and the 
quality of the food, postulating that the urchin has so evolved that its food 
preferences are for the more nutritious algae. Agarum spp. have low 
repr~·~ctive capacities, l~•er growth rates, and smaller holdfasts than other 
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phaeophytes in that area. They are therefore inferior competitors in the 
upper sublittoral. However, the preferential feeding habits of the urchins 
allow Agarum spp. to become the dominant vegetation in deeper water. 
STDDY ARIAS 
Lo&l Bay 
LoSY ky (Pipare 1) facea aorthuatu-ly tovarda the North Atlantic 
aDd ia aenerally repreaeotati~e of extr ... ly ezpoaed Newfoanctlaad ahore-
liDu. Riah cliff• of ncl cnal .. rate, which have a aorth aorth nat 
atrike aDd dip ateeply,border the Bay. 
DJer • a Gulcth (Pf.aure 2), a Daft'ov illlet below the Madlua Sciences 
Reaurch Laboratory (MISL) , ia the apecific area in which detailed atudiu 
were liMe. Due to ita DAft'OVIleaa, the Gulch unally receive• diesoaally 
the iapact of bea9J avella. A Rall brook clraiaa ewer the at .. p w.Ua into 
the bott• an the Gulch. Bonnr, any appreciable effect thia _, baye on 
the aalillitJ of thia aru ia CODfiaed to the aurface ntera within the 
trench. The firat 150 feet of the iDHr Culch ia aboat 10 feet vide aDd ia 
bordered by ~ery ateep becli'Ock walla. The depth of thie portion a lowly 
illc:reuea to aboat 20 feet (near the alipway uaed by tha MAL uul by local 
fiaher.a) • Tbia area, which viU hacteforth ba refeft'ad to u the Bottom 
of the Gulch, 1a cmly ni'ljec:teci to turbulent water cturiq atona. In the 
u.zt 100 feet the depth illereued to 50 feet. Thia ie the ... ~ depth in 
the Gulch, aDd aliiOat ~ertiul nblleqed walla cloae in ao that the trench 
1a only about 40 f11et vide at ita deepaat point. This portion will be 
referred to u the Narron. So far the bott011 ia bedrock atrnn with large 
bouldera. Beyoad thia the vall on the nat aide of the treach elopu sently 
to about 15 feet aDd then dropa off --. the oppoaills vall retailla ita 
ateepaua to the aurface but &i'YU way to a ...Uer inlet which ia about 
41' 
. e· , 
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FIGURE I: Location of the Three Main Study Areas and Other Areas 
Referred to on the Northeast Avalon Peninsula. 
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40 feet cleap. Hear the en trace of the trench an accUIIUlatioll of boulder a 
aDd cobble fona a bar at a depth of 35 feet. On the aaavarcl aicla of this 
bar looae -terial atada ciOWil to a depth of 12.5 feat vbera the bottCD 
becoaaa a.t.oat flat. The aediaata deer•••• ill a1Jia with depth ad below 
110 feat the bottoa .. tarial ia aad. Bowwar, scattered boulclera are 
preaat betve• 60 ud 85 feet. Oft the veat a tela of the Gulch bedrock 
riels•• atud ciCND to uout 70 feet. laclrock oatcropa are ~ tbrouahout 
the area. 
The perennial rucua ~uiculoaua occura ca.moaly on the laaa vertical 
illtarticlal aurfaua illaicla the Gulch, but oaly -u fr011cla of thia alga are 
aeatterecl on the 110ra Yertical ancl apoaecl facu. !• cliaticua yar. e4aatatua 
ia lua Cl--- ad appear• to be collfillad to the low 1Dtart1clal wide the 
Gulch. Pilayella U.ttoralia 1a a C:O.OD epiphyte Oil thue Fueua app., 
particularly aear the lottoa of the Gulch. Alaria uculata uaually arowa 
ia claue beda a4 fcmu a band about 2 feat wide juat below 1mr water lnal 
ill the Bott•. Tbe width of thia aODe iller ... •• tovarcla the Mouth of the 
Gulch, at the Narrova it .. tancla dowa to a depth of 8 feat (aporliDga to 10 
feet ill Juaa 1969) aad further out (on the aubaeraecl bedrook vall oa the veat 
aida of the Ouleh) it fora. a d808a arowtb to a clepth of 18 feat. On the 
aut aida A. uculata, 1D uaoeiation vitb Lainar:la dis:ltata, yarum 
eribroaua aDd Da .. arut:la v1rid1a, ea.era the topa of the bedrock ridges 
ciCND u far u 3.5 feet. Thu Alaria aona ie also uplifted in vary upoaed 
localitiu a4 at the atraee to the Gulch it atada up to about 2 feet 
abOYa low t14e lnel. 1Ulocl7!!!!i8 pal.iiata ein!IHDly 31"0R epipbtyic Oil the 
atipu of olclar Alaria planta and Lsa:laaria diJi~ta :la c~ aubticlally 
throuabout the Alaria beda except ina:lde tha alipvay. Scattered plata of 
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§arua cribro1ua occur alODI the vertical vall• of the Gulch ba1cnr the 
Alaria aona. ArOUDd the Mouth of the Gulch, an a:teuin area of 
Ba1o•accioa r ... etaceua eztead• down throush the Alaria to about 6 feet. 
Moat of the euba8raed rock turfac•• are eacruated with a •mooth type of 
cruatoaa coralU.ne alga, althoup the upriaht branch~ type ailu on ••• 
of the vertical valle of the Narrow•. Out11cle the Gulch froa 60 to at 
1eaat 110 feat Ptilota sarrata ia the ODly coaapicuoua a1aa. It grows in 
..U tufta Oil ••t of the bedrock outcrop•. 
Durina the winter .ozatha, wheza the cliffe reeai"N .. cb spray, a 
CODipicuou• areae covartaa of Uro1pora panicilliforaia foraa over tha 
U..aecl rock aurfacu to a haipt of 30 feat abon law water 1 .. 11. Aa 
1priq a~oachu • laaaia fucop!l'puraa fo1'1U a .s .. e bron ut which 
at_.• up about 1S feet at the •trace to the Gulch. Thue aonu are 
•ch lower at the Iotta. of the Gulch bacauae the 1pray zona il not uually 
ftl'J hi&h. UltiJutaly, thua ala•• are deatroyed bacauae of duiccation 
aD4 u a ruult of the araiaa activitiaa of Littorina aa:atilia. Another 
aaaa~al apeciea, Pataloaia fucia, which cover• the low illtertidal area 
cluriq the winter, i• rare by .-.r. Porph:rra uabilicalia f. linaaria 
aoaatille1 oocura on the intertidal rock 1urfacea 1D the aprilla. It vu 
not ob1ervecl 1D 1969, though. 
Bllter0110rpha •P. c-.oDly arova in poola vhere fre1h water collects. 
SpOIIIC!II!rpha arcta ad !• hyatda are c~ ill lov izatertidal poole or in 
•hallow cr .. ice• durlq the 1pr1Dg aDd .-r. Chordaria flasellifonaia, 
frequaatly bearins the epiphyte Dictyoaiphoa foeDiculaceua, alao occur• in 
the latter habitat durina the •~r. The rhodophyta Caraiu. 1pp. , 
I 
I 
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Polyaiphouia app. and Rhodomelia ccmferviodu can usually be found in tidlll 
pools and in shallow deptha to about 20 feet. MonoatrGIIA ap. ia ca.on 
duriug early epriQI in depths up to 15 feat. Follawill8 sporulation it 
rapidly disapp•ara, ADd ie rare by the aDd of Juna. 
Chorcla t-.ntoe_!. fora a deua srovth near low water level iuide 
the Gulch durias tba apriDI aonthe and it .. , pareiat naerly till Auauat. 
In Jun& 1969 it vaa aleo obaaned ccwattias UDJ of the bouldatta OD the Bar 
at daptha of 35 feet act araat•; bat it,.. DOt aMD here i1l 1968. 
D .... rutia aculeata occurs thttouahout tba year i1l the Gulch on the vertical 
cliff valle aD4 the topa of boulclera fhll S to 30 feet. It ia quite vom 
by lata Sapt.Uer. ID the eprtDa of 1969 a laurialat Dew 1rovth wu preeat, 
which in ••• araaa foz.U a d.ae w.at below the Alarta. Demaruua v1r14ie 
vaa DOt ohaanad ill the Gulch ill 1968 • but vaa acattar..t throuahout the 
trench 4owa to a depth of 40 feat in 1969. 
The aoet coupf.cuoua intertidal ani•l at Lo81 Jay ie Balamae 
balao:Wu which foru a narrev white buul in the aid-interti .. l jut uGVe 
or ateDdiD& dCND mto rucue app. Ill the low intertidal ancl often atencliug 
dovn to 1S feet the aaall blue .uaael, !tttilie ..tulia, frequently occur• 
ill danae bacia. fba horae .aeel Vol.aalla aodiolue ie scattered a10111 the 
valle of the Gulch and uuall.y ~on below M. eiulia. Iuf.de the tttench, 
-11 Metridiua cliuthue c.-cmly arow ill the vertical raas• of M. edulie 
end •1 aten4 deeper. The acale vona, IApidonotua eguaatue, !a ~n 
aad Hiatella arctica ad Nereie palyica are vary co.ora aoDget the byeaal 
fibare and detritus around the mu•aale and ar~lad the entangled etipes of 
the kelpe. Obelia g8111.culata COBIOnly occurs on A,aarum cribroaua. 
~ 
---~ 
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Subtidally to a depth of about 20 feet, the hydroid, Abietenaria turaida, 
forms .mall tufta ou ezpoaed ridges. The scarlet alcyonarian, Gereemia 
rubiformis, ie common below 20 feet attached to the vertical walls of the 
Narrows. Yellow enerustiaa apoaa•• frequently occur in shaded crevice• 
ud the upriaht arowtha of the eyH fiqer aponae, Chalina oeulaata, are 
aeattered on the bedrock aarfac .. below 60 feet. 
Iaterti4ally Littorina aazatilia ia Yery abundant and la the aprins 
gruiaa linea of Ba!lia fuacoeumru ea be aen eztaadiq out fr• the 
moiat ereYieea where this animal CODI%e&&t.. for protection aaainat 
deaiceation. L. littoru 1a preaat but not very eOIIIIIOil. The chillt shell, 
Lacuna rincta, is particularly .sbuudant OD Chorda tcaeatoaa durtna the late 
apriaa aDd early a...ar, aDd alao occura on Chor4aria flaaellifor.ta when 
thia aJ.aa ia pr .. at. The AtlaDtie clopiDkle, Tbaia lapUlia, and the 
lillpet, Ac:aaea t .. tudiDalia, are co•• under Fucma app. ad Alaria eaeuleuta. 
The latter ia alao Yery -• throupout the lottoa of the Gulch. The 
aublittoral uortheru velk, Buccillua UIMtatua, ia acatterecl only in the Gulch. 
the chit CD, Tonicella ur.ru, hu bea fouacl aubt1clally, althouah rather 
1Dfrequeutly, UDder Alaria. 
The apider crab, Ryaa araeua, particularly ... 11 iudividuals, is 
eo.on in crevice• throuahout the aru; the lobster, Homarus americanua, 
baa only been observed on a few oecaaione; ancl a ehrillp, Panclalae aontaguii, 
is abundant durtna the a.-er, hoveriq over the gravel outside the Bar. 
Eehilloclen. are well repreaatecl at Logy Bay: Strooa:vloceutrotua 
droebachiena1a ia by fer the aoat CODSpicuoua aubtidal anf•al (Plate I); 
~ 
• 
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Plata I 
'lha aoutb ... t nrtical wall of the Rurowe, Dyer'• 
Gulch. at a depth of 20 feat lhoriJia the claaa popalatin 
of s. droabaah1au11. Nota that lllllJ of the urahilll ue 
"cappacl" with ahall fraa-ta. (Ma7 22 • 1969) • 
. 
. p 
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Asterias vulgaris is common in the Gulch but is infrequent outside; 
Henricia sp. is common on the bedrock walls in the Gulch; 
polaris is common within the Gulch as far as the slipway. 
Leptasterias 
It is also 
outside the Gulch; PsolQs fabricii, the scarlet sea cucumber, is only 
common in the Narrows. where its vertical distribution 11 similar to that 
of Ger1emia rubifor.ie; Croaaaeter E•ppoaua occur occaaionally in deeper 
water outaide the trench. and a few Soluter endeca have bea collected 
froa the •- aru. The brittle atar, Qpbiopbolil aculaata, 11 c~ in 
rock crevicu, aacmast kelp holdfutll and under branched Lithothaanion; 
the brown aea cucumber, CUau.aria froadoaa, is scattered aloaa the bedrock 
surfacu, usually below 20 feet, iuide the Gulch and at greater c!eptha 
outaide the Gulch; anc! a llWlber of mall vhitilh aea cuc1111bers, Chiridota 
lurls, hae bun fouod in the aruel outside the Bar. 
The aoat conspicuous fish•• at Logy Bay are the lonchom sculpin 
(~azocephalua octodec ... pinoaua) and the winter flounder (Paeuclopleuronectu 
aericanua). The :horthorn aculpiD Q!. •corpiua) and the yellow flounder 
(U••Dda femginu) u1ually occur outaide Dyer'• Gulch. The rock swmel 
(Pholia awm•llua), the ra41ated ah&DBy (Ulvaria aubbifurcata), and the 
arctic 1haany (Stichaeua punctatua) are found acattered amongst the cobble 
ADd boulder• in the Gulch duriq the au..er aontha. Schoola of Atlantic 
tomcod (Microsdus tomcocl) are eoaetillea eaen around the Mouth of the Gulch • 
During June and July, almost 111dlus echoola of caplin (i.Ullot-uG ,:rillosua) 
follow the coaat. The lumpfiah (Cyclopterua lumpua) and the Atlantic 
aeaanail, Lipari• atlanticua, alao come to shallow water during the 1pring 
month• to epawn. The Atlantic cod (Gadua morhua) and the Atlantic salmon 
(Salmo aalarl •r• ea,_~ght in gill uta juat outside the Gulch by the local 
fishe1'llell. 
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Portugal Cove 
Portugal Cove (Figure 1) ia a small indentation on the east shore 
of Conception Bay about 13 milea inside of Cape St. Francia. The area is 
only faced by a long fetch in a northerly direction, aince axceasive wave 
action from across the Bay ia precluded by Bell Ialand, lying three mil•• 
wu t of the Cove. 
Detailed studiea ware made around a 8a&ll point at the southern aide 
of the entrance to Portuaal Cove (Figure 3) • The strike of the bedrock 
outcrops is east northeast aDd the dip ia quite ateep. The elevation ia 
much less than at Logy Bay, thouah, aDd the rock material ia volcanic. 
Bedrock fol'DUI the Point and an Outer Riclae which aclosea ahallow flats, 
small inlet• an4 poola. North ... t of the point the bedrock surface drop• 
in a step-like fr....•hin to a clapth of about SO feet over a horiaontal distance 
of about 1.50 feet. In the •- direction the bottaa continues to drop, but 
at araatar depths bedrock ia only preaent aa acattered outcropa. 
Inaicle the Point there ia a aballov Baain with a cobble beach at 
the bottom. The aubatrate of the Baain ia prtaarily cobble and pebbles. 
However, there are acattered bouldera, and bedrock flats emerge at low 
tide level. In a northeaat direction from the Basin the bottom drops auch 
more gradually and a depth of 70 feet is only reached nearly 500 feet from 
shore. The rock material in the Basin is well rounded by the abrasive 
action of the awell. Just outside the Point from 30 to 45 feet the bottom 
is aore inclined and auch of the looae rock material is larger and more 
jagged. At greater depths the bottom alope1 very little and the substrate 
is compoaed of sr~vel and shell fragments overlaid by small cobble and pebblea. 
(Plate II). 
·.·~ 
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FIGURE 3: Portugal Cove Study Area Showing the Locations where the 
Various Depths were Sampled. 
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Plate II 
The heavily coralline-eneraated looae .ubatrat! at 50 
feet at Portugal Cove. Tbue are nearly 200 arehiu/a 011. thia 
materW, but 110re than 90 percent of these an 1•• than 20 
• in te•t diaatu. Soft .. crophytea ue abaat iD thia area. 
\'.' .. 
.... 
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Fuc:us vesic:uloaua and Aecophyllum nodoaum are very abundant at 
Portugal Cove, where ·they grow intertidally attached to bedrock and large 
boulders. The former is leas prevalent and thG latter is absent on the 
exposed aida of the Point and Outer Ridge. Both species gzow very luxuri-
antly along the mora protected inlets and bordering the Basin. Although 
not aa prevalent, Fucua clieticua v. ederttat.us is COIIIDOil in the low intertidal 
--- - -
bordering the pools inside the Outer Rtdse and at tbe bottom of the Basin. 
Pilayalla littoralie is a comaon epiphyte on these fucoids, aud Polysiphoaia 
lanoea often occurs on !.• noctoeua. Pucue dieticue v. clistic:ue sraw8 111 many 
of the high tide poole, aDd it en be found in pools which are ae aueh as 
five feat abov. hlah ticla lwal. Thua are only reached by spray. 
Chondrus criepua oceure comaonly UDder the intertidal fucoids and 
in a fw localities it foru patches by itself near low tide lwel. Ahnfeltia 
plicate ie rare but has a similar distribution. In partially protected 
areas CoralliDa officinalie forme danae ate which are exposed duriDS vary 
low tidae. Such uta are vary ext81l8ift on the bedrock flata iMide the 
Outer Rid&•• Small rounded tuft• of this elsa also occur as deep ae 40 feat 
on apoeacl baclrock eurfacu. Baloeaceion r•entacaum ie generally only 
scattaracl aubtidally, but at the bottca of one nell gulch, into which the 
8Wall is usually fUDnellad, it was abundant. 
On the seaward side of the Point and Outer Ridge, where the water 
ia usually turbulent, Aleria aeculenta beds cover the bedrock surfaces fraa 
near low tide lev~l to about 8 feat. On some of the very expos~d surfaces, 
Al&ria followa the substrate down to as deep as 15 feet. Inside the Point 
the Alari~ aone narrows, and diaappeara over a short di•tance. Asarum 
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cribrosum is scattered on the seaward bedrock surfaces from 20 to 40 feet, 
where it is the most conspicuous seaweed. Small rhodophytes, Euthora 
eristata, Phyeodrys rubens, and Ptilota serrata can also be found in small 
quantities associated with Agarum. 
Cruatosa coralliuu cover bedrock surfaces, starting uaar low 
tide lwel. In shallow water the co.eriq is uually nooth ancl patchy 
but with increuing depth it becomes thicker ancl covers most of the rock 
surfacu. At 30 feet the eoverina is about 2 inches in thickness, and is 
made up of many upright projections. Sheets of this material commonly 
blister from the bedrock surfaces and can easily be pried loose with a 
diving lmife. 
Cruatosa corallin.. are not preaent OD tha saallar rocks tD tha 
laiD bacaUH of abruion. At 30 feat, thouab, then is lua water .......at, 
acl tha cobble atarts to baa.a acrutacl. !ba ccrnriq 011 loose rock 
•tarial iacrusu with claptb ancl below 45 feat ~&Mt of tha hard surfaces, 
f.Dcludiq pebbles, horse asael sbell8, aDd glass are haarily acnstecl 
with the beautiful branched kiDd of Lithothaaion. The fact that all aid .. 
of most of tbe cob'blaa ara cawered is e9idanca that at times there is 
enough turbulence to rotate these objects. 
Vary ... 11 frODcls of Ptilota sarrata are present on the encrusted 
cobble. This alga ia only abundant on the bedrock outcrops below SO feet 
east of tha Point. 
Uroepora penicillifomis and Bangia fusc:opurpurea cover the rock 
surfacaa in the spray aone during the winter and spring months and disappear 
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with the approach of summer. During the same period Petalonia fascia 
is prevalent intertidally and in shallow water. In April, 1969, a 
luxuriant growth of !• fascia var. zosterifolia, over a foot in length, 
was present in the Basin. In ~~rch, 1969, very long filaments of Urospora 
wormskjoldii were present near the Cobble Beach and also subtidally on 
boulder tops and on rock surfacea where there ia much water moveaent. At 
the aame time Monoatroma ap. vu veJ:Y abundant in poola ina ide the Outer 
Ridge and alona the Beach. Colonial diatau formed a very conspicuous 
covering on all the 1ubttda1 rock aurfacea ~uring February through April, 
but this aaterial rapidly diaappaaracl ill May. Ulva sp. is present but 
unco.on near low tide lwel duri.Dg the su.aer aDd Entar01110rpha ap. is 
present •~taa .uch of the year in fr .. h water drainase. 
SSftO&iphOD lomentaria grow. Oil the low intertidal sbnre and is 
very abundant during the spring months. Saccorbi&a dersatodea first appears 
in the spring and the plants become very large in moderately protected pools 
aDd inlets 4urioa the sUIIIIl8r. Chordaria flaselliformia is fi~at present 
in about June and is usually very co.mon intertidally, particularly in the 
Basin. The latter almost always baare epiphytic Dictyoaiphon foeuiculaceua. 
D. viridis ia the only apeciu of Denarutia pruent at Portuaal Cove. It 
ia uually attached to stable rock aurfacu, from low tide level to about 25 
feet. It grows rapidly during the apriq and b moat abuadant in Jwae and 
July, particularly where there is almost continual water movement~ 
Th~ distributio~ ~f Balanus balanoides and Mftilua edulia at 
Portugal Cove is similar to that at Logy Bay. The former usually forms a 
white zone above the fucoids and the latter occurs in dense beds in the low 
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intertidal shore and extends down to 10 to 15 feet in smaller numbers. 
T~e horae mussel, Volsella modiolus, is more abundant than in Dyer's Gulch 
and often forms large clusters between 20 and 40 feet. Metridium dianthua 
is also abundant and forms large conaregations on several vertical bedrock 
faces. Large M. dianthus are more common than at Logy Bay. The Arctic 
sazicave, Hiatella arctica, is vary c0111110n ill the low intertidal where it 
is frequently matted amonsst Corallin& officinalis and it i• also found to 
at leaat SO feet in crevices produced by branched cruatoae corallinea and 
in byasal fibers of v. modiolus. Spirobie borealis grows on fucoids and 
Obelia geniculata grows luxuriantly on Asarum cribroaum. Tubularia lary!!!, 
another ConDOn hydroid at Portuaal Cove, ia usually attached to vertical 
bedrock surfaces. It also occurs on V. •diolua. The segmented wod\, 
Myxic:ola illfunclibulUII, whi~ aecretu a thick aelatinoua sheath around 
itself, :l.8 c:o.IOAly fOUDII :l.ahabitf.ns -11 crevices in the bedrock, around 
V. 110liolu, in crutoae coralline•, and in aranl. 
A IWIIIber of ;aetropod!! are gruere in the intertidal area. 'J.'he 
edible periwinkle, Littorina littorea, aad the northern rough periwinkle, 
L. sazatilia, are very co.on; the smooth periwinkle, L. obtuaata, and the 
pale ch!!!k, Lacuna pallidula neritoidea, are also pneent. The c011110n 
Atlantic chink shell, Lacuna vincta, is present on algae intertidally and 
down to 50 feet; the arazing limpet, Acmaea taatudioalis, is COIIIIIOil both in 
the low intertidal and subtidal shore; the predaceous Atlantic dogwinkle, 
Thais lapillie, ia coson intertidally; and the northern welk, Buccinua 
undatum, ia scattered in shallow water. 
---
;. 
I 
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The white northern chiton, Ishnochitan albus, is very abundant 
on the branched crustose corallinea between 30 and 70 feet. The larger 
mottled red chiton, Tonicella marmorea, the little Puncturella noachina, 
the velvet shell, Velutina laevigita, Ner!!!_ pelagiea (abundant), and a 
nemertean worm are also present in this environment. The jingle shell, 
Anomia aculeata, is ccmeon on V. modiolus between 30 and 4.5 feet and the 
scale wom, Lepidonatus squamatus, the terebellidian worm, Amphitrite 
figu1us, and the trampet worm, Cistenidea gouldii,are common amongst the 
tan~led byaaal fibers, shell fragments and other debritus from 30 to ~5 
feet. The Island scallop, Chlamy!. islandicus, wu s0111etimes found under 
bli~tering layers of Lithoth~on. 
The rock crab, Cancer .;::i~rr.;::.o;;.;r:::;.;a:::;.:tu=tt.• wu scattered in shallow water; 
the spider crab, Rya~ araneus, was present but not coJIIIDOn, usually in bedrock 
areas; and the American lobster, Homarua americanua, was sometimes observed 
in large crevices in the bedrock or in cavities burrowed in the gravel under 
boulders. The shrimp 1 Panclalaa montguii, is coa10n during the summer below 
15 feet, where 1t hovers over the coralline encl'Wited bedrock and cobble 
surfaces. 
Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis ia again the dominant subtidal 
animal. It frequently congregates around submerged algae which are not beiDa 
washed around excessively by wave action. The purple starfish, Asteria& 
vulgaris, is also very abundant, especially in small pockets at the base 
of the bedrock cliffs (30- 40? tmere M. edulis or other food materials have 
washed down and collected. Very often one can observe two or three A. 
vulgaris feeding together on individu&l V. modiolus. Blood stars, Henricia 
,, 
, 
.: .. 
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sp. are scattered throughout the area but are more common on the bedrock 
surfaces. The brittle star, Ophiopbolis aculeate, is extremely abundant 
amongst the Lithothamnion-covered cobble between 30 and 60 feet, "-1here 
. 
their density may exceed that of s. droebachiensis. The sunstar, Crossaater 
-eapposus, and the sea cucumbers, Paolua fabric:li, and Cucumad.a frondosa, 
are very rare. However, the small white sea cucumber, Chiridota laevia, 
was commonly observed in the gravel from 20 to 50 feet. 
Duriq the aUJIIIer months, CUilllere (Tautog;l!abrue adaparaua) were 
abundant at Portugal Cove, but they were not obaerved during the winter. 
The louahora sculpin (~ozocephalua octodec.mBpinoeus) and the winter 
flounder (Paeudopleuronact .. amerieaaua) vera commonly seen; the shorthorn 
sculpin, ~· scorpiua), the yellow flounder (Limanda ferrusinea), the 
Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua), the lumpfiab (eyclopterua lumpus), and the 
ocean pout ~acrozoarcea americanue) were leas frequently observed; aDd 
shannys (Ulvaria eubbifurcata and Stichaaus punetatus), and the rock gunnel 
(Pholia sunnellus) were uaually common amongst the cobble in shallow water. 
The threeapine stickleback (Gasteroateua aculeatue) is very common in very 
shallow water including tide pools; multitude• of caplin (Mallotua villoaua) 
visit the area during their spawning period. A skate, probably Raja 
senta waa observed on one occasion on a gravel bottom. 
· , 
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ao1moc1 
A brief atudy waa aade ot the urchin population on the veat ahore 
of Bolyroocl Bay, Conceptioa. Bay (PiaUre 1), at the entruca to the north-
eaaterlJ faciDa Korth Ara. Thia area receivea little wave action from 
Conception Bay and the •ad .. fetch w1.thill Holyrood Bay :I.e about l.S 
ailea. The ahoreline :l.a very reaular, ad ta only :l.nternapted 1D a faw 
placea 'bJ bedrock cutcropa. 
'fhe uea ~e the water .. ta the lad ltu uu the baae of a 
ateep ar•al •banm.t. It aouiata of cobble ad mall 'boaldara, :later-
epera ....... t wae boulden. The aaller row atad ·-·· for a 
diatace of about 25 feet ad to a depth of 4 feat. They thea drop off 
•n abruptly, to a depth of about 10 feet. The depth ara4ually increaaea 
fr• 10 to 35 f .. t, ad the eubatrate over th:l.a lwel ia aaialy fiDe aravel 
ud .ad. Coaraer ar•al •tad a dOWD froa the ahallover deptha 1D placu, 
ad ecatterad cobblu are pruat. Below 35 feet araval aDd cobble bec:aae 
pradolliD.aDt, but a thin lUI f11a uaually covera thia .. tertal. The elope 
below the latter depth decreuu, ancl at 60 feet the bottoa ta al.lloat flat. 
Moat of the rock uter:l.al of th:l.a area ia j aaaed, not hw:I.Da undeqone 1111ch 
abraa:l.oa, a:l.aee then :l.a little wave action. 
In Auauat a very urbd thei'Mcliae wu apparent. '!'he watu 
taperature uar the aurface vu 13. 5°C but at 50 feet waa 6 .3°C. Thta 
attuat:l.on ia alao a reault of the aheltered coaditioaa v:l.th:l.n Holyrood Bay. 
'l'vo apec:l.ea of l'ucua, r. veaiculoaua aad r. diat:l.cua var. edatatua 
are preaat :later tidally on the boulder• :l.n thia area. The foner ia very 
· J 
r 
... . . ~ 
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abwadant ad the lattU' :l.a ollly ca.on on the low intertidal ahore. 
A8copbyllua nocloa\111 :l.a leaa p~walat tha F. vu:l.culoaua but it occupiea 
a at.ilar raaae on the ahore. ~yella littor•l1D ~~uly ~~~u~• •piphytic 
on thea a fuc:o:l.da. 
Naar low tide level Scrtoaiphon lc.aentar:l.a, Chorclaria flgellifoftd.a 
aa4 D:l.ctyoa:lphoa fHD:I.cvlaceu ue c~a. Tbe f:lrat 11entioaed :l.a a v:l.nter 
apec:lea pera:l.atiDa to the ....-r, aDd the latter two are au..er apeciea. D. 
foen:l.culac•• :l.a unally a epiphyte arovtaa on Fucua app., !· lOIIAUltaria and 
c. flgell:l.fon:l.a. The latt• ia aoMU•u ep:l.ph)'t:lc on rucua app. De811U'eat:l.a 
v:l.rid:ta 1a the only other coup:l.cucnaa alaa, apart fr• the encrutilla coral-
lillu, ad :l.t :l.a 111lCC n p-oriq oal.y 011 lU'aer rocb to a depth of about 
30 feet. 
lllooth aac~t:l.q oorallillea ue preaent ill patcbea on the rocka in 
aballow water. Thicker eacnatat:l.ona COY&l' the rock aurfacu below 35 feet. 
It 1a notable that at areate~ cleptba th•• eoraUiau only encmat the upper 
apo~~ed aU1'faou of the cobble. 'f'ld.e illdf.catu that the wave action :la not 
et'l'Oill .... lh to rotate the nek uter:l.al. 
lalaaua balano:ldu occure abundantly v:lth the fucoide and H!t:ll:la 
edul:la often occur• ill ..... bade :1D the low intertidal ehore. Altbouah the 
ct ... :lcy of !· edul:le :l.a aballov water :I.e aot aa great u in the foraer two 
ar ... , the :I.BII:I.v:lcluala pl'ueat are u-Uy very lal'ge. Matl'id:l.ua diathua, 
which :la C.-aD OD laq&l' l'OW ad bedl'OCk, :I.e alao Yel'J' laqe. One 
Balocpth:l.a .Plrifol'llia vu obaenad oa a bedrock outcrop at about 15 feet. 
tars• L:l.ttor:l.aa littorea are very conapicuoua intertidally aDd on 
rock aurfacae to a depth of about 25 feet. t. obtuaata and the chink shell, 
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Lacuna vincta occur near low water level on algae aDd the tortoiee ahell 
Uapet, Aaaaea teetu4lnalia, and the CCIIIIIOD DOrthern welk, BucciniUil 
UDdatc:, are ecattared 1D ehallow water on rocke. The prickly Jinsle 
•h•ll, AD..ta a~leata, the arctic aaicava, Blatella arct1ca, and the 
110ttled reel chiton, TODieella UI'IIOI'ea are al.ao pnant on the rock aurface 
u deep u 65 feat. Tbe f1lter-feed1na 8Dil81f.d won, ffl!ic:ola infUDC11bulua, 
f.a preaent 1n ~ael aa4 .ucl ueu. The horae ... eel, Volaella 110d1olua, 
only occ:ura ill cobble areu bel• 35 feet. 
Below 10 feet the ehell r~n• of the re.sor clam, !uta clirectua, 
the soft-ehell cl•, !t!_ .!!:...8DM!!• aB4 the &iant ecallop 1 Placopacten 
l!!lellaaicua, are pruent (a fn liriD& but Yel'J old apecf.aeu of the tvo 
latter b:!.valv~ nrc obtained) • SheUa of the Atlantic aurf cl.aa, Spf.aula 
poll!l!!, are c.-- froa 50 to 65 feet, but no 11nns antaala were 
ncOUDterad. 
The rock cru, Cancer 1noratua, vu very abuaclant (appron.&tely 
2-5/:J.2) around the rocb 1n ahallov water in Auguat 1968. Two. 11antha later, 
OD Nonllber 2, ODly a f• larser 1Dd1Yiduala wre obaei"YH, partially burf.u 
uad• the aucl belGW 10 feet. A IIUIIber of lobatera, llollarus -rf.canua, and 
apf.del' crua, Byu araeu, were foaad in the rocky enbankaent betwen 4 
ad 10 feet. 
StrO!Illocentrotua clroebacb1eft8f.a is the doainat1ng aubt1dal 
invertebrate~ The relative abundance of larse urchiu f.8 a etr11deg future 
of tbf.a area. Sud dollar• (lchinal'aclmiua pana) Ke acattHec! on the Jlllld-
P'avel au•tl'ate, where they are frequently partlally buried. The teat• of 
' ,, 
.. 
·' 
.\ 
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this animal are quite common at the same level. The purple starfish 
(Aateriu vulpria) ia widely scattered throughout the area, but the polar 
ata~fish (Leptaeteri&8 polaria) is lese common. During two dives below 
30 feet, only three auaetara, one Croaaaatar pappoaue and two Solaetar 
endaca, van eacOUDtarecl. n. brittle star, Qphiopholie aculeata, is 
relati.-ly ca.mon .. onget •ore thickly coralltae encrusted cobble below 
3S feet. 
Durtaa the few dive• .ada at Holyrood, aculpine (probably 
Myaaocephalua octoclac ... etnoaua), flounder• (probably Peeudopleuronectea 
Ularicuua), euuua (!autoaolabru aclaperaua). ancl one akate (Raja santa) 
vue obaenecl. 
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METHODS 
J)iaa.lou vera .... urad vf.th a vernier caliper to the nearest 0.1 
•· Wet vdahta nre IUMUI"ad OD a Mettler (type P120) balance, aud recorded 
to the a~ut 0.01 p. The folloriD& .... uraaate ucl obaervat:lou were 
.Ue& 
outer aurface of the Ulbulacra Oil ODe aide of the teat, aero•• the aiel-
periproct, to the outer 8111"face of the :lnter•bulacna em the oppoaite 
aiel• of the t .. t. 
Teat heiabt - ODe reacliq waa .... of the cliatance betvea the 
aua aD4 the leweno.t nrfaoe of the tut. 
Unhila wiaht - The urchiD wa raoftcl fr• the water • acua water 
vu abakn fr• it • ad ita nipt va nconecl after clryiq for about 1.5 
llillutea Oil three le7u• of paper tewal. 
Weilbt of aut plua CODteata - The tat plua its contenta were weighed 
after acua water va clraiucl fr• th•• 
Goa.ad v!iJbt - The soaacl va niahecl after it had baa cna three lqera 
of paper towel for about 8 aiDUtu. 
!!!_ - Sa va cleteraiucl by riaual aainat:lon of the aonacla for ova 
or span. If aeither coulcl be ••• a aqaub of 80118 of the tiaaue vu au•tned 
UDder the llioroacope at lo-40 x. In a ffiV iutancu the gorwta were uncliffer-
entiatecl and it waa only poaaible to sez the animal by the presence of old 
apera aDd na. 
Goaacl colour - Prior to 1969, except for Nav.aber 1969, the colour 
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of the gODad vas claaaifiect by the author without comparison to a standard, 
however, in November 1968 and during 1969 the colour was described with 
reference to the Reinhold Colour Guide (Kornerup and Wanacher 1961). 
State of developmat of the goaads - Squashes were 11ade of 118tHial 
preserved iB 5 percent foraaltn. They ware classified into four categories, 
which are defined in Table I. 
Jlepro4uct1Ye Cycle 
Monthly sa.plsa of at leaat 20 urchins vare taken fra. the Portaaal 
CCJYe area, for gonad ancl aut analyses. The first collection was ude on 
February 2, 1968. Thereafter, aamplea vera collected near the end of each 
110nth until June 27, 1969. Tbue aaplea were usually collect eel fr011 the 
ahallov poole acl laqea iutde of the Point by aeana of a scoop nat. 
However, on a8ftral occutona duriq the winter collections were ucle by 
enorkaliq to about 10 f .. t ill the laaiD. Tbeaa aaplu vera takea to the 
lab whel"e the abwe MUureMDt.a Wl"e ude vithia 12 houn of the collecting 
t15. 'l'h~ veqht of tile aut plua tu contnta vaa only recorded u froa 
Mal"ah 1961. At the .U of April, 1968, difficultiu "" anccnmterecl in 
iclentifytaa the ••· 'l'bel'aaftet', Cha sona48 ftl"e preaarnd in fonal.:ln and 
aea water. Latu, uaataiaed aquaahu of theaa tf.aauu were ude to Yerify 
the aa of tha urchin ad to detel'lline the atate of d8ftlopaent of ita 
gonads. Ill tbe Pabru&J.'Y 2, 1968 aaple, 6 out of 41; in the february 29, 
1968 a.-ple, 2 out of 21; and in the March 28, 1968 aample, 1 out of the 20 
urchtu ware lua than 30 • in clt•eter; thereafter all urchins vare 
laraer than 30 .. in diaaeter. All of the urchina in these &D&lyau had 
reached aaual maturity. The auriace vat•r t.-peraturs at the Point vaa 
recorded at the tiM of a.apU.q (Fipare 3) • 
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A gonad index ed an index of the gut plus ita eontents were 
derived for eaeh urehin by the foll~~g formulae: 
Gonad Ia.da • 
gonad weisht u~chin veiaht z 100 IDta of Gut • 
plus contents 
Weight of gut plus 
contenta 
urehin weight 
Data ua &leo p~u•te4 froa 14 collection•, of 10 urchina uch, 
made by Acraaaa (1966) in 1965. !levan of theea collections ware .. eta at 
Bellevue, TrWty lay, fr• May 22 to Octobe~ 2; 1 wu tude at Bd.gua, 
Conceptioi: Bay on June 22; and 2 ware from Long Pond, Conception Bay, 011 
July 7 and 13. She weighed the empty gut, after allowing it to drain for 
S minutes on three layers of paper towel, and calculated a gut index aa 
followa: 
Gut Wef.sht 
Gat Ill•• • OrchiD Wa:l.pt X lOO 
loth thia pt illda a4 the aou4 1n4a wue ueed by Lawrence at al. (1965) 
1n a atlldy of lt~grlocat~otua pu!'pU&tue. 
Saap11y 
Sap11na vaa cloaa by two SaJBA diYare equipped with fine mesh 
collecttDa baaa, wire ar1de and a Voit aondic depth gause (Plata III). At 
each depth ... plecl, the firat grid vaa placed randomly by blindly swimming 
toward• or aiDkfng to the aubetrate. Ueually 5 additional grids were placed 
hor1•onta11y alona the bott011, one arid width away frGIIl the preceediq grid. 
Eaeh quadrat vu earefully aatnecl. All vieible urchtna were tranaferrecl 
by h&Dd into a collecting bag, and obaervationa were made on the associated 
flora and fauna. Small urchins were aometimea very difficult to collect, 
since the cold watera of the Newfoundland coast almost always necesaitated 
tho wear1Ds of neoprene llita. Alao, suaeeptibtlity to chtlU.ng wu sreatly 
z 100 
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Plate III 
Two diver• eapliq the orchiD populatioD at 16 feet 
ou the etup uorthvut vall of the N~, DJ•r' • Gulch. 
Coqreaat:l.ou of 111'chiu anaud bla•u of Aluia ••l•ta 
cu be ••• at the rtaht. {MaJ 22, 1969). 
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increuild •1JM;w ua had to r-.in relatinly inactive while examining a 
grid. 'l'be urchin• from each arid were brouaht to the lab where the tut 
height and di ... ter and total weight of each animal were meaaured. 
DuriDg the au..er of 1968 four vertical trauaacta were .. de at the 
three atudy areu on the Avalon Peniuula. Specific infonaation on the 
nuabar ADd eiaa of the arUe ad the depth aDd tiaa at which the aaapliDg 
wu done ia ai..u :ln Pipraa 6 and 7 and Appendices III and IV. 
(1) At Loay Bay the urchin populatioa vu a_, lad at 16, 27, 30 
and 40 feet oo the nearly yartical vall• of the weet aide of the Narrowa. 
Deeper a.-plea vera taken froa 50, 60, 70 and 80 feat on the more moderately 
inclined bedrock eurfacu out aida of and to the aut of Dyer' • Gulch. The 
.... area at 16 feat w&l aaapled aaaia in May and September,1969. Swell 
actiOD wae often a probla at LoiY Bay, and the ahallow water quadrate 
could only be taka duriDa iuraquaat cala perioda. 
(2) At Portuaal Cna, oaa traneect vu ude on the gently inc111lecl 
bedrock .urfacu ill a ltaa eztencliaa northwa8tvard fraa the Point. Grida 
war a takaa at 10 foot iat&rYale betve&ll 10 and 50 feat, aDd the .... aru 
at 10 feet vu aaain eaplacl in May ad Saptaber 1969. Baclru.;& 1e not a 
prOIIinent part of the &DYiroa.ant below 50 feet in thie area. Balow 30 f"t 
the thick cruet of coralline• had to ba pried looee and carefully ax .. ined 
to euure that s .. u urchina vera not miasad. Samples from bedrock ware not 
collected near the eurfaca at Logy Bay and Portugal Cove since dense bade of 
Alarta axiat thara. A nuabar of ahort-ep:lned larger urehiDa vera c~y 
obaerved in protected craYicaa at this level. 
(3) A aacond tranaect vaa made on looae substrate at Portugal Cove 
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in a northeaaterly direction from the Cobble Beach. This area was eampled 
at 10 foot intervale from near the surface to 70 feet and the 50 foot level 
was sampled again in May and August, 1969. Cruetose corallines, which 
occurred Oil the rocb below 30 feet, qain preaanted a problem in that they 
prOYided ... 11 er..tcea in which youag urchins frequently were found. From 
40 to 60 feet this problem along with the great abundance of nall urehiu 
prohibited one di•er froa WDrkins over more than 2 quadrate on a cylinder 
of air. Prca 20 to 30 feet eaapliag wu alao a yery slow process, eiec:e 
.mall urc:hine were c:~y buried aa deep aa 6 to 8 inches under looae 
c:obbl .. , pebblea, Vollella modio~, shell fraaaents, aad other detritua. 
2 Uaually 6 aquare ,rida, 0.2 a in area. vera used ie the aba.a 
thr.. t:raaec:ta. 
(4) Lu• detailecl ••pli.JII vu doee on the vut shore of Holyrood 
lay at the eetrac:e to North Ana. Grida ware taken at 1, 10, 20, 40 aDd 
at 60 feet. It vu neceaaary to 1Dereue the aise of the grids owiDa to 
the •carc:ity of urc:hina in this area. The 1 foot laval was sampled on tvo 
occ:aaiona, 011 August 16 and on November 2, 1968. Sampliq could be dons 
quite rapidly, atnc:e moat of the urc:hina were large and the density vu 
very low, ac:ept near low tide leYel. In the gravel-mud area along the 
tranaect urchins were entirely epibenthic. l'urther up the North Am, thouah. 
a few amall urchina ware obterved buried in the gravel. 
Feeding !Kperimenta 
Four groupe of experiments were conducted on the feeding abilitiee 
of urchins: (1) the feeding abilities of 10, 30 and 50 ma urchina on eiaht 
species of algae was investigated; (2) a more detailed study was made of 
.. ,, -
the fe .. i•t of ...,. d.ae a•"''• 10, 20, ••• , 7() •· n J.aaiurl~ •PP• 
(L. •..!!=..!~'Ju aM, or ~· lctg_~_!a:!!l.!!.>; (l) the feedtq hablte of 20 ad 
50 • •mtu • the •- al~a 4ulnl altenatiftl 12 h_. clarks 11 beu 
ll&b& ,...iNa .......... ; ... (4) ••• a1p1 ... , •• __ ... , ... s •• ~··· 
ef 20 ... SO - ..,..., .. • U al ... n1 ICMt•• !a wa,.. 
!be uehtM .... is the fe .. taa espfttMat• van IL.,a la tlla 1a11t 
fwoa ca. ct.. vhaa tbaJ wewe .. lleet .. '-rla& tha •tatwtb•Ctoa •c.dt ... 
te1t1 • aeblu lua tla• 32 • ta 4S..nal' Wl'e cant .. • la t.U 
24 :x U x 17 • ta atH aad laqu urcbtua nra kept Sa taa.k¥ ,.. a ZJ a ZJ 
- 1• ••••• ... ···- ... ·-ly ... ..,t. ... llJ .. ,u ... , ... b taak. 
fl'• tbe MDL ..... ,. •1•••• which ,_,, Nter 4ll'eatly fn. l.e«J hr, 
(Plat• tv). fta tUaatuttoa nacld.; tha tuu froa ca.. .,..,. fl...a ... a 
ua••• ... aoo-• l•, ••••• ._,., t~ae ._ .. ,_, ... u lh a~au• ~·· 
JOI' at but a veM pdel' •• UCla .,... ..... , tu uc .. ta. "" uiatat ... 
u4el' -.us-tal Hllllttt•• ta .... ,.., ca U.alatl ..... au c,. ef ,_. 
1'M ..... , , ............. , ....................... ... 
uataa ••~• .. .,, .. fr• P•.U· (lt6J, lt6 7). Dally C• twice .. tlJ .. la 
the ll&llta •ut ,.., .. _,...taac) 1M ala•• 1• .0 tMk .,.. takn "'• 
tba •rf ... wa&al' •• •-• .. wltlll altlleltHmt ,.,.,. _. tl\e fn-1• wan 
.. ,.~ .. te Ue UUUI .01 1• 'l'ba 1•1 b wl.pC a.atvMD IIOU .. tlYe 
.. spsa .. .,.. ....... o. _.t of , ..... , .. (.....,,._, wt .. nat 
pe1"1N of u.... tbfte ••• alw'''• •• ......... ef ,.., •••t~l• ia eacb 
tau. At 1M ·- ttM IM f .... 1 .. a.ta1 wu .,,.._.. fw• tM ltott• 
•f t~a tea ..... ft1tew ...... , •••ttoe oete , .. .-.t:ae4 filt•~ papere. Sea 
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Plate IV 
Tank aetup for feediag expertmenta. 
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water without fucea vu alao poured throush a aaaple of filter paper's eo 
that IIUD percat aalt aa:f.D could be utiuted. The ~t of faacea 
ucreted vu det8ftl:f.Ded by the follcnr:f.Da fonaalaz 
Dry we1aht 
of faecu • 
c .. > 
vhue 
Bet ill& ted 
aalt laiD • 
of filter 
paper c .. > 
D~ niaht 
of fucu 
with filter 
,.,. <•> 
Weiaht of 
,~.hed 
cl~ filter 
paper ( .. ) 
W.:f.aht of 
prfteqhed 
cii'J filter 
paper <wa> 
Maaa I 
aalt laiD 
of filter 
,.,.. <•> 
lat:f.aated 
aalt p1D 
of fUter 
paper (wa) 
ruter ,..,_. ,.e alnya kept ill a cwa at 40°C for at leut 
faur daya to :f.Daue Ull:f.fona cii'Jau• aacl thea the nipt of uch paper vu 
recorded aboat 45 aecODda after nMYal fr• the cwea. Sllall fi'Oilda of 
each aJ.aa, which wn aaed to cletena:f.u the percat ratio of d~ nipt to 
vet ve:f.aht, _. the fucu with the f11t• papen nn f:f.rat clr:f.ed at roc. 
t_,.rature aDd thea n.a-clried ad .. :f.ahed u abc:we. It vu fOUDCI that 
theae object• cl1cl DOt ccnatt.ae to loae .. iaht after thne cleya 1a the cwea. 
The pereat ratio of cl17 veipt to nt w:f.aht for the eight apeeiu of aJ.au 
uau 1D the feecl:f.q apei':I.Mata an luted 1a Appadis V. The var1811:lty 
of thue f:lpru 1a att1t1butecl both to error :ln niahiDI wet plallt ~~aterial 
aacl to var:f.aticna 1D the achal niaht ad vatU' ccnatat of the cltffG'mt 
foUavaz 
The feecl:f.Da ratu ad uaiailat:loa efficiactu vue calculated aa 
Food aata (p! vat wef.sht) /urchia/clay x 100 
Feediaa rate (I) • Mull watght of urc:h:f.u (pa wet vataht) 
Assbdlation 
• efficieacy (%) 
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Dry weight of food eaten (mg) -
Dry wetsht of faec.. excreted <ms> 
Dry weight of food eaten (118) 
X 100 
These formulae were used by Fuji (1962, 1967) in atudies on !· interaediua 
in Japan. 
In May and June,1969 a simple experfment vas performed to better 
underatand the foocl preference• of !• droebachieu:le and to obtain an 
eat~te of the poat-apawning feeding abilitiea of urchina on alaae speci .. 
which are abundut at that time of year. The different algae were arraaaed 
along the ti'ldea of two shallow traya, 84 x 170 x 8 e111 in aiae, one of thaae 
containiq 42 urchiDa, 48-52 - in diaeter, and the other 110 urchina, 
28-32 -· 
0 Tray i11uaiution vaa 200-600 lux; water taaperature wu 2-4 C. 
At the beaiDDiDS of the ezpertment daily recorda ware kept of (1) the uuaber 
of urchina in contact with each speciu of alga mel (2) the rate at which 
each species vu devoured. After 10 days lua frequent obiiervations vel'e 
aade. (Appendix VIII). 
The DUabel' of Ul'chin days spot on an ala• is here defined u the 
total number of urcbina on an alga in the daily observation pel'ioda • . By 
making llaDY comparisons, two species at a time, of the number of ul'cbin daya 
apent on each aJ.aa crter the period when they were both present, the order of 
prefereuca the urchin has for the various species can be derived. The rate 
at which the various algae disappeared is thus the combined results of the 
urchin' a ability to consume the vad.ous species with its attraction to the 
algae. For example, Alarie esculenta and Laminaria sp. both disappeared in 
four days in the tray with the 50 mm urchina. OVer most of this period, 
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though, there were more urchins in contact ·vith the former than "V7ith the 
latter. Based on the number of urchin days, Alari~ esculenta is more 
preferred than Laminar!~ sp. even though the consumption rate of Laminaria 
sp. is higher. 
The consumption rates can be estimated in the same experiment by 
the following formula: 
Food eaten 
(mg wet weight) 
/urchin/day 
Initial weig!t!_ of_~he _alga {mg ~·7et weight) 
• Total number of urc~in dayA spent on the 
alga until it 't·78S devoured. 
For the more slowly consumed algae the number of urchin days was 
estimated for the days on t-Thich no observations Here made. The feeding rate 
~1as calculated as before. 
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WATER TEMPERATURE 
I - - -
GONAD INDEX 
CONDITION OF GONADS 
1918 
MONTHS 
OMALE 
•FEMALE 
Surface Water Temperatures, the Mean Male and Female Gonad 
Indices (Standard Error of the Means Represented by Vertical 
Lines) and the Number of Individuals in Spent, Recovering , 
Ripening and Ripe Condition in the Monthly Samples at Portugal 
Cove. 
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••1.. c .. tal... aulftcs .. c epe~cosoa ta t••tr ,..... te be ela8•tfi•4 
u rtpnt... At th& _. of Octokr • U af the • ..,l• at 20 were Sa the 
l'ipntq •taa• _. Milan cwa vaa pi.'Hat f•c- t'be fil'lt ti•. the 
rtp•t ...... ,,,_ p .. ..S.ute4 fl'• ...,..._ to J....,. M4 thn Uhl'e 
I.Rd19t4•ala '--e fn.t-•• Ia late Hanb vMa the lliiHII .... 101 .. 
IMa ta lt6t ..... __. .. all of the _,, .. wua ripe ldl4 a-t• wan 
I' ... U, ltMI'at .. ..._1M ...... wen ta..U ... Jr tiMt au ef Api'U, 
.. , .. ,., .. vttb 1clw aeu41 , ...... a~ .... , .. raa ...... tq atqa .. at~ , ... ._. 
luted aM al.J a f• IIIla t .. l.uule .. aalaed a-•• tu ••r qaeattty. 
Aotin .,.. ,._. ,,.. ... , tue .. a. . a _, .r tile J'UI'; -.... .. , .. tct ...... 
.,... • .u, .....,.. fna lace OatMr te Han11 • .._,,. 
"-'• ...... m•lmc, ta earl, 1169 ill that a fn .,.., 
Wt•Uub ....... ta J....., Mt •t ta Mal'eb. Tilt. •tlht potaiU•lr tar:: 
"- ..... ltJ a eltatac oaa• ta &H •llMtta& •••· OwlDI te •t•lll1 
.... l&S.. ................ M Man~ a_,lu wn .e.ca...S by nHUltal 
te ••• 10 ••• &uUa U. htat, l'athu a. ~ ,_, aat ta "'• •tee-
,_,, u ... CH •IbM ta tU ettlft -tU. lt II alao fM•l•le that HV 
u ...... M¥alep ~lei' .. tbe ... •f tu a,.wataa ••-- H tbat ae apeat 
tiMit..UMla wre •'-" .. la "'"11. 
ftroqU.t ... , of cu J•&r t~ eel.., •f tbe a..aila t• YHtale 
... .--. .. ~~- llaht ,.u .. .u 1~.,-u111 ,en. e. Ua'bt oraaa•. ot"aa•~ 
•~•,Uta ..... _. ••owat•b oraqa t• ltstat '""· bl'on au •ad; bnn. 
Tbe oolOR ef tbe ~ecowata1 aad rlpa!q _ ... lacla4" HSt •f tl'ale 
&-up, bet •&~~~• _.the ftl'i ... eW•• of OI'DP p .. eal. .. t•• All 
tadlvt•al• nlela ••• claeetfle4 • d.pe wr• enap • ••n uar •ae•· 
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Table I - Definitions of the sexual stages used in this study. 
The stages used by Fuji (1960a) which are similar are indicated 
in brackets following the names used here. 
HALE FEMALE 
·-------·--·- --- -·--- ----- --
RECOVERING (o-II) 
Spermatozoa are rare to common, 
and not in dense patches 
Various stages of developing 
oocytes are embedded in the 
germinal matrix but mature ova 
are absent. 
RIPENING (III) 
Spermatozoa are very common and 
occur in dense patches amongst 
the germinal matrix; white sperm 
suspension oozes from the tissue 
when it is teased. 
RIPE (IV) 
Most of the sex tissue consisting 
of densely packed spermatozoa ~ the 
testes are easily ruptured 
extruding sperm suspension. 
SPENT (V) 
Testes are very small and only 
a few sperm are present; gonad 
indices are less than 2.0; and 
the colour of the gonads is brown 
or yellowish brown. 
The ovaries contain both developing 
oocytes and mature ova, the latter, 
however, are not prevalent; ova are 
sometimes visible t-1hen the tissue 
is teased. 
The bulk of the ovary consists of 
m&ture ova; oocyte stages are also 
present but not common; this 
tissue is eas:lly fractured and ova 
ranging 140 to 220N in size are 
released. 
Ovary is very small, usually 
containing a few ova and sometimes 
young oocytes; gonad indices are 
less than 2.0 and the colour of 
the gonads is brown or yellowish 
brown. 
- ------- --
·-----------·--- ·----·---- .. ·--- ---
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In Harc:h, 1969, ~.,hen the entire s8!!1ple t-1as mature, nearly all of the urchins 
had orange gonads. IIowaver, the tone of orange differed between the sexes. 
All of the females were a yellowish tone of orange (orange, Plate 5; 
Kornerup and Wanac:her 1961). Two of the male samples were this colour 
but the other 8 were a reddish tone of orange (Plate 6). The same difference 
was also apparent in February,l968. During the other months there appeared 
to be little relationship between colour and sex and it must be stated 
that the colour of the gonads is never a reliable characteristic for sex 
determination. In January and February, 7 spent individuals were encountered 
and their gonads were brown or yellowish brown. 
Acreman's data, Figure 5 (Appendix II), on collections from Bellevue, 
Trinity Bay, in 1965 showed that the gonad index was low by May 22, likely 
because spawning had occurred by this time, and then the indices rose during 
the summer much more rapidly than was the case at Portugal Cove in 1968. 
On June 22, 1965,she found the gonad index at Brigus, Conception Bay, was 
about the same as at Bellevue. However, ~~o samples collected from Long 
Pond, Conception Bay, on July 7 and 13, 1965,had much higher indices. Water 
temperatures at Long Pond were 4-5°C higher than at Bellevue during July, 
1966. Also the foods available at Long Pond were probably different from 
those at Bellevue and Brigus. The great influence of type of food eaten 
upon gonadal development was well demonstrated by Vadas (1968) as was 
previously mentioned. At Port Erin, Isle of Man, Moore (1934) studied the 
gonad cycles of Echinus ~~culentus populations in two areas; in shallow 
water near the ruined Breakwater, where there was a heavy growth of 
laminarians, and in 100-120 feet of water at the Breast, where the bottom 
I 
I! 
I \ 
I \ 
I \ 
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FIGURE 5: Above - The Mean Gonad Indices and Indices of the Gut Plus 
Contents for the Samples Collected at Portugal Cove. 
Below - The Mean Gonad and Gut Indices of the Samples Studied 
by Acreman (1966) for Other Areas on the Avalon Peninsula. 
The Vertical Lines Represent the Standard Error of the Means. 
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~1as shell and sand. The mean male 3lld female gonad inM.ces, expressed as 
the ratio of the gonad volume to urchin volume times 10, varied from 0.35 
to 1.90 at the Breakwater but from only 0.05 to 0.36 at the Breast. The 
time of ripening at the Breast lagged behind that at the B~e~kw8ter and 
although spawning occurred over a two month period near April in both areas, 
spawning took place about two weeks later at the Breast. Food undoubtedly 
is largely responsible for the differences in the reproductive cycles in 
these areas. 
In Lamoine, Maine, Cocanour and Allen (1967) made a study on the 
gonad cycle of!· droebachiensis from January,l965 to January,l966. A 
distinct annual cycle was evident. The gonad index, expressed as the ratio 
of the gonad volume to the total wet weight of the animal, reached its 
highest values in February and March. They noted that this period coincided 
with the lowest water temperatures in the year. This was also the situation 
in ~!ewfoundland. The bonad index dropped sharply from Harch through June 
during which time spawning occurred. Fr.om records Agassiz (1864, 1872-74) 
made in the 1800's in Maine, spawning generally reached a peak in late 
winter to early spring. In my study spawning appeared to be completed by 
the end of April in both 1968 and 1969; and Turner and Boolootian (Boolootian 
1967) in a study of this species from June,l964 to June,1965 found that 
spawnout was in March. Vasseur (1952) reported that spa~ming in § .• 
droebachiensis in three widely separated areas in Norway, at Dr6bak in the 
Oslo Fjord, at Trondheim &id at TromH, occurred at about the same time, 
usually in February and March. Boolootian (1967), in TI1e Physiology of 
Echino~ermata, gives an extensive review of reproduction in echinoids and 
shot-IS that an annual reproductive cycle is present in most members of this 
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class. The above reports 'tvould certainly indicate that this is true of 
Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis and that the breeding season appears to 
have its peak in February and 1-farch throughout its range. 
The higher female gonad index during the prespawning peak of the 
gonad cycle is not unique to S. droebachiensis. This is reported to be 
characteristic of the irregular echinoids ~~Ein~achnius parma (Cocanour 
and Allen, 1967) and Echinocardium cordatum (Hoore, 1935) as well as the 
sea urchin Echinus_ esculentus (as is suggested by the diagrams of Moore 
1934, 1937). Hmfever, Bennett and Giese (1955) working on!· purpuratus 
and !· !ranciscanus,and Fuji (1960b, c) studying I· nudus and !• intermedius 
state that the relative gonad volumes of male and female urchins aresimilor 
throughout the year in these species. 
Secondary peaks, such as those which occur in July and August and 
in November of this study and in August of Acreman's records, are very 
common in echinoid gonad cycles. The 1965-66 study of !· droebachiensis 
by Cocanour and Allen (1967) shows a slight peak in July, however, the low 
post-spawning levels are not resumed in September as is the case in the 1968 
gonad cycle. Irregular non-annual peaks are very common in !· .2_urpuratus 
(as is appal'cnt in the many l<;igures of Boolootian 1967, Lasker and Giese 
1954, and Bennett and Giese 1959, and Leighton and Jones 1968) and are also 
reported in§_. franciscanus (Greenfield et al. 1958, Leighton and Jones 1968), 
Tripneuatea esculentua (Lewis 1958), Echinus esculentus (Moore 1935, 1937) 
and in Echinarachnius parma (Cocanour and Allen 1967). Whether this is 
attributed to (1) absorpt:l.on of the germinal tissue or (2) to sampling errors 
due to local variations over a very short distance or (3) to secondary 
spawning periods is not certain. However, there is some evidence suggesting 
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the latter possibility. In September and October follo~1ing th•? slight 
peak in gonad index values in August a number of individuals with low gonad 
indices and with gonads which were brownish in colour were encountered. 
:.lature gametes were uncommon in these and they were classified as recovering. 
This could not explain the drop in the mean female index in September, 
however, since mature ova were not present until October. The presence 
of spent individuals in January and February following the December peak 
certainly suggests that spawning was the cause of that drop. This early 
spawning activity is very likely the reason for the lower prespawnout peak 
at the end of March,l969. This study would indicate that the gonad index 
is useful in assessing the reproductive cycle of an echinoid, but a much 
more thorough undarstanding is achieved when this is accompanied by 
microscopic examinations. 
During February, 1968 and 1969,limited data were obtained on the 
size at which !· droebachiensis reaches maturity. All of seven individuals 
less than 20 mm in diameter were immature; ona male urchin 22 mm in diameter 
t'las mature; and all of five urchins bebTeen 25 and 28 mm contained ripe 
gametes. 
Gut Index and Index of the Gut Plus Content~. 
La~~enca et al. (1965), using a gut index, expressed as the ratio 
of the wet weight of the gut to the wet weight of the animal, found that 
there was an annual cycle in the weight of the gut of !· purpuratus. However, 
the amplitude of the cycle was much lower than that of the gonad cycle. 
The indices were low in the winter, increased during the summer and reached 
a peak in October. Figure 5 shows the mean gut indices from May 22 to 
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October 2, 1965, at Be11.vue (Acreman, 1966). A low amplitude cycle which 
reached a peak in Auauat •e- to be apparent. 
Fipre S ehowa the relati.a weight of the gut plue ita contenta 
in the Portuaal Cwe aaap1ee fr011 May, 1968, through June, 1969. Using 
the Be11nue aut incl• data .. a bueliDe, it can be ... that there is 
alwaye food iD the pt • BGWner, the aaount 'YUiU poeatly fi'OIIl t1ae to 
tiM. 'l'hu:e vu •ch uterial ill the sut fro. June through August, 1 ... 
fro. Sept.-her to March aDd .uch aaain iD the poet epavniDs pari~: .......... 
- -o~-
(1967) showed that the relati'Ye aut contate of large !.• intel'M41us in three 
areu iD Jape ahibited a regular asmual cycle. The aut• coatained the 
luet uterial clurillg July throuah Septaber wha the aonacle were laqa 
but folloviq epaniq pt cODt•t 1Dcreuecl urkadly. 
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Urchin Populations in Study Areaa 
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TI1e urchins were grouped into 2 mm size classes,and size 
frequency distributions, calculated per square metre, were constructed 
for each of the levels sampled in the 4 transects. A mean distribution 
(X)was also constructed for each t1·ansect by averaging the samples collected 
on the first dates at the various levels. (Figure 6, Appendix IV). 
~ B&f- (Figure 6a) 
Logy Bay urchins ranged from 3.2 to 56.8 mm in diameter. The mean 
size distribution rises abruptly to its first and highest peak in the 8 -
10 mm size class and then gradually descends towards the 52-54 mm size 
class. four lower peaks occur in the 14 - 16, 22 - 24, 26 - 28, and 30 -
32 mm size classes. These peaks descend in an almost linear manner, and 
are spaced at intervals of 6, 8, 4 and 4 mm respectively. 
Examination of the separate diagrams of the various depths shol-1S 
that the first peak is recognizable at the 27, 50 and 80 foot depths, and 
are also suggested to be 2 mm behind at 16 and 60 feet. The first and 
second peaks can be distinguished at 40 and 70 feet, but the third peak 
is not present. 
The 16 foot samples, collected in the early swmner of 1968, have 
a well defined mode of small urchins at 6 - 8 mm. Resampling of the same 
area in May,1969, almost 11 months later, indicates that this mode has 
shifted to the 10 - 12 mm size class. This represents a progresFJion of 
4 mm. A third sample in September shows that this mode is still at the 
same position. 
• 
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LOGY UY 
tt' JuneH·Julv9 5:3SJ 
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.. 
TEST DIAMETER lmm) 
FIGURE 6 a: Size Frequency Distributions for (1) the Various Depths 
Sampled, (2) the Average (X) of the Samples Collected on 
the First Dates at the Various Levels, and (3) the Resampled 
Levels. (The Number of Samples and Total Number of Urchins 
on which the Diagrams are Based are Indicated after the 
Sampling Dates). 
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P<?rtu.z.a.l:__Cp_y~ . ...:::--~~~!_<?_~]~. (Figure 6h) 
The largest urcl-tin on bedrock at Portugal Cove measured '•9. 5 mm 
io diameter and ~"as collected at 10 feet but at depths greater than 20 
feet sll urchins collected wert!! less than 40 mm. There is a strong mode 
at about 10 mm in the mean size distribution and then a gradual decrease 
in frequencies. 
Several modes are evident. The first one has its apex in the 8 -
10 mm ~ize class at 10, 30 and 40 feet, is advanced one ~ize class at 20 
feet, and is retarded one size class at 50 feet. At 20, 30 and 40 a second 
peak seems evident 10 mm ahead on the first mode. At 50 feet the second 
mode is only advanced by 6 mm as is the second mode in most of the Logv Bay 
samples. Additional peaks are difficult to identify, however, they are 
suggested at 24 - 26 mm and 30 - 32 mm. 
Resampling at 10 feet 9 months later in ~ay,l969 shows that the 
first mode has progressed 4 mm ud during the following 4 summer months 
the peak appears to have advanced an additional 4 mm. Although the latter 
does not show up in the size distributions which are based on 2 mm size 
classes, it appears when the samples are analyzed using 1 mm size classes. 
?ortugal Cove - Loose Subst!!!~ (Figure 6c) 
The urchins collected on loose substrate at Portugal Cove ranged 
from 2.1 to 52.8 mm in diameter, which is dmilar to the size var:i.ation 
encountered in the previous two transects, however, the mean size-frequency 
distribution is very different. The first mode is nearly twice as high as 
the CCirresponding modes in the mean distributions on bedrock at Logy Day 
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and Portugal Cove and urchins larger than 20 mm are relatively uncommon, 
except in shallow water. The mode of young urchins rises abruptly to a 
peak at 8 - 10 mm, which is nearly twice as high as the corresponding modes 
in the mean distributions on bedrock at Logy Bay and Vortugal Cove - and 
then drops sharply until it nears 20 mm. There are only 2.5 - 3.8 urchins/m2 
in the siEe classes from 18 to 36 mm, a few more around 40 mm and finally 
a decreaae in frequencies to 52 mm. Most of the larger urchins are in the 
first 20 feet. 
At 20 feet the firat peak ia reached at 10 - 12 mm, at 30 and 40 
feet at 8 - 10 mm and at SO and 60 feet at 6 - 8 mm. No corresponding 
mode of small urchins is present at 1 and 10 feet. A second mode may be 
present at about 21 mm. 
Resampling in May, 1969, revealed that there was a decrease in the 
numbers of small urchins over the winter and that the first mode had 
progressed to the next size class. The third sample in August,l969, indicated 
that this mode had advanced one more size class. Only when the samples were 
analyzed using 1 mm size clasaes was it apparent that greater growth had 
occurred during the summer than in the previous period. The peak of the 
class of young urchins was at 7 mm in the summer of 1968, at 8 mm eleven 
months later in May, 1969,and at 10 mm in late August,1969. 
Bolyrood Bav (Figure 6d) 
The low density of urchins and relative abundance of very large 
urchins are striking features of the urchin population at Holyrood Bay. 
Urchins larger than 40 mm were predominant at all depths and three urchins 
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larger than 60 mm were collected in samples. One of these measured 62.5 
x 29.4 mm and is the largest individual encountered during sampling. The 
low density of urchins and the lfmited sampling makes interpretation of 
modes more difficult than in the p:r~v:f.o~s transects. Apart from a small 
mode t·7hich rises between 2 and 18 mm, the mean size distribution gradually 
rises to about 49 mm and then drops to 60 mm. In spite of a very great 
change in the density of urchins at 1 foot from August 27 to November 2, 
1968 similar modes of larger urchins can be identified. 
Density and Bioma!! 
The total d~sity and biomass and the contribution of each of 
the leas than 20.0, 20.0 - 39.9, and more than 39.9 mm size groupings 
were displayed for the various levels sampled in the 4 transects in the 
form of histograms (Figure 7). These 3 groupings will be referred to as 
the small, medium-size, and large urchins respectively. (Figure 7, 
Appendix IV) • 
Logy Bay 
2 
The density of urchins dropped progressively from 353.0 urchins/m 
at 16 feet to 78.3/m2 at 70 feet. An increase to 107.0/m2 at 80 feet may 
be related to an increase in the abundance of Ptilota serrata at this 
depth. This was the main food material observed du~ing gut analyses of 
urchins from 80 feet. The proportion of large urchins increased from 2.0 
to 9.5 percent from 16 to 40 feet and then decr~ased to 4.3 percent at 70 
feet. The former increase in· samples along the walls of the Narrows, and 
the latter decrease occurred in the samples from outside the Gulch. 
Resampliug at 20 feet on May 22, 1969,indicated that the densi-ty of the 
.. --== . -~:· .. . -.:.;. 
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The Density and Biomass of Small, Medium- size and Large Urchins 
for (1) the Various Depths Sampled in the Three Study Areas, 
(2) the Average of the Samples Collected on the First Dates at 
the Various Levels, and (3) the Resampled Levels. 
·: · ....... ._ 
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~: ucchin population at this level dropped by 71.3 urchins 1m2 over the l>Tinter. 
l~ ~· 'Mlis drop is attributed to n drop in the numbers of smaller urchins (199. 0 -
r 2 
0 141.7/m ). Tha third sam~le on September 4, 1969,showed a further decrease 
~· 
~ in small urchins (to 120.0/m2) but an increase in larger urchins . 
" 
The greatest biomass of 2544.5 gms/m2 occurred at 27 feet and at 
2 greater depths there was a progressive drop to 610.4 gms/m at 70 feet. 
The small percentage of large urchins at 16 feet accounted for the greatest 
biomass not occurring at this level. The biomass of small urchins followed 
the total pattern but contributed little to the total biomass; the biomass 
of medium-size urchins decreased steadily from 16 feet to 70 teet and 
contributed most to the total biomass; the biomass of large urchins 
increased to 40 feet and then decreased to 70 feet. 
2 The highest densities obtained in the 0.2 m grids were 560 and 
530 urchins/m2 and these occurred in the July 6, 1968,sample at 40 feet 
and in the May 22, 1969,eample at 16 feet, respectively. The corresponding 
2 biomasses were over 4500 gms/m • 
Portugal Cove - Bedrock 
On bedrock at Portugal Cove,there was a regular decrease in th~ 
density from 270.8 urchinstm2 at 10 feet to 113.3/m2 at 50 feet. The 
density of small urchins was greatest at 20 feet and then gradually 
decreased with depth; medium~size urchins decreased from 10 to 30 feet 
and then remained about the same to 50 feet; and the large urchins decreased 
from 10 to 20 feet and were not present at greater depths. Biomass dropped 
very sharply from 2689.3 gms/m2 at 10 feet to 311.4 gms at 30 feet and 
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rema~ned about the san,e to 50 feet. The abrupt decrease was primarily due 
to the decline in numbers of larger urchins to 30 feet. 
In May, 1969, the same area at 10 feet showed little change apart 
from a slight decrease which was proportionally equal for small and medium-
size urchins but greater for larger urchins. In September the total density 
was about the same as in ~wy, however, there was a further reduction in 
the number of small urchins and an increase in larger urchins. 
Portugal Cove - Loose Substra~~ 
On the loose substrate at Portugal Cove,the total numbers increased 
from about 100 urchins/m2 in shallow water to a maximum of 305.8/m2 at 50 
2 feet and then dropped to 71.0/m at 70 feet. This pattern is primarily 
attributed to changes in the density of s:uall urchins. They were abse-..t at 
2 1 foot, sharply increased to 30 faet, raached a max~ cf 280.0/m at 50 
feet and then dropped to SS.O/m2 at 70 feet. TI1e percentage of small urchins 
increased steadily from 6.1 at 10 feet to 91.6 at 50 feet and then decreased 
to 71.8 percent at 70 feet. The proportion of large and medium-size urchins 
generally decreased with decreasing depth. 
2 There was a very high biomass of 3561.8 gms/m on the mixed cobble 
and bedrock substrate below the Cobble Beach corresponding to the high 
density of larger urchins at that level. In two of the grids t~e biomass 
even exceeded 5000 ~1m2 • These values represent the highest biomass 
encountered during this study. An abrupt drop in biomass occurred from 1 
to 10 feet and then there \oUts a more gradual decline to 70 feet • The 
proportion which small urchins contribute to the total biomass increases 
steadily from 0.0 percent at 1 foot to 37.7 percent at 70 feet. 
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The resampled area at 50 feet in Hay, 1969, shm11ed that over the 
winter both the density and biomass dt:creased in all three size groups. The 
number of small urchins was reduced by 105/m2• In September, only three 
grids were taken. However: little change appears to have occurred, except 
that large urchins were no longer present. 
Holyrood Bay 
The very low densities of urchins and relative abundance of large 
urchins were striking features of Holyrood Bay. The density dropped 
2 
relatively sharply from 31.5 urchins/m at 1 foot on August 27, 1968, to 
5.l/m2 at 10 feet and then increased from its minimum of 3.2/m2 at 20 feet 
to 12.5/m2 at 60 feet. Since large urchins made the greatest contribution 
to total density at all depths, the biomass histograms present essentially 
2 the same pattern. The biomass was 794.7 gms/m at 1 foot on August 27 and 
2 from 103.1 to 286.8 gms/m at greater depths. Small urchins were not present 
on the mud substratum at 20 feet and did not occur in the grids at 10 feet 
wh~re the bottcr.u iu.aterial was slightly coarser. However, they were observed 
on some gravel patches which projected down beyond the 10 foot lev~! but 
~mich were outside the area of the transect. At these levels larger urchins 
usually congregated on scattered rocks. At 40 and 60 feet the bottom 
sediments cqnsisted of gravel and coralline encrusted cobble and urchins 
were more common, especially smaller individuals. 
The second sample at 1 foot, which was made two months later on 
November 2, 1968, shows that during that period the density and biomass more 
than doubled but small urchins were no longer present. Apparently the larger 
urchins, which formerly must have been more equally distributed over the 
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smell boulders and cobbles to a depth ~t about 10 feet. b~d mt~rated to 
the very shAll~ water. Th~ area ~ns v18ited again on July 5, 1~6~ and 
although no aamplee were tAken, the urchin density appeared to be elt~htly 
lese than on Auguat 27, 1968. On July 20, 1'69,only about 4 urchiae were 
foun4 1n the first 3 feet depth alOftl 100 feat of the shore and n~table 
growth of Cbordarta, D1etyoa1pbon aD4 Chor~a ~had oecurred etnee July s. 
It appeara that a ahor•arcl atsratioD UJ take place tu the fall and that aa 
offshore atrrat1oo .. , oeea~ •artaa the ..... r. 
tn all the atucly areaa there v.. ~enerally a decrease !ft the urchtn 
bimnaes vith iuereasiq cleptl1. At Portugal CO"'e tbia trend waa most 
pronounced iD the first 20 feet. .An uceptton to thta occurred at iiolyrood 
vhare tbe -.4 aubatrate betveea 10 aad 35 f .. t ... ~arttcularly ua.uttable 
u4 aore •W.table rocky bott• vu pruat at snater cleptba. Deualty abo 
s••i'ally ilecreuecl with d.,th • acept Oil looaa nbatrate at Portu&al C"e 
where the hlahaat 4aaa1ty vaa at 50 f .. t. Thia vaa prt.arily attributed 
tet nall urehtu vh1eh Hl"e abMDt aear ahon but atr•ely abuDcfant (about 
200/•2) oa the eorallt .. aena&M •urtal at 30-50 fHt. Medtua-atae 
aad lara• urchtaa seaerally deerea.acf vith depth 1~ th• uaual •anner. tu 
both bedrock aGeS loOMe aubatrate traa.act• at Portugal Cove there vae a 
decreaae in laraer urcblDa at greater depths. Thta augsaata that laraer 
urchiDa acwe from greater depth• tovarda the ehore. Certainly the abuadanee 
of readily eaten macrophytes near the aurface mast exert • ~ajor influence 
in ~lntatuiu& or actrac~ing urchins to shallower de~tha. ao that the 
hiahact den~ity and bioaaaa is found near low water level. 
l . . 
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In the eaatem Mumaa, Propp (1964a, 1966) studied the fauna on 
Lithothcwnion substrate at deptha froa 10 - 108 feet (3 to 32m), and also 
found that!· droebadlienai.a snerally decreased in both density and 
biosua with iDcr ... illg depth. 'l'be mea density dropped from. 35.7 urchiu/m2 
aDd a bia.&el of 172 sa-1m2 at 10 - 20 feet (3-6 a) to 24.2/m2 (824 gas/m2) 
at 33 - 39 feet (10 - 12 a). Tbeae values were derived from aaplea in 
tvo area 1D the 110Uth of the Dal.Diaia Zelenckaja River, but the clenaitiea 
at the •- aeptha 1D the tvo areu clicl not yary aignificantly, hcnrever, 
the valaea for 10 - 20 feet (3-6 a) iD both areu ware significantly 
different fro. thoae at 33 - 39 f@!!t (10 - 12 a). At greater clapth8 the 
clenaitJ clecr ... ecl atedUy to 16.2 urdliu/a2 (490 gru/a2) at 59 - 66 feet 
(18 - 20 a) aDd 4.0/a2 (98 gaa/a2) at 105 feet (32m). These density valaea 
••• ftry low ea.parH to thoae on Litboth..Un aubatrate at Logy Bay and 
Portqal Con, but hie bi-..a utiutu caapare more fCYOurably. Lars• 
archiu nre apparatly relatiftl)' c D'D at all depth8 aa at LoiY Bay • It 
uy be that Propp 41cl not bother to aaple very ...U urchiDa a11lce they 
are cliffiealt to collect ad their contribution to total btoaua is -u. 
Propp (1964&) alao recoriH .. ch hiaher d&llaitiea of urchiu (up to 170 -
250 /a2) which cc.pletely ccm~red the bott• vbere the LithothDDiOD 
aabatrate borduH I.m1naria hecla. StmJYlocentrotua clroebachiell81a vas 
the 110at prwalat af•ll at all 4eptha. 
In a earlier atw:ly iD the ... tam MuriUD, JCunetacw (1946) noted 
that !• clroebachieuia vu aoat abandaat near the abore. He •aas•tad that 
th1.a vu related to the pruence of the aacropbytu ill ahallov water, a inca 
they are the aatn foCMI aoarce of thia apectea. SoaetiaM daaittu of 180-
220 archtu/a2 &ad bi.aaau of 6.()-61.5 'q/a2 were reached in depth• of up 
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to 26 feat (8 m). The latter represents the highest biomass eyer reported 
for §_. droebachiensis. 
In a sheltered bay ill Greenland, where there was little ice because 
of 1tr0111 curr•ts, Madan (1940) also obsenad that this 1peciu wu 
abUDdaat 1D the upper sublittoral aad especially Dear law water 1 ... 1. 
The differenc .. ia the aiae co.positione, densities and biomaaaes 
in the thrH stwly areu can be related to the effects of waves and exposure, 
and substrate on aettl..-nt, aur.ival &Dd growth. 
The arut .. t qaaatttt• of urchins occurrH at Logy lay where the 
aposue wu P'Mtut ad where bildrock pred.taates to 60 feet or 1110re. 
The hiahest •-tty (353 urchw/a2) occurred at 16 feet on the steep bedrock 
vella jut belCIIW the Alu:la •••• ad d-.ttiea of OV"er 250/a2 were present 
to 40 fut, aur the bott• of the Narrow. Outside Dyer's Gulch deuitiea 
of &boat 100 wc.biu/a2 were presant to 80 feet. Such high densities sugge1t 
that sectl-.t in thu uaa ia aonally ••ry hip. NeMrthel .. •, the 
relatiye surc:lty of luae ucbiu (6.39 I) indicat .. that aunival il not 
2 
great. Sia11arly, vary hf.p bi.uses of OYer 2,000 r,ru/• occurred along 
the walla of the Jarron aiMI of 1112 - 610 f,U/a2 were present outside the 
Gulch to 80 feet. !.• clroebachieuis is very well adapted to cliqin& to 
the bedrock surfae .. as it takes couiderable force to remoYe an urchin from 
ita substrate whea turbulent vatar is flowing over it. Although large urchins 
vera ca..on on the boulders and cobble lining the Gulch, they were uncommon 
on the Bar and on the loose aub1trate which gently slopes out from the Gulch. 
Here urchins are likely to be crushed by 1tones wbtch are thrown around by 
high waves which sur,se upon this area during winter atorma. The turbulent 
I 
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coa4itiona at Logy Bay frequently break off pie~es of macrophytes from the 
intertidal and aublittoral friaa• and diatribute them to greater depths. 
For uaaple, pieces of Alaria vera cOIIIDtODly found at all depths al.;ing the 
walla of the Narrows and duriaa the •ummer great quantities of this alga 
collect in the deeper parte of the Gulch. This uy up lain the incruaing 
DWibara of luae urchiu at araater deptha within the Gulch (aa 1hown in 
the • ..,1 .. froa 16 to 40 feet). 
At rortusal Cove,expaeure ia aore .aderate aDd bedrock aDd loose 
substrates ue both CdiJD OR aloaa the 1hore. The urchin population Oil bedrock 
shoved a aarked 11ailarity to that at Logy Bay but 4=:=!tiaa aDd biomaaaea 
at 11ailu levels vera leaa u4 lara• urchiu vera conceatratad 1A ahallow 
water. The deD&ity 4ecr-a4 fr011 271 urchina/s2 at 10 feet to 113/a2 at 
50 feet aa4 the bi011&88 dropped fr011 2689 ... /a2 at 10 feat to 1044 gma/m2 
at 20 fut ad vu about 300 ,_,.2 at 3D-50 feat. The 10'1.-er dauitiaa 1uggut 
that aett1._.t :b not quite u II'Ut u at Lou Bay • 
Thera alao appaua to be a 4CMlvU'd displacement with increuins depth 
in the bedrock populatiou of !· droebachiauill which Propp (1964b, 1966) 
studied 1n the eutan Mumaa. In the .outh of Dalniaia Zalenckaja there 
were 22.7 urchtaa/a2 or 703 ... of urcbina/a2 on Lithothamnion substrate at 
29.5 faet (Propp 1966) but on the ._. aubatrata and at the ••• depth in a 
2 
more apoa .. uaa near Great A1DoY Ial&IUI there were 34 urchilla/m of 1080 
su/a2 (Propp 1964b). The latter deDBity and biouaa were similar to those 
at 13.1 feat at Dal.Diaia Zelnclcaja. 
A ••ry danae urchin population waa also present on loose substrate 
at Portuaal Cove. Hov••r, the absence oi amall urchins and abundance of 
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large urchins near the ahore, and the abundance of large urchins at greater 
depths, are notable. The rock material in ahallow water was well rounded by 
abrasion. It is likely that movements of this loose material during storms 
have crushed, and thus el~nated ..all urchins. Larger urchins which are 
not a1 easily crushed occurred near the shore in densities of 123/m2• At 
greater deptha, where waye action has leaa effect, the aubstrate showed no 
sipa of abruion aince it wu heavily encrusted with crustose corallines. 
Very high daaitiea of over 200 urchia./m2, mostly small urchiM, occurred 
between 20 and SO f .. t. Biomaaau oa the loose substrate abruptly dropped 
fr011 3562 gu/a2 at l foot to about 1200 ps/a2 at 10 and 20 feet and then 
varied fr011 663 to 153 gu/m2 to 70 feet. Apparently settlement and early 
davelos-ent haft been nry auc:cuaful in this area, except near the shore. 
Holyrood 1a a aheltered area ADd aubatratea varied from looae rock 
material to ...s. UI'Chin claaities vera very low, but the percentage of 
large urch1u vu v•I'Y lliah at all depths which !.. i .n earked contraat to 
the other ar.... The higheat claaa1ty occurred at 1 foot ill November, 1968, 
(6S/a2), but this :la lue than the lowest denaities at any of the levels 
1apled in the other ar.... Bovayer, the bio.a•• of laqe urchina in this 
laple vu 1537 pu/a2, which :la only aurpaaaecl at 1 foot below the Cobble 
Beach at Portuaal Cna where large urchiu alao predOIIliDated. The relatively 
very low clenaitiea at Holyrood i.Ddicata that aettlement must be very poor 
in thia area, howeYer, there auat be very high survival since very large 
urchina are relatively abundant. 
In Florida l!cPharaon (1969) found that the tropical eea urchin, 
Bchino.etra lucunter • wu 1ar1er on offahore aru• than on highly expoaed 
.. . :.... .·; -.;.:..:.-:..;·.: 
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water reefa and suggests that dais is due to either a faster growth rate 
or greater longevity on tha former. 
A tadency of echiDoida to aggresate during the breeding season 
has been recorded for EchinocudiUII cordatum (Orton 1914, BuchlllUUl 1966), 
Paammechiaua ailiaria (Orton 1914), Tripneuates .. culentua (Lewis 1958) 
aad ~tec:hinua ftl'ieaatua (Moore et al. 1963) ad a ahorevard aigration 
hu bea :1Ddicated ill Bahiaua eac:ulatua (Bblherst 1922, Scott 1931, and 
by the data of laiu aDd Jonea 1967). It is very poasible that the consr8gat1ng 
of urchins iu ahallov water at Holyrood duri.Dg the winter is a r .. ult of 
a siailar phe11011ena in S. droebacbienaia. 
Mitchell's Brook, Salmonier Arm, St. Mary'• Bay is a very sheltered 
inlet &D4 both the typea of 8\lbatrate aDd urchf.n population were notably 
similar to thoae at Holyrood. The area vaa only viaited on two occasion., 
and aa.plea vera not collected. Cobble &Del amall boulders bordered the 
ahore, aaDd pradoainatecl at daptha of 15 to 40 feet, and jagged cobbles were 
praaant at greater deptha. The largest urchins I have sean, 50-72 mm in 
diameter, ware very conspicuous uear the rocks along the shore and were 
scattered over the sand aone where Echinarachnius parma were common. At 
40-60 feet the urchin population appeared very similar to that level at 
Holyrood. 
Thua the urchin populationa in sheltered areas appear to be 
characterized by light settlement, low densities and very high survival. 
On the other hand where wave azpoaure ia more severe, denaitiaa (especially 
of ... ller urchin~) and biomaeses are very high, but survival is relatively 
law. 
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Dexter (1944) reported that !· droebachiensis WRS a dominant in the 
bottom community of Ipswich Bay, ~fasaachu=etts, however, hill highest density 
was only about 0.4/m2• In a similar community of the Pacific Coast, between 
Victoria, British Columbia, and the mainland, Shelford et al. (1935) 
recorded densities of 4.0 - 20.0 !· droebaChiensis/m2• Wismer and Swanson 
(1935) aada a more detailed study near Brown Island in San ~uan Strait and 
found that the highest density of 10 s. droebachiensis/m2 occurred at 6.6 -
19.6 feet on a shell-sand bottom near eel graes and kelp. From 26.2 to 108.3 
feet the bottoa wu mud and densities varied from 2.2 to 5.2/m2• The latter 
est~tea were obtained from dredge haula, however, they are very low compared 
to the densities in Nevfouadland aDd in the eastern Murman. Undoubtedly the 
soft substrate in theaa areaa must be an important factor. In an exposed 
2 
area at York, Maine, Sva found 1305 urchins in an area about 3 11 on a low 
intertidal ledae. Small urchiDa made up 59. 2 percent of these, •dium-size 
urchin• 3S.S parceDt and large urchius 5.4 percent. Both the high density 
and high mortality in thia aample compares very favourably with the bedrock 
populationa at LOSY Bay and Portugal Cove. 
In 1968 and 1969,ap.vning in the urchin population at Portugal Cove 
was concentrated frGII about rabruary through April. Urchin recruit'llent waa 
apparently very poor in all the atudy areas, since very amall urchins (less 
than 3 1llll in diameter) were very rare. In Norway, Greig (1928) found small 
urchins, 0.5- 2.5 mm in diameter, during the summer of 1923,and at York, 
Haine, Swan obaerved that O.S - 1 • .5 1DJ1 urchins were common in June~ 19S3~ but 
not in ~une, 1957. Both Greig and Swan agree that these very small 
individuals represent newly settled urchine from the early spring spawning. 
' 
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A strong mode of small urchina occurred in the mean size frequency 
distributions for the 4 transects. At 16 feet at Logy Bay,tbia mode 
occurred at 6 mm in June-July. 1968; advanced to 10 mm by May 22, 1969; 
but remained stationary during the summer until September 4, 1969. At 10 
feet on bedrock at Portugal Cove the corresponding mode was at about 8 mm 
on Auauet 6, 1968; had shifted to 12 am by May 13, 1969; and to lS-16 mm 
by September 10, 1969. The iucreaae of this mode auageata that it and the 
followiDa mod .. repr .. ent succeaaive year c1asaea. The fact that the 
advanceaut vu nearly twice as great at Portuaal Cove (8 11m) as at Logy 
Jay (4 ma). in a period of aligbtly aore than a year, indicates that growth 
ia greater at Portuaal Cove, where the ezposure is not as great. The latter 
was furthel' iDdicatec! by the wider spacin& of the following modes, which 
probably are auccesaive year claasea. at Portugal Cove (see below). The 
above mod.. of ... u urchiu likely represent urchins from a very successful 
recruic.eut 1D 1967. 
A very dietf.Dct claaa O·f 1 year old urchins between 3-16 mm, which 
reached a peak at the s ... positioa u in the aean siae distribut1oD8 (8 -
10 -> wu alao pr .. nt in the population studied by Swan (1958) in 1957 
in Maine. At 16 feet at Lo11 lay, at SO feet on bedrock and at 40 to 60 
and perhapa 70 feet OQ looae substrate at Portugal Cove the 1 year mode of 
urchina was at 6 - 8 mm. This cloaely correaponds to the 1 year old mode 
of urchlna at S-6 am which Grieg (1928) found in samples from 0 - 49 feet 
in the Folden Fjord. Norway. Tba aiae ranges indicated by Soot-Ryen (1924) 
and Schorygin (1928) for the corresponding year class are 6 - 10 mm in 
Ramfjorde, Norway. and 7 - 11 mm in the Barents Sea, respectively. However, 
it ahou1d be noted that Swan (1961, 1967) baa indicated that Gries and 
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Soot-Ryen may have beeu dealing with ! . pallidus as well as ! . droebachiensis 
and that Schorygin's collections were!· pallidus. I would support Swan's 
sugaeation that the latter two workers have liated their year class estimates 
a year too YO\Uli• They considered that the above mode, which occurred in 
summer collection&, represented urchins from the same year's apaw~ing. 
However, my observations indicate that this mode ia already present in the 
spring when urchina from the early spring spawning are barely visible. 
The ..an aiae diat~ibution on bedrock at Logy Bay and Portugal Cove 
decraaaed in a regula~ aanner f~om peak frequencies of near 17 urchins/m2 
in tha 8 - 10 - aiaa was to vary low frequenciu at SO ma. At Logy Bay 
aucceediQI .odes fell 1D the 14 - 16, 22 - 24, 26 - 28, and 30 - 32 mm size 
cluau aDd at Portuaal Ccwa pub are auguted at 18 - 20, 24 - 26 and 
30 - 32 -· thus aodes most closely corrupond with those at 1S, 23, and 
30 .. iD Griea'• data (1928). Soot-Ryen (1924) reported wider spaced yearly 
aodea at 18, 23, 37 - 38, and 48 - ud although Schorygin (1928) was 
probably dealtaa with !• pallidus it ia notable that the siae ranges he 
recorda for old•~ year cluau aar•• with the utillates of Soot-Ryen. SWan' • 
(1961) eat~ted modal diameter• at 24 - 26, 40 - 42 and 46 - 54 (?) mm for 
2, 3 and 4 year olcl urchins are cOIIParatively high, however, hia studies were 
made in the southern part of the range of !• droebachiensis aDd warmer water 
temperaturea may contribute towards faster growth rates. Also Laminaria spp. 
waa fed to the urchins in arowth experiments he conducted which supported 
these aodes. His own data deaoastrated that growth was much greater on this 
alga than on Ascophy~ nodoaum and a more recent study by Vadas (1968) 
showed that !• droebachien•is grew much faster on Laainaria aaccharina than 
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on Ag&rum cribrosum ~~d A. ftmbriatum. At Logy Bay Lamiuaria digitata was 
only scattered amongst the Alaria. At Portugal Cove it tfa& absent in the 
study area but Aacophy1lum was abundant intertidally. Asarum cribro9um 
was scattered in both areas. 
The ai•a diatributiona at Yarioua d•pths differed from the mean 
distribution for each trauaect. Tbe .ade of saa11 urchins at 10 feat at 
Portuaal Cne vu uot nearly eo pr.tuat u at 16 f .. t at LosY Bay and 
urc:hiu laraar thaD 40 a were abaat below 20 feat at Portuaal Cove but 
not at Lol)' Bay. The rea•blauce of the size distribution, density and 
bicaus pattaru at 10 and 20 feet at Portugal Cove to those at 27 and 40 
feet raapactiYaly at Lo8Y Bay probably indicates that there is a downward 
dbplacaaat of Portuaal Cne conditions at Lo17 Bay clue to the greater 
apoeure. 
The mean aiae distributioa froa loose substrate at Portugal Cove 
was unlike that froa bedrock. The mocle of nall urchins occurs in the same 
position, but wu about twice as high. There 11 a 1barp drop in urchin 
diameter frequeacies to about 19 am, aDd than no . further drop until after 
40 11m. The very proaouncad .acla probably representa 1 year old urchins, 
from the 1967 apawniDa. If so, sattl81'1lent and early survival were apparently 
much more auccasaful on looae subatrata than on bedroek, acept in shallow 
water, where -U•r urcbina are probably clutroyed by wave action as 
previously sua .. tacl. The •:planation for the drop in frequenctu to 19 llll 
is not yet known. This uy haYe bean an uausually successful year clus, 
or it 1& possible that urchiu after raachilll a •1•• of about lS 11111 tend to 
move avay, perhaps to shallower water vhere they could easily be crushed 
by IIIOri.na rocka aiMl thus al:bainatacl. 
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At Holyrood. while there is some suggestion of a similarly positioned 
but very small mode of ~uall urchins, the relative increase in th~ frequencies 
of urchins with increasing size is a much more striking feature. As previously 
indicated, the low densities but increasing frequencies of larger urchins 
ill this area indicate that althouah settlement is poor, survival is great. 
Both at 10 feet on bedrock and at 50 t .. t on loose substrate at 
Portugal Cove, the fint mode advaced considerably more c:turiag the 4 aUIIIler 
months of 1969 than during the 9 - 10 mnths previous to May, 1969. At 
Portugal Cove,there ia alao a trend towards decreaaed growth Vith increasing 
depth. This is indicated by the modal advancement, which waa more than twice 
aa great at 10 feet than at SO feet, and by the position of the firat mode 
at the various levels in the samples froa the aUIIIDer of 1968. The mode of 
young urchina vu at 6 - 8 • at 60 &Del 50 feet, 8 - 10 111 at 40 and 30 feet 
ad at 10 - 12 - at 20 feat. The OGly exception in thia trend appeared at 
10 feet vhue it vu back ou alae clue at 8 - 10 -· Buch&Uil (1966) also 
obaerved alover growth ratea at greater daptba in ichinocardiua cordatua. 
A strona mode from a heavy aettl .. ent in 1968 proar .. aed 8 a./year in a 
littoral population &DCl only 2 mm/yaar in an offahore populatioa at 98-131 
feet. The offshore population waa on a ailty aubatrate which waa rich in 
organic content and the littoral population lived on clean saud, however, 
Buchanan suggested that E. cordatum may be morphologically better suited to 
atracting food from coaraer material or that tho oraanic material at greater 
depths may not be a suitable food. If young§_. droabachieuia feed more on 
macrophytes than on decayins detritus certainly their food would be more 
abundant near the surface and srowth would be limited at greater depths • 
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In both the shallow water bedrock samples at 10 feet at Portugal 
Cove and at 16 feet at Logy Bay the first mode waa not as far advanced (by 
one size claee) as at the next level sampled. Ebert (1966, 1968) has shown 
that growth of ~· purpuratus may be reduced by excessive spine breakage, 
since the urchin muat utilize some of itt total eneray budget, which would 
otherwise be used for growth, in repairing tpines. Heavy wave action near 
the surface likely caueea tpine breakage, so that tbie factor may explain 
the above situation. It wu frequently noted that larger urchine in shallow 
vtter at Loay Bay and Portugal Cove, especially those in crevices amongst 
the Alaria beds, bas short thick epinea, whereu, urchins from greater depth• 
had long slender tpines. This could contribute towarde the slower growth 
rate at Logy Bay as indicated by the slower proareetion of the mode at 16 
feet ~nd by the closer epaciag of succeeding model. 
Ebert (1966, 1967, 1968) ttudied 3 aubpopulations of !• purpuratus 
at Sunset Bay, Oreaon, and found that in each population the growth rate 
varied and that the yearly mod88 of small urcbioa could be identified for 2 
or 3 yeare and then were obliterated when they fused with the mora static 
group of adult urchins. He alao found that in some instances that urchins 
could resorb calcite and shrink in size (Ebert 1967). The food supply 
appeared to be the main governin;:, factor aod he hypothesized that the growth 
rate and ultimate size, but not the numbers, of urchins is limited by the 
availability of food. Leighton (1967) found that the same situation existed 
in Southern California in areas where food wae limited, and suggest~d that 
the size of the urchins in the stationary mode of adult urchins reflects the 
food conditions. In the very dense bedrock populations at Portugal Cove and 
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r: LoaY Bay there :la no :lndicat:lon of auch a buildup of adult urchins of 
' 
etailar aise. Inatead there ia a steady decline in the nuabera with size 
which probably represents a naturAl mortality rate. Food liaitation could 
possibly contribute towards the alov growth rate of these populatione. 
Ebert' • bypotbuta aay baYe value ill lnterpretlq the very atro111 mode of 
large urcb:l.Da at 49 - at Holyrood cui the sllght buildup at 40 aa on loose 
eubstrate at Portuaal Cove. 
The diaater: aa• re1atloashlp of .! . nwlue and ! . intenaediua aa 
reported by ~Ea (1966) aDd Fuji (1967),raapectival~ indicates that 
growth 1a •cb futer ill these species to the abe of about 35 .. teat 
diaeter, but ai•i 1 ar to !. . clroebachienais in 1arser urchiu. Studiu by 
Svaa (1961), North (1967) ancl Bbert (1968) •uesut that !· purpuratua and ! . 
fraac:lacaaua grow at a atailar rate, or soaettaes faster in the first 2 or 
3 years. 
; ' 
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Feecliy 
Field Obaervations 
Durins the courae of thi8 atudy many field obaervationa were made 
on the sruiq behaviour of urchiu. lD the wiDter aontha of 1968-69, 
there w.. a heavy aettl...at of Alaria eaculenta at Portugal Cove. On 
the vut aide of the B .. in a deue arovth COYerad the bedrock aurfacu to a 
depth of 3 - S feet froa the Point to about half way up the Blain. During 
April azul May urehill broniq rataed the lower l:lait of Al.aria by about 2 
feet. On nuaaroua occaaiODII, partiaalarly on cala daya, there vaa an almoat 
conUmaoua ba4 of urchina, 6 - 14 inchu 1u width, crovdecl aloq the bottom 
of the Alaria aoae (Plate V). By June or July the entire area iaaide the 
Point vaa c~letely clearecl of Aleria &Del other aacrophytu to alightly 
ahcwe low water lwel. Aluia vu alao r..uyecl frOil the poola inaide the 
Outer 114&• aD4 by the eDcl of Aucu•t only the atipu of Alarie and Fucua 
plaata r••ta.ecl. Sti.,_ of ar .. ed-off Aleria vera elao coaon in deeper 
~re eapoaed ar ... at the end of the au..er (Plate VII). 
A a1111lar aituatioa occurrecl at Loay Bay where a aolid aone of larger 
urchtu vaa frequently ••• cleatroyiq the youaa Alaria plants which had 
aet tlecl at sraater cleptha further wide the Gulch dud.q the winter • Alao, 
whenever it vaa cala, the bladu of olcler pl.anta would h&DI down along the 
walla of the Gulch where they would be anchored and devoured by aagregations 
of urchina. The atipea ••• to be aore reaiaUnt to gr·a z inS and are the 
laat portion of the plant to be utiliaed. 
DuriD& perioc!a when there vu avell action, theae aggregations 
were uaually diaperaed clownvarda ao that no diatinct band of urchin• was 
I ' 
I 
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evident. The part water movement playa in protecting the macrophytes 
from urchina was diaplayed on aeyeral occuiou on the walle of the Narrow. 
Plant• of De..areatia viridia and Ag&rum cribr~um rotsted from their pointe 
of attachment,and within the circular areas o.er which they moved no urchins 
were apparent; but the normal dense urchin cover (as shown in Plate I) 
existed outside theae .areu. 
BaDda of urchiu h .. a alao bea obaerved around Monoatr-. ap. in 
the apriq. In 1961, there vaa a lwaar:lant growth of D•-r•t1a viridis 
on the bedrock ridaes ~:d outcropa off the Point at Portu~al Cove. In 
Auguat, thouah, vben it vaa frequeDtly cala, the 111'Chin• weighed down and 
conau.ed thia aJaa (Plate VI). At yarioua tiaea, Portugal Co.e CODiresattona 
of urchina, with pieeu of fucoida wrapped around them, were c.-only aeen 
in the ahallow crwicea arouod the luin. Durina the s~er, there vera 
...... of u.rahiu aoraiaa Oil Aleria vbich had collected at the bottaa of 
the Gulch ftt Lo11 Jay. Eu&Det•OY (1946) alao reported that feediq cna tom-
off alaa• ia a da.tD&ttaa pheao.eaon durtaa certain tt.ea of the year. 
At Portuaal Ccwe, vb81l .. er piecu of ucrophytea driftecl to greater 
deptha (which vera a•erally cl..o:lAI of auch aatuial) urchiu would quickly 
d .. our tb• (Plate VIII) • Ill July, 1968, a laqe clump of AacophyllUII nodoaua 
and another of rucu. Yeaiculoaua were anchored on the cobble aubatrate at 
SO feet. After a fn daya laqer urchin& cnpletely covered this material 
ancl after 6 daya only a fn frapenta reaatucl. The ability of urchiu to 
detect and locate food hu be• aea in the lab. Starri.DS urchina are 
usually stationary, but when a piece of Laminaria is added their podia aoon 
become acti~e and the alsa ta quickly found. On July 5, 1968,a salvani~ed 
-~ 
' 
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Plat V: Herda of larger urchins grazing at the bottom of the zone 
of young Alaria e culenta in id the Point at Portugal 
Cove. (May 13, 1969). One onth lat r Alari~ was absent 
i thia rea. (De th 3') -
Plate VI: A congr ation of larg r urchin holdin do and devouri~ 
D r tia vir1d1 «t Portu al Cove during a calm p riod 
in August, 1968. (D pth 10') 
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Plate Ylt 
JUab •-itJ of lua• aebiu at aboet 12 faa& DUr &lae 
beet• el tM Aluia ... • t1aa •-... aide ef t'lle Gater u .... 
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wire meah cage, which acluded larger urchins froa a 1 square meter area, 
vas set out at 50 feet. Half the area was lined with the haavUy coralline 
encrusted cobble from that level aDd the rest with clean cobblea frca the 
Cobble Beach. On September 10, 1969, ODe aa1l A,sarum plant, 18 em 1n 
length, vas preaent iD the cqe. Thia alga did not occur below 40 feet 
outside the cqe at Portugal Cne. Ptilota growa poorly on the cobble 
aub•trate but a alishtly great•~ ~~~h occurred on the Lithothamnion 
conrad aufaaea :La the ca&•• Saall apota of cruetoaa alsae, a fw 111111-
.. tera 1D di ... ter, were ecattered on the ~facea of the clean cobblee. 
Th_ue the field obeenatiou make it clear that graa1Dg, both upon 
attached and liviD& aacrophytea and upon algal cletritua, ia an illportant 
activity of !• clroebachieDaia. 
Food of S. droebacb18D8ia 
Gut aaly ... U.S• OD urchiu, collected betv'HD rebnuy 2 and 
tfcw•b• 29, 1968,1D eballov wat• at Pfttuaal Ccwe for sonacl eaaplea, 
prwicln WonatiOD OD the diet of thia uiul (Table II) • It wu found 
that the sat .. terial.e reflected the fooda a•ailable where the urchiu were 
collected. 'l'hrouahout 1108t of the year, -u sreen and yeUow-bi'OWD piecee 
of phaaophytee (.oetly fucoida aad Alaria eeculenta) constituted the bulk of 
the gut cODtenta. In March, thouah, Monoatrcaa ap. was very abundant in the 
collecting poola. It vu in fact tbe most cc.aon uterial. Small quantities 
of Pilayella littoralia (a veE)' cGIIMD epiphyte on the fucoids) also occurred 
frequently. Co!'alliua officinalia, whic:h vu abundant in the poole ina ide of 
the Outer Ridge, vu acattered aD&i occuiooally abund&llt in the viacera of 
20 - 65 percent of the a.-plea. 
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I 
TABLE II: ~e incidence (I) of the materiala aoat c0111110nly found in the 
aut of .!• droebacbieuta in aba11ow water at Portugal Cove in 1968. 
N 
Phaeophytu 
GO 
N ~ 
N 
• ~ 
0\ 
N 
~ 
N 
" 
.; i .., 
0'1 
N Cl\ 
0 N 
... C"'\ 
41 .., 
1 ... II i 1 .. t ti (I) Q 
( 
et 
fucolda ancl Alula ~eDta) 65.85 66.67 95.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 90.00 100.00 
lr 
1£! 
dt 
on globulu of 
JlCI ' dlatGIIlll • 
trttua, etc. 
Co 
of 
ralliu 
flctulia 
! y Uatll.la ttoralia_, 
Uro apora app. etc. 
M 
-
onoatroaa ap. 
Dl'l 
-.! lp. 
!_t Uota ••nata 
Fr 1811• white 
caraoua a1obulu cal 
Bar d calcaraoua 
ehi PI 
Ba laaua balaoidu 
-
!!lt1 
Sal 
NUMB 
1 sutropoda 
!R 
12.20 33.33 oo.oo 10.00 40.00 ~0.00 30.00 30.00 10.00 
48.71 31.10 65.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 
21.95 9.52 10.00 80.00 95.00 .50.00 1.5.00 30.00 o.oo 
o.oo 90.49 ~ ~ 00 15.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
o.oo 
0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 10.00 20.00 
10.00 
17.07 31.10 10.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
o.oo o.oo 
70.17 66.67 100.00 75.00 65.00 6.5.00 7.5.00 
o.oo 90.00 
2.44 o.oo 30.00 20.00 .5.00 2.5.00 s.oo 
o.oo o.oo 
o.oo o.oo .5.00 20.00 o.oo s.oo 70.00 
10.00 o.oo 
46.34 38.10 4.5.00 55.00 20.00 60.00 
ao.oo 80.00 60.00 
12.00 9.52 5.00 o.oo 5.00 o.oo 
15.00 10.00 .50.00 
41 21 20 20 20 20 
20 10 10 
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Fragile alobulea of white calcareous material, which aay originate 
fr011 Coralllu or fr• cnatoae cora111naa, vera acattared to abundant 111 
65 - 100 parent of the urc:hiu ad harcl calcaraoua chipa, which likely 
c:ae fr011 the latter, vera pruat 1D aoma urchina. The pta of 6 urchtu, 
which had bean kapt in a tanlt for about half a year with Lithothamion aa 
the only food, coatatnecl little other tbaD the fraaile white globulaa, which 
often contained aoaa barclar aaterial, and the c:hipa of LitbothaD.ion. It 
ie interutina that tvo of th••• urcb1D8 cODtaiaad aoae blue .. tarial, 
apparently acrapa4 fr• the af.clu of the fibarsla•• tank. In a aiailar 
eituation atarviq \ll'china ara•ecl traca through the paiDted wood partitiou 
which aeparatacl th- in a holclina tank. Soft brcnm alobulaa, couiatiq of 
such material• u aaacl, cliat-. ad clatritua, vera ca.on in up to 40 perc:ent 
of the Portuaal Cern •aplu. 
Ptilota a errata vu Ollly pr .. nt in February through March, when 
it waa c~y vuhacl 1D fr• sreatar deptlaa. Uroapora app. ware a cat tared 
in a fw indi'ricluala durf.Da the apriq aontha and.!!!!! ap. wu present in 
the fall. 
The incf.claace of ..all M7tilus adulia, auaael fragments and the shiny 
byaaal fiber• vaa 20 - 60 percent in the ... plea from the pools, but 60 - 80 
percent 1D urc:hina &oa along the uat aide of the Point. Small Balanus 
balanoidu, and frapaata of the .... , uually occurred in only a few 1Ddtvicluals, 
however, they vera pruent in 70 percent of the Sept•b•r aample • Muaaela 
and bamaclu vera uaually pruant in llllall quantitiea bat ill a few iutaneea 
they pradoa!Datacl. A few ...tl autropocla (Lacuna vtocta and littorinida) 
uauaUy occurracl in a fn iadiYicluala ::eb ::o:t!!. end in NOYdber were preaent 
iu 50 pareant of the aaaple. 
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lragaeuta of ambulacral plates, Polyaiphonia app., wood and other 
vascular plant tiaauu, feathara, bryosoana and nuclibrancha vera only 
observed infrequently. 
On July .5, 1968, 3 urchina froa SO feat at Portugal Cove contained 
aoatly bard vhita or piDkiah calcareoua chipa, undoubtedly froa L1thotha.n1on 
nodulaa. l"rqila vbita alobulu aD4 Ptilota ware ~n in all 3 and aoft 
detritua alobulu and a fila.ntou II'•• each occurred in only ona 1ncl1viclual. 
Swan urchiu, collactM fra11 30 feat at Logy Bay on July 8, contaillecl pf.acu 
of Alaria in abUDdaca ad nallar •ounta of fragile white alobulea. Shiny 
tiber a, probably frail ... aala, war a foaaj in 2 iDdi riduala and l'tilota vu 
preaaat ill 1 urchill. Ptilota vu tha uta utarial in 4 urchin• frOil 80 
feet on bedrock vhara thia alga vu groviq. 
When urcbw aD4 aaad dollar•, BchiD&racbD1ua pana, vare put in 
the .... teak iD tha laboretorr the latter were readily preyed upon by the 
urchina. Tha apf.llu vera firat aruacl fr011 tha eaad dollar tut, particularly 
aloq tha edaa of tha tut, and eventually a bola was eaten through the 
ep!cal reston (Plata XB~ Thia aituation may occur in ar ... , for eza.ple 
Salmoniar Ara, st. Mary'• Bay, where thea& apacies are found together on 
sand. 
Dawson (1868), Scott (1901) and Weese (1926), have examined the 
gut content& of !• droebachianaia in North America and they agree that this 
animal ia principally a plant eater. It is interesting that they • but not 
th• Europ8a workers (below), have todicated that the urchin forms :!t!! food 
into small globular pallets aa waa observed in the Newfoundland examinations. 
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Weua (1926) studied the urchins at Friday Harbor, Waahington, 
aud found the diautive tracts of the urchiu there contained mo1tly !lill.• 
Zostera and Fucua. Urchiu u deep u 250 m alao contained plant material 
froa shallow water aDd thua he noted that the vertie&l diatribution of 
urchiu vu not liaitecl by where their foocla P'OW. aa ia tba caaa with 
terrestrial aai-.le, aince water .ov ... nta diatribute their foods. 
Hacrophytu must have been abaant whare Dawson (1868) collected his 
urchiu at Tadouaaac, Quebec, aiDe• epibanthic llicrophytu vare the uin 
food material in hie obaervatioaa. 
Scott (1901) ucla ateuive aainatiou of urchina fr011 several 
habitats in the St. AMre¥8 Reaion, N.B. and ucftrtaiuecl that thia urchin's 
diet depada OD the foods &Yailable in the apecific emroDMDt in which 
it ia found. UrchiDI near fucoicla ad lami.aariau ttere filled with aull, 
1 - 2 mm, piecu of thea• aaaweeds and urchins not near aacrophytea contained 
globular maaau chiefly ..eta up of a&Dd, diatama aDd other microphytea. 
Althouah fiah are DOt cWBODly part of the urchin'• diet, Packard 
(1893) and Scott (1901) record that they are readily devoured when present, 
i.e. around fiabezaen'• wharfs. I have also observed this in Newfouudland 
and in such instances urchins usually show a preference for fish over 
seaweeds. Lara• quantities of capalin (Mallotus villoaus) WlY be consumed 
by urchins when they come to the coast to spawn in June and July • 
In Daniah waters, Blegvad (1915) and Jaa.en (1915) found that plant 
~tarial (particularly Zoatera) was the principal material in the gut of 
!· droebacbieneia aod that epiphytic bryoaoaoa, sponges and hydroids were 
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alto coaaon. Small gaatropoda, aphrodites, gammarids, small barnacles, 
Ophioslypba app. , and ucidiana ware present only in small qua11titiea. In 
Norway, Awerinzew (1911) tried (unauceeaefully) to relate the reddish or 
purplish colouration of aome urchina to the Lithothamnion substrate o~ which 
they vera fCNild. Siailar colour variation hu alao been seen at Priday 
Harbor (Weue 1926) ad in NevfOUDdlad. Kwrnetsov (1946) made gut analyaea 
of urchina fr• the ahallov water in the aaatern Munan and found that the 
littoral and sublittoral ala•• •r• pred•iaaat. He alao recopisec! 
seuonal variatioa ralatacl to the food• available ill the diiferent eeuou. 
In the au.aer Letnaria aacchariDa wu very oulldant ad urchina fed mainly 
Oil tbia alaa, but in the fall when Laturia became leas c011110n aloaa the 
coast Deamarutia aculeate, Fucua aad yroapor~ became impnrtdnt constituents 
in the urchin'• diet. 
lichelbaua (1910) aDd Mtalch (1922) found ~t bydroida, polychaat .. 
and apongu vera predomiDant (macrophytes were rare) end concluded that !• 
droebachianaia vu prillad.ly a predator. It is likely that the apecilleu 
they ex .. taad vera aa.e diataac• from larae alsae, perhaps in deeper water. 
Theae nuaerou obaervationa ulte it clear that plant material, 
particularly macrophytes, are the principal food of .!· droebachiensis. 
However, smaller quantities of alaw moving or aeasile animals and carrion 
are regularly iDaeated alona with plant material or when algae are not 
available. 
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Feedig Experiment• 
Feeding Under Light : Dark Periods 
From April 20 to 30, 1969, 20 and 50 mm urchins '<'."*re utudied under 
alternating 12 hour light (200-400 lux): 12 hour dark periods. The water 
temperature varied from 1.2 ta 2.0°C. There is little difference in the 
amount of food eaten in the light and dark periods (Table III), but the 
mean amount of faeeu aerated te greater during the lisht intervals. The 
latter diffarenea i1 llot •f.ptfiC&Ilt (P • ( 0.05). 
Effect af Size on FaecliDS 
Feedina abilitia• of 7 11za group• of urchina OD Laminaria 1pp. 
were iDYeltiaatad froa February 10 to 22, 1969, when th1 water temperature 
wu 1.0 - 1.5°C. The ruultl of thu 1tucl7 ara in Appencliz VI. The 
relation of the a.ount of foocl eaten (c), tha a.oant of faec•• ezcreted 
(f), and the feeding rate to test diameter (d) are shown in Figura 8. 
When tha values are plotted against teat diameter on log-log graph paper 
these relationships ara linear, w1 th the exception of tb@ consumption rate 
(c) of 10 mm urchins. However, thi• is likely an error since the method 
employed is only capabla of giving a rouah estimate of the amount of food 
eaten by such AlAll urchiu. The equations of these lines, which are shown 
in the figures, as derived by the method of leeet squares from the data on 
20 to 70 mm groups, are as follows: 
Food eaten (mg wet weight)/urchin/day c • 
Faeces excreted (ag dry weight)/urchin/day 
Feeding rate (%) r • 
0.2323 X d2•0970 
f • 0.0022 X d2•SSJl 
30.87 X d-0.7528 
~LE III: Feed~ ab~1~t~ea of two s~ze groups of urch1na UDder alteraat~ng 1~ght dark par~oda 
during Apr11 20-30, 1969. (Water temperature 1.2 - 2.0°C). 
12 HOUR LIGHT PERIOD 12 HOUR DARK PERIOD 
(200 - 400 lux) 
i FOOD X FAECES X POOD i FAECES 
Size Group EATEN SE N EXCREtED SE !I EA'IEN SE N EXCRETED SE N 
19.0 - 20.9 59.71 5.02 8 5.14 0.45 9 67.75 10.64 10 3.66 0.23 9 
49.0 - 50.9 324.99 30.19 9 21.00 1.66 9 320.24 29.11 10 13.45 2.01 10 
FOOD EATEN FAECES EXCRETED 
mgs (WET WEIGHT) wg• (DRY WEIGHT) FOOD EATEN ASSD1ILATION 
UR~IN/DAY /UR~IN/DAY URCHIN WEIGHT EFFICIENCY 
X SE N X SE N <sms x> (%) 
19.0 - 20.9 119.90 8.61 8 8.76 0.51 9 3.19 23.80 
49.0 - 50.9 651.39 49.46 9 35.34 3.26 9 1.29 43.39 
... ~ 
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• • • • • " ~ MIGHfc.J Taf .. :' UBI.._. 
The Feeding Abilities of Various Sizes of S. droebachiensis on Laminaria spp. 
during February. 
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Tha amount of food eaten increases froa 124 mg (wet weight)/ 
urchin/day for 20 mm urchins to 1718 mg/day for 70 1IDil urchins. The amount 
of faeces excreted is S mg (dry weight)/urchin/day for 20 mm urchin• and 
130 •!day for 70 - urcbina. The latter increase is proportionally slightly 
greater • aa ia illdicated by the greater alope ill the equation for f. The 
feeding rate dec:reuea u the urchin becomu larger. For aapla • a 20 11111 
urchin eat1 about 3.5 percent of ita weight/day and a 70 - urchin cOIUiuaes 
1. 3 percnt of ita weiaht daily. 
The uailllilation efficiencies, as derived from the experimental 
data. increued from 42 percent for 10 DID urchins to .52 percent for 30 m 
urchins and then steadily decreased to 9 percent for 70 1lll!l urehina. This 
is not linearly related to the teat diameter and the line 1hovn in Fisure 10 
vu interpolated fraa valuu from tha equatiou for food eaten and faeces 
acreted. 
The relatioaahipa of tha ..aunt of food eaten, the amount of faecaa 
aereted, the feedtaa rate aa4 tha aa1imilation efficiency to the weight (v) 
of the urchin are alao ahCMl 1n Figure 8 and the equation• of the firet 
thraa are u followar 
lood eaten (ma wet weight)/urehin/day 
Faacea excreted (mg dry w:ight)/urchin/day 
Feeding Rate (%) 
c • 46.28 x w0.7352 
f • 1.53.5 X W0.9023 
r • 4,630 x w-0.2649 
The greatest changea in the consumption, faecal production, faading 
rata and aaatailation efficiency occur in the smaller urchins up to about 
20 gma body weight. 
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Sept .. ber Jeedtus Ratee 
The reeulte of the aper1meDt8 of the feediq abilitiu of 10, 30 
aDd SO • urchiDI oa etaht epecie• of algae between September 20 8Dd October 
3, 1968, are 1hown 1D PiJure 9 and in Appndiz VII. The water temperature 
over thie perioct ra~~~ed fr• 11.0 - U. 0°C. It Blat fir•t be 1tated that 
the d1tfiC11l.tiu ill ... auriDI the vet veiaht of ala•• 1111d :!11 Muuring 
very •all amoaata of 4ry faecal .. terial preea.t a •erioua probl•, 
upeciaUy vhen clealiq with ... 11 urchill1. The fil ... tou alaae, Ptilota 
aerrata,aDd Deeaar .. tia viridia are a1eo probl ... , eiDce ..all fragmeDta 
aalily break off ad eettle to the bottOil without bei111 iaguted. A11o 
c:alcareoua uiaale are c~y attachect to P. •errata. 
t,efaaria app. alld Alaria ••culnta are eaten ao•t rapiclly. The rate 
ill lu1 for .!!!!!. ap.*, D.-reatia ri.ridia, rucu vuiculoaua, Aacophyllum 
nodoaua, Marua cribro- aad Pti1ota aerrata. The alow couumptiOD of ~he 
latter two alaee ia 1D aar....at with the obaervatiOD that aaall quantiti•• 
of the•• ala•• have bea oblei'Yed to peraiat with urchiu for 11101lthl iD the 
lab. 
The expected deer•••• of the feediag rate with an increa1e in urchin 
•be occurrecl with all tiie alaae acept 1-ninaria •PP• and AacophyllUil nodoaum. 
The latter exeeptiaa. ADd the relatively saall difference• in the feeding rate 
of the tvo •uller aroup• of urchiu 011 yarum cribro8UII and Fucu• vesiculoaua 
may to lome utebt be attributecl to phyaical difficulty small urchins have in 
eattng theae thicker ad leathery phaeophytu. Saall urchin• are pi:'obably 
*The !!£!.!. ap. referred to in the feediag aperimeut• 1.1 neither !• lactuca 
or U. r1a1da (- U. lactuca var. risid~, the only apeciea eo far know for. 
NevfouDAllaDd, ADd appaarsto be an uiUiucribed apeciee (personal communicauon) ~ 
to Dr, G. R. South by Dr. Carl BlidiDI in Sweden). · ~ 
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FIGURE 9: The Feeding Abilities of 10, 30 and 50 mm ~· droebachiensis 
on Eight Species of Algae during September. 
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datritu. feeder• aiaca they are u.ually found iD the protection of small 
crmcaa or UDder cobble aDd coaraa gravel, where detri tua collects. Also, 
Fuji (1967), vho aaalysacl the pta of various •1••• of !· iDteraediua found 
that nell apaciJiau feed oa cletritu. Tba faadiq ratu of nal.l urchiiUI 
on Alarie uculata u4 Ulva ap. , which ara 110ra thiD-bladad, were much 
bipar thaa for 30- urchtu. The probl• of a.U.l frapaata of Wldigasted 
algae baiq loat adoubtadly accoata for the fti'J bish feeding ratu of 
10 • urchiu oa PtUota aerrat~ and De•arutia rir:l.clia. 'l'he aa:bul feediag 
ratu of abo.t 5 peraeat for 30- urchiu aDd about 2.5 parcat for SO mm 
urcb:l.u occunacl vbn Laiuria app. acl Alaria uculata vva the fooda. 
The feediaa rata ... aliabtly ~• than half tbia for thaaa aiaa groupa 
faadq oa !!A!! ap. !be f•adiaa rata of 30 - urch:lu vu 2.3 parent for 
A,aarua cribrona aDd Ptilota aan"ata. Lara• urch:l.u ate lua thaa 1 percent 
of their vU.aht per 4la)' of l'ucua ft8iculoau, .lacophrlla llOdoaua, Danarutia 
nricl:l.a, .yana cr:l.br-va. ad Pt:l.lota aarrata. 
Tbirty aiUiaater uchiu ua:Satilatac! aboat 70 percent of ~ ap. , 
E!!C!!!!. vaatculona, .A.a!OJ!h7Uua aodona ancl Da-rut:l.a rir:l.dia, 52 percent 
of Aleria uculuta aDd 35 percat of LaiDa"ia app. 'l'haaa algae are uaually 
uafatlatacl al:Jahtly lua eff1c18Dtly by SO- urchlu, but 1a yarua cr:l.broa1111 
the valuaa 1Dcr ... a4 abruptly froa 22 percent for 30 - urchiu to 63 percent 
for SO- urchiDa. The uaUdlattoa aff:l.ciency appura to be vary lov for 
Pt1lota aarrata, but thia cou14 partly be due to the ..U. frapanta and 
calcaraou a1ula vb:l.ah are attached to it and which aattle to the bottom, 
ADd could aot a.pletaly be aeparatacl froa the faacu • The data IUII•st 
that -u urch:l.u uaiailata theaa algae i.Daffic:l.atly • However, 11Uch of 
thi1 iaaff:l.ciaacy :I.e obv:l.oualy a reault of the relative :I.Daccuracy of the 
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meuur•nta. The valaea for !!!!! ap. uy cloaely illdicate the true 
litaation. 
Key Feedtaa latea 
Duriq the May-Jua food prefarace aped.anta, the urchiu were 
1D tha poet apaniq CODClition. Tha IIIIOUilt of food eaten per arcbill par 
clay ad the feedf.Da l'atu of 20 ad 50- urcbiu on twelve apaciu of 
iili•• U'e abown 1D Table IV. It aut btl! ~-~·~• tb~t tbeae urchin• 
ven prutaned fft two neb aDd that thaae fiprea vera obtained in a 
differat aaae. Tba feecl1111 l'atu OD Aleria eaaul.ata aDCI !!1:!!, ap. 
are practically the •- u ill Septa.ber. w.turia ap. wu aoet rapidly 
uta at abo•t 2200 • per 50 - urchta per day ad 460 118 pe 30 • urchin 
per day; Chorda t_.toaa ad Baloaaccioa rDntaceum vera conaaed at a 
aliahtly alover rate; ad CboiUlrua criapa. Alaria uculata. Petalcmia 
fucia •• RhoclyMaf.a palaata nre i111eated about half u quickly u 
Laliaaria app. lucua vaa!culoaua A1UI .Uc:opbyllua nocloauz were eaten at about 
oae third the l'ate aad Ptilota aerrata aad A&•rua cribroaum were very 
elovly eata. It 1a likely that the valuu for 20 11111 urchiDS eatillg 
Aacophyllua DOCioaua. Ptilota aerrata and Aaarua cribroaua are too high • . 
l'bey van the only food aateial in the tray with the 110 .-11 urchins for 
the laat .utb of the aperiaaat and it 1a probable that the infrequent 
obaervationa of the auabar of urchtaa OD theee algae did not provide a 
reliable aattaate of the number of urchtaa feediDg on thea• algae. 
Seaaonal Aapect of Peediy 
The COUUIIptiOD aDd feecling ratu of urchiu feeding on Laiaaria 
app. are ahOWD for Sept•ber. February and May ill Figure 10. In February, 
' 
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TABLE IV: Conaumption and feeding rates ot 20 and 50 mm urchins in May, 1969. ~·~•r t.-pereture 1.3- 3.4°C). 
18 - 22 111111 SIZE GROUP 48 - 52 1111 SIZE GROUP 
POOD lATIN FOOD EATEN 
<-.• vet vt.) REDING 
/rJRCBilflDAY RATE ~Z) 
(mge wet wt.) FB!DING 
/URCHIN/DAY RATE ~%} 
Laainada ap. 468.5 12.3 2229.4 4.6 
Baloaac:cion ruaeDtaceua 357.4 9.4 1621.6 3.:3 
Chorda tOIMDtoea 342.2 9.0 2049.4 4.2 
ChODdrua criapua 275.3 7.3 1214.5 2.5 
Alaria ucula~a 217.2 5.7 1190.3 2.5 
Petalooia facia 239.8 6.8 1065.8 2.2 
,!hodJUDta palaata 240.2 6.3 1156.8 2,4 
Pucua veaiculoata 176.0 4.6 896.8 1.9 
Deaaareatie vtr14ia 871.9 1.8 
Alcophy11um nodo.ua 225.01 5.91 758.9 1 • .5 
~ap. 169.01 4.4 504.6 1.0 
Ptilota aerrata* 149.01 3.91 
garuaa cribroaua* 101.41 2.71 401.3 0.8 
* Thul ala•• peratated illto June ad the vater t.-perature reached as high 
•• 9 C vhile P. aerrata vae preeent. 
I Thea~ utt.atee are likely hilh ainee ~h• infrequent obaervationa of the 
nullber of urchilla feediq on thaa in the latter part ot the aperimellt, 
vhen they were tho only fooda preaent, ia probably an underaattmate of 
the actual nuaber ot urchiu faediDS on this uterial. 
' 
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FIGURE 10: The Consumption and Feeding Rates of Various Sizes of S. 
droebachiensis on Larninaria spp. during Different Seas;ns 
in this Study, the Equivalent Feeding Rates of S. droebach-
iensis on L. saccharins as Determined by Kuznetzov (1946) 
and the Feeding Rates of ~· intermedius on l · japonica 
as recorded by Fuji (1962, 1967). ' 
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the water temperature vaa about 10°C lower theu 1n September,an4 the amount 
of Lafnarla uta dropped .5.5 percent for 30 am urchins ad 26 percent for 
SO- urc:hiu. The feediaa rate• 4ec:reead in the a.- 11Wl11er, although, 
the &4•illilatioD elficiacy (App.UiK VI and VII) illc:reued from 35.0 to 
Sl. 9 for 30 - uc:hina aDd fr. 2.5. ~ to 32.5 percent for 50 • urchiua. 
The actual UIOUAt of T.-fna!1!_ uaild.lated wu 324 uw wet weight in Sept•ber 
IDd 349 • in PebftUJ for 50 - urc:hiu, and 230 pa :lD September act 15.5 
as 1D February for 30 - urchtu. Tbia id1catu that urchiua uaildlate 
110re efficiently vhe they eat leaa, na thouah the water MY be colder. 
The soud iDda of uchiu :lD Sept:aber wu very low, but in February the 
aOIWia v•e lara• 8114 urchiu were about r4Wly to apen. The hi1heat feedillg 
ratea ...... recon .. ill Kay, vb• the water t..,erature vu ODly aliJhtly 
hiper thaa :La lunary, but the urchiu were ill poet apaniDI COD4iti01l. 
'rld.a nauta that the a~~GUDt of feedi• depeada on the condition of the 
loud• ••• t:ha Oil the water t_,erature. llolr ... r, the feeclillg rate and 
•owat eatn wre ~at fourfold from ;ebruary to May for 20 .. urchins, 
which U.e J'I'Obably aot reached Mturity, ud oaly about 2 • .5 tillea for SO Dill 
urchina which vKe aature. Tbia ill4ieatu that auaonal fluctuatiou are 
greater ill ...Uer urc:hina. 
1D May, the feediDa ratu em rucu veaiculoaua, Aacophyllum nodoa\DR 
ud Duurutia viridia hacl about doubled the Soptabar rates, however • the 
ratu on Alarie uculeta aact !B!! ap. vera .about the aa.e. There may be 
an incr ... e ill the aiiOUnta of !&•1"1111 cribroaua and Ptilota aarrata eaten, 
however, thue val.uu are probably too hish, u pxomoulill:; illdicated. 
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Food Preterenc .. 
Tba May-Juua aperiaen.ta iDdicata that the urchin's preferences 
dacraue in the order ahovn in Table V. It b apparent that Halosaccion 
ramentaeeua, Petalonia fascia, Chorda tomentoaa, Aleria eac:ulanta and 
Dumarutia viricU.a al'e ciaail'able to the urchin; Laminar!!, sp., Chondrus 
criapua, lucua vuiculosua and Rhodpenia palmata are intermediate and 
Aacophyllua nodoaua baa little attl'action. .yana cribl'oaum and Ptilota 
... 
• senata·'ari' b;·A tu the least duirable ud are only ruorted to in the 
absence of other food matel'ials. tJl-.a ap. appaara to be very attractive to 
large urchiu but vaa only intermediate in the U.kea of aaall urchina. The 
hiahu acore for laraer urchina uy ruult becauaa con1uaption t:lme 1a 
arutel' u the ala• ia very aeabl'anoua. 
There vaa coaaidel'able ••rtation in the nuabers of urchiua in contact 
vi th the ~%1oua apeciea dur1ii8 tha Septabel' aperimauta where only one 
type of food vu &Yailable to each aroup of urehiu (AppeDIIix VIII). This 
uy also be iadicatift of the food prefel'ences of the urchin. The daily 
recorda ilulicate that at laaat 93 percent of the 30 and SO • urchins in 
the tanka with .!!!.!! ap. and Alaria uculenta were 1.n contact with these 
alaaa. rucua ftaiculoa~a, -»•.;;.;•=• ... re_.a._.t .... ia,.. ..:.ri:.:r:.::id:;:;;:;i.::;.a, and Laainaria sp. are inter-
macliate, Ptilota aerrata and Aacophyllum nocloaua are less desirable and Asarum 
cribroaua ia leaat deairabla. 
The more deairable food• appear to be fed upon almost continually 
until they are devoured and the leas desirable foods are only eaten for 
abol't pel'ioda when other mol'e desirable algae are not present. 
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!ABLE V: Food preferences of s. droebachiensis in descending order of 
attractiveness. 
18 - 22 1111 Si&e Group 
Baloaaccion ramentaceum 
Petalon1a facia 
Alaria eaculata 
Rhocl7!a1a pal.aata 
Lmiuria ap. 
ChOihlrua Cl'iapu 
~ap. 
Fucua .eaiculoau 
Aacopbyllua nodona 
A&•rua crtbroa1111 
Ptilota aerrata 
48 - 52 1111 Siae GrO!P_ 
.£.!!:'!. sp • 
Petalonia fucia 
Raloaaccion ramentaceum 
Chorda tamentoaa 
Alaria aaculenta 
Desmareatia Yiridia 
Fucua waiculoaua 
Chondrus crimpua 
Rbodym!Di& palmata 
Laaiuria ap. 
Aacophyll~ nodoaua 
Agarua cribroaua 
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Diacuaaion 
There vaa no aiiJlificant difference ill the consumption rates of 
urchiu feadiq UDder llaht ad dark cODditicma. However, thia does not 
Decuauily indicate that the couumption rate ia the aaaa 1n the niaht u 
in the day ill ahallow water, aiue the lishting intensity duriq the liaht 
periCKla (200 -400 luz) ia couiderably lua than daytiM l:f.altt inteaaitiea. 
rurthenfte, l\lji (1967) hu ahOWD that in!· iDtanediua feediaa vu 
•isnificutly lua duriq liaht periotta of 6000 lux or more, than during 
dark periCKla. 
In all the feedina uperiamta, the feedina rate dacraued with 
incn utq •i••· Tbia vu upecially pronowac:ecl durina peak faedina period&. 
A fn acepti01l8 occUI"rad where the rate for 10- urchiu vu lua than for 
the nat laqer aroap, but thue ware probably due to the difficulty in 
MUuriDa .,_, ~1 aoat• eaten by thia ai•• aroup. In Japan, Fuji (1962, 
1967) alao foaad that the feedina rata of !.. intamecliua on Lainuia 
Japo!ica clearaued areatly with aue. The ratu he recorda (lipre 10) 
are alishtly sreatar than the May rata• for !• droebachienaia in this study. 
At the tt.e of hia ezpar~t the aonad iDclicaa vera •t an intermediate 
lnal aad water t.aperaturaa ware low for that area. In contrut to WI'/ 
ruulta, Juji foand that the uaillilation afficincy did not vary sipificantly 
ill the different ai•e ll'OUP•• Xunetaov (1946) atucU.ed the "faadiDg intensity" 
of!· droabachieuia iD the ... cern Munm and found that nall urchiu 
conavaecl a •ch areater pG"antqe of th~ir weight than lal'le urchiu, 
however, bia raaulta ahowed that urchiu 20 • .5, 2.5.2 and 36 • .5 11111 in diameter 
all ccm.uaec1 7 percent of their weight par day, which ia not couiatent with 
trend of clacruaiq rata with increasing ai•• aa ahcnm in thia etudy and by 
' 
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Fuji. Bia tena "feecltna inteuity" ia equivalent to the aount of food 
eaten/urchin/clay over the avKqe UI'Chin weight, but the aount of food 
eaten wu •~UI'ecl in puiocla longer than a clay. Thus hia "feeding 
inteuity" of 0.162 for 8.9 - urchilla ie equivalent to a feeding rate of 
16.2 perceat.. The equiwlat fee41q ratea for the var!oua size aroupa 
he tutu are •hCND ill Fipre 10. The tiM clurins which he c:oaducte4 his 
aperillat wu aot iDdicated, but the equivalent feeding rate• are illter-
Mcliate between that Septeaber acl Hay fcecli111 ratea in thie etudy. 
variation in the 
feed iDa rate• of s. clroebaahieuu during different .... ou. In February, 
ftluee, the feedilla ratu were Yft1 low; iD May, vheu •pavning vu over mel 
water te.pG"ahru h .. iacreued eltahtly, the biaheet feeding rate• occurred; 
ucl iD sept..,_, vtaea the t..,eraturu wre near a aai ... for thia area 
ad the aODda nre heaiDD'•I to ripen, the faadiq ratea were f.Dtermediate. 
!he .... oaal pattera of cOQ8U8Ptioa rate• reported by Fuji (1962, 
1967) for 50 - !• illtei'MCliu feeclilll OD L. japonica ccapare very closely 
with tboee of 50 - !• uoebachienaia feecliq OD Lnfnaria app. The IOD&cl 
bd• in s. illt.,..iu reachee a peak 1a AuiUBt and September when the water 
te.peraturu are beaiDDiDS to drop, and the loveet value• are in October and 
~~~~!'. s; l.n!:tt~iua couaecl OYft' 2500 .,/urchill/day frwa January to 
JUDe, wha the aoll&U were .J.aqtns. and then the amant aradually decreased 
to a atum. of 500 aa in sept•ber, corrupouding to the sonad peak and 
•PavniDa. Adult !• clroebachieuia conauMCI 2229 ag in May, and higher yalusa 
may eaiat clurins the late aprina or early aumser when teat• were not conducted. 
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'l'he Sept•ber Valt!e of 1292 1118 vae about the aau as luj :1 's preapavniag 
July aad Auauat ratea and the February ~ate of 962 mg eaten/urch~n/day was 
not u lev u Fuji '• •:JnfuJ Sept.-bar value, howwer, lcrwer values 11ay aiat 
near thia ttlle of year. The eouu.ptioa rate of ~tura ! . intemediua, 
20 1lllll ill di-t•~. fluctuated little f~ca the h:J.ah value of 1000 aa/ure.bin/ 
day throughout the year, howeYer, 20- !• droebachieuia only consuucl 120 
~ in Februazy and 469 ma in May. luji (1962) ea..tned the conauaption ratea 
etf !• illtu.ediu1 iD two differat auaou, March &D4 September., at a 
t..,arature ~aDS• froa 5-23°C aa4 feuad that at the a .. e te.peratarea .uch 
110re wu uta ill Marah, vha the paada ve~• raCGYer11l8, thaa in Septaber 
vba the ,__.. nre Mture. 81aee tha'l'e n1 S'I'Ut aeuonal fluctuation in 
aclult •claiRe bat aot ia ~tun ureht:u aD4 aiJtce aillila~ temperature• 
did BOt lDcluee a !ail= feed!!!l !'etea at cliffarat a ... ou, he ccmcluclad that 
the UIOUilt eat- bJ !· illtanediu ia ~•plated by aaae phyaiolosical pathway 
relatacl to the CODIIitiOR of the soud•. This uy &lao be true of !• clroebaeh-
ieuia, hovewer, the aotable fluctuation in the •ount eaten by 20 Bl !• 
droebach:laaia, which are likely ~tura, naaaats that other factors may 
alao be iuwulyecl. Ebert (1967) augutec! that the uaount eaten .. ,. be directly 
related to the aiae of the gonada, bacauae of phyaical crowding iDSida the teat 
when the soaada are large. 
lunet&OY (1946) atucliecl the aeuoul aapeat of the feecliDs of SO -
S5 • !• d~oebach:laaaia ad fCNDd that 3 ahup pew in the "faecliDa inteuity" 
occnar~ecl du1q 1940. The lonat peak of 0.013 (• faecliq rate of 1.3%) 
occurrecl ill Mar4h; practically noth!Da vu eatn ill April and May; a aet'.cmd 
peak of 0.016 occ:unecl ia June aDd tbe hish .. t peak of 0.019 vas in November. 
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Apart fr011 the auerally lover rates which occurred iD the early part of 
the year, which .. y corraapoad to the advanced state of gonadal deYelopment 
at this time, this pattern ia Y&ry unuaual. It is also notable that his 
highest value iu Nov.aber, which is equiYalent to a feeding rate of 1.9 
percent, ia aa hiah as the loveat Yalue of 1.29 percent for SO mm !· 
droabachieaaia iD thia atudy. 
Fifty .tllilleter !• clroabachieuaia aaaillilatecl 324 111 wet weight 
of LaaiDal'ia app. claily 1D Sept.-bar and about the ••• lllllOUilt, 349 q, in 
February, even thouah the taaperature and aonad •i•• vera at opposite 
atr-• 1D th••• period&. Hovanr, Fuji (1962, 1967) found an &llllUal cycle 
in the aount of L. JapOilica ua:l.ailated by 50 - !• intal'IUcliua. From about 
230 to 270 111 ve:re usiaf.latecl frca February to June; the a1110unt gradually 
clecreaaecl to .SO • ill Sept.Uer and then ateaclily iucr ... ad to the former 
valuu. Bcnrner, the aaouat aaeillil.ated by 30 • !• droabachieuais increaaad 
frca 14 q 1D Septaber to 22 .. 1n February. 
In .!• clroebaehieaia, the usillilation efficiency increued by 17 
percent for 30 - urchins ad by 7 percat for 50 - urchins fr• September 
to February. A8aociatecl vith tbia vu a clecreaae iu the aaount eaten, which 
0 
vaa proportioaaUy peuter tu 30 - urch:tu, ud a drop of about 10 C in water 
t•peraturea. COD'Yeraely,Fuji (1962, 1967) obaaned that the uaild.lation 
afficiacy vu very cloaely related to water t•perature. In both.!· 
clroebachiaaia 8114 .!.• 1ntea-dius the hiahut aaaildlation efficiencies 
occurred vheu the acnaad• vera at peak aiaa and in!· tnteraacliua the loveat 
values correapODd to the lovaat gonad indicea as closely as they clo to the 
llliniul t•peratur••· Thwa, I suas••t that the condition of the gonada uy 
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in aoae way regulate the aaeimilation efficiency, and this is very likely 
associated with ita effect on the amount eaten. Generally the assimilation 
efficiency is greater when leaa is eaten and vice versa. 
In Septaber, vba the gonada of!· droebachiensia were beJinning 
to ripen, the feecliq ratea for 50 1111 urchina ranged frOt;: 0.4 percat on 
Ptilota aerrata to 2.7 perceat of t«mtnaria spp. The rates vera notably 
hisher ill May, vlla •PawaiDI wac ever, and c~aro fawurably with the ratee 
Puji (1962, 1967) recorda for s. inte~ius in January and June (Appendix 
IV), when the lDtter urchtll 1a feeding at nur 1DUiaal ratea on Lamiuaria. 
Unfortunately I have only teated the aaatmilation efficiencies on a range 
of algae in Septaber. It appear• that !• inte111ediua asaimilatea ita foods 
aore efftciu.tly and thia .. y be relatecl to the h1.aher range of water 
t•peraturea in Japu. !• iDtu.adiua couwaad about 5.8 percerat of its 
vaipt of La1Daria j!)J0!1ca which COIIP&rea quite favourably with the May 
rate of 4.6 perceat for .!• droebachiaaia on tainaria epp. The seaaonal 
ezpertaent he cODducted on ta-tnaria ahowa that the aaaiailation efficiency 
varied fr011 abwt 55 percat in Noveabar to about 73 percent in July and 
Ausust, vhich ta vall abcwe the ftluea of .!.• droebachienais feeding on 
Laainaria. Alaria eaculata wu con...-cl at about the aaae rate in both 
Sept.-her and May (2.4% and 2.5% reapectivaly) and theae valuea ar• very 
close to the rate of 2.~ for !• intel'll&diue on !· craaaifolia, however the 
aastailation efficiency waa about 30 percent sreater for !• intermedius in 
June than for !• clroebachienaie in Septeabar. The faediug rate on ~arua 
cribroe·~ waa 1.4 for !• tnter.adius and 0.8 percent for !· droebachiensis 
and the aaa11111ation efficiency was only about 10 percent higher for !• 
' 
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intermediua. The feacliDa rate of !• intermedius oa Seytoeiphon l~ntaria 
was 3.8 percent (1950 .. eaten/urchin/day) and this value may be some 
indication of the rate of !· droebacbienaia on this tmpo~tent element in 
the NevfoundlaDd aarina flora. Both the feeding rate and assimilation 
efficiency of !• droabachieuaia on ~ sp. compares vary favourably with 
the valuu for s. iDtenedtue faedtns on Ulva pertua. Also the May feed1118 
rata• of !• 4roebachiaaaia on Choadrua criapua (2.5%) and Rhodyaenia palmata 
(2.4%) are only aliahtly hi&har than the rates of !• intarmediu on £• 
aeallatua (2.01) azul !• E-.aluta (1.81), reapectively. 
The coa=~tion rataa reported by Vadaa (1968) for !• franciacanua, 
!· droebachiauta aucl !· purpuratua on 7 apaciaa of algae were notably higher 
when they vera compared to corraepouding ~etes f~~ ~= droebachiensis in this 
atudy ud !• :llltanediu u atudiad by Fuji (1962, 1967). Be Maauracl the 
a&i)Wlt uta by illcliridual urchiu, in aillilar or different aeaaona, over 
parioda of uaually 24 houra &D4 ezpraaaad hia reaulta in terms of gma/bour/ 
aniaal. Aaaiailatioa afficianciu vera aat:lJUted iD tba aau uperillenU 
by f ... ins tba urchiaa a •rkar .. tarial (the rhodophytes Rhod)'!!Dia pertuaa 
or CaUophyllia flaballulau) prior to ad folloviag tha feeding of the 
taat ala•• A au.aary of hia con.u.ption rataa, interpolated in terms of mal 
urchin/day, aod aaaiailation afficienciea are preaantacl in Appendix X. 
Unfortuaately,ha doea not indicate the si•e of hie ant.als, however, the 
very hiah rs.tes V~Nld t.ply they are adult urchins. He does campare his 
data to Fuji'• reaulta for urchiDa ... rasing SO mm so perb&ps his antmals 
are of a~!lcr siae. 
Ha .ada one aat of teat• on ~arum cribrosum in Jul~ and the feeding 
rataa at tbia tt .. 1n1re .ach Mahar than in a second trial in .Jauary • The 
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gonads of the Strongylocentro~us spp. he studied are usually very large 
aad approaching maturity during the winter months and recovering in the 
summer (Bennett and Oiese 1953, Boolootian 1967, Cocanour and Allen 1967, 
Leighton and Jonaa 1968, and this paper), so it appears that this may be 
another inatance where the feeding rate is regulated by the gonad cycle. 
It is, however, unu.ual that the assimilation efficiency vas similar at 
both ttmas. Vadas states that the mean consumption values of !· droebachiensis 
IDd ~. purpuratus feeding on Asarum cribrosum agree with Fuji's June rate 
for s. intermedius on the same alga, however, it ia likely that only his 
July values are comparable since the latter values are from a maximal feeding 
period in !• intermedius. In this case, Vadas's rate for!· droebachiensis 
11 5.4 ttmea that for !· intermedius and the rate for !• purpuratus is less 
than for .!• intantadiua. Also, Vadas's couuaption rate for !• droebachiensis 
on Laatn..ria sacch&riaa ia siailar to the May rates for !• droebachiensis in 
this study and the January rates for _!.. intermedius. Boweyer, his tuts were 
conducted ill the winter, when one would ezpact min!mal rates, and the latter 
are naar aaiaal aauonal values. Since his urchiu were fed marker algae, 
which may not be aa desirable to the urchins aa the test alga~, the consumption 
rates derived fraa hie short term experiments .ay be greater than if the 
experiments were conducted for lODBer periods. His assimilation value. closely 
correspond in the three species be tested and the values on ~· aaccha~ in 
the winter qree with the peak values for !• intermedius OD L. japonica in 
July aDd Augut. This uy support rq observation that the aaaWlation 
efficiaacy is hiahar when the gonads are near their peak, evan if water 
t .. peraturas are lGVer. 
MOore and McPherson (1965) aDd Ebert (1968) studiad the feeding rates 
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of Lyteehinua variegatus and !· EUrpuratus respectively, in the field and 
their results suggest that when food is not limited urchins may eat more 
in the field, where there is water movement, than in t he lab. 
Iu Califoruia,during the early 1960's, three papers were published 
OD the effici•ey at which !• purpuratus digeata varioua uerophytea. Laaker 
aDd BoolootiaD (1960, 1964) eatiaated thia by aeasurius the food eaten, 
iaecea excreted aDd aater1a1 in the gut of preatarved urchins for a period 
of 9 - 19 daya. Their firat expariaent (1960) reported that a 63 • urchin 
uaillilated 76 percent of one meal of Maerocystia pYrifers. In nwnerous 
following eKpertmenta (Boolootian and Laaker 1964), they found that large 
urchins aaaimilsted an average of 81 percent of ~· pyrifera, 62 percent of 
Esrgia laeviaata, Sl percent of Petalonia fascia and 45 percent of Halidrya 
dioica. It appaared that urchiu continually did not vute much of their food 
aince the aaatailation efficiency of urchins fed 4ai1y waa about the same as 
for urchina fed one ... 1. rarmanfarmaian and Phillipa (1962) estimated the 
ue11111ation efficieDCy of preatarved !· purpuratua eating Iridaea flaccidUII 
by labe111q the food with c14 and then comparing the specific activity of 
thia aateria1 before it ie eaten and when in the digestive tract. The 
aaatatlation efficiency remained at about 91 percent for 1 to 9 daya. Since 
the food material bad not paa&~d th= ~t~ch in two daya he auggested that the 
esophagus and stomach are the main sites of digestion. The above authors have 
indicated that M. prrifera and !• flaccidum are common foods of !• purpuratus 
in CalifornJ.a. 
Thua !• droebachiensis and other Strongyloeentrotidae, which have 
been studied, show distinct preferences for and varying abilities to consume 
and uaiailate different apecioa of algae. Conaumption and aasilllilation 
' 
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efficiency also very seasonally. Least is eaten when the gonads are large 
and mature, the highest rates occur following spawning, and the assimilation 
efficiency ~enerally varies inversely with the consumption rates. 
~ 
0 ~ 
PREDATION 
A wide variety of urchin predators has been recorded. Some of the 
literature dealing with this topic has been reviewed by Harvey (1956) and 
by Hoore (1963, 1967). 
Predation by Sea Stars 
I hAve eeen two or three purple starfish, Asterias wlgaris, 
wrapped around single !· droebachiensis at Portugel Cove meny times 
and once in the laboratory. In the latter attack Asteriaa first digested 
the tissues on the outeide of the teat, so that the spines fell off, and 
then consumed the soft tissues aM\Dld the Aristotle's lantern and inside 
the test. The teat remained completely intact (Plate XA). This very likely 
explains the presence of well cleaned, unbroken teats which are commonly 
encountered underwater at Portugal Cove (Plate IX). The initial attack 
has never been oheerved, and it may be that only urchins which are somehow 
weakened are vulnerable to predation by Asterias. The reverse situation 
in which starved urchins prey on Asterias, Solaster endeca and Crossaster 
~aoposus has also been seen in the laboratory. 
Asteroids are well-known predators uf urchins in other areas. 
On the Atlantic Coast of North America, Harvey (1956) reported that Arbacia 
~unctulata is consumed by starfish. On the Pacific Coast, Leighton et al. 
(1966) record that !• purpuratus, §_. franciscanus and Lytechinus anamesus 
are preyed upon by the sunstar, Pychopodia helianthoides, and the agile sea-
star, Astrometris sertulifera. In Lough Ine, Ireland, Ebling et a1.(1966) 
have indicated that the seas tar, Marthasterias glacialis, may be a predator 
of Paracentrotus lividus, although, in the natural environment thesa two 
animals tend to be separated 8ince they migrate diurnally in opposite 
directiona. In Norway, Jensen (1966) studied the defence responses of 
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Psammechinus lividus and!· droebachiensis to Marthssterias and fotmd that 
when touched by this seastar these urchins would bend their spines down 
towards the test in the stimulated area and extend• their globiferous 
pedioellaria. Unlike Psammechinus, !· droebachiensis can move faster than 
Marthaaterias (up to 17.6 em/minute) and whenever possible it displays the 
escape response of moving away by its spines (when on a horizontal surface) 
rather than by its tube fe.et. No response is evident when these two urchins 
are touched by Solaater endica, Crossaster papposus and Asteriu rube11s. 
Ccmdbalism in Urchins 
Cannibaliam ~tn s. droebachiensis was frequently observed in tanks 
in which there waa illsuffic:ient food. The preying urchin usually climbed on 
top of its victim, removed the spines and ate through the weaker plates in 
the apical region. Further plates were devoured in tracts which radiated 
outward (Plate XC). Cannibalism in !• droebachiensis has previously been 
reported by Beers (1948) and in other species by Agassiz (1872-1874) and 
Harvey (1956). A few specimana found at Portugal Cove were probably victims 
of cannibaliam. Hr. Ray Cote (personal coiDIDunication) observed urchins with 
holes in the apical region in a dense urchin population near low water level 
at Bellevue, Trinity Bay. 
Predation by Decapod Crustacea 
Two experiments were conducted on the ability of ~vo common decapods 
to destroy S. droebachiensis. Two male lobsters, ~~ american us' one 
measuring 95 mm and the other measuring 88 mm from the eye cavity to the 
most posterior mid-dorsal part of the carapace, were maintained from November 
22, 1968 to June 23, 1969 in a large tank 125 x 78 x 28 em in size. Usually 
10-20 urchins, most of which were 30-50 mm in diameter' were kept in the 
tank. The urchins usually climbed to the top of the tco.nk out of reach of 
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the lobsters, but they tvere placed on the bottom of the tank whenever the 
lab was visited, which during cartain intervals was twice daily and during 
other periods was as infrequently as once in 2 weeks. Lighting conditions 
were irregular and sometimes were on or off for intervals of several weeks 
and the water temperature usually a few degrees higher than in Logy Bay. 
A total of 131 urchins with a gross weight of 3423.2 gms l-Tere destroyed. 
This averages out to 0. 3 urchins or 7. 0 gms of urchins de'st"royed/lobster/ 
day. The greatest quantity of urchins were destroyed from December ·3 .to 5 
when the rate was 1.2 urchins or 28.0 gms of· urchins/lobster/day. Since 
the urchins were often not accessible and since much higher densities of 
urchins are present in nature, it may be that lobsters are more destructive 
in the natural environment. 
Lobsters usually hide when disturbed by the presence of people in 
the lab, however, in September, following over 2 months starvation, the 95 
;n;u lobster 't-788 observed attacking an urchin, 38.5 x 20.0 mm in size. The 
lobster pried the urchin from the tank using both its chelae and its walk-
ing legs, and then manipulated it primarily by the walking lags. Large 
urchins are invulnerable as long as they can remain attached to the sub-
strate. \~hen the urchin was helJ in a suitable position on its side the 
more awkward crU8hing chela attempted to g~asp and crush the test. After 
numerous attempts it managed to force one jaw of the crushing chela through 
the soft tissues around the Aristotle's lantern. Eventually plates were 
crushed and the hole was enlarged. On other occasions a hole was pierced 
in the upper edge of the test (Plate XG). During the at tack • uhich las ted 
f £ tl rele ...... ert from the crushing or about an hour, the urchin was requen Y ...., - -- · · 
chela and brought into reach of the maxillipeds and mandibles and as the 
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inner tissues becmue exposed these were eaten. In this manner the lobster 
apparently continues to crush ti1e test until it is reduced to gragments and 
all of the soft tissues are devoured. The largest urchin eaten ,.1as 72 mm 
in diameter and 43 mm in height 'vhich \•7as not Hithin the grasp of the crush-
ing chelae of these animals. 
A similar experiment was conducted with two rock crabs, Cancer 
irroratus, measuring 91 and 88 rmn in carapace width, in a tank 45 x 30 x 9 
em in size from December 6, 1969 to July 9, 1969. Unfortunately the 88 mm 
crab was dropped and killed on November 22. An average of 0.56 urchins or 
1.24 sms of urchins t·1ere destroyedicrab/day and the highest rate of 2.19 
urchins or 8.18 gms of urchins/ crab/ day was recorded from May 10 to 20. 
Host of these urchins were 15-30 mm in diameter. 
In September the 91 mm crab was also observed preying on an 
urchin. The urchin, 22 mm in height, was larger than the grasp of the crab's 
chelae. The chelae of the crab ara much more agile than those of the lobster 
and both the chelae and walking legs were used in manoeuvering the urchin. 
The crab first turned the urchin over and held it under itself. iJ!thin 
10-15 minutes it succeeded in making a hole in the lotver edge of the test 
(but not starting at the edge of the peristomi\DD) (Plate XF) • Urchins are 
also reduced to fragments by crabs. 
lloth the crabs and lobsters appeared healthy throughout these 
e}~eriments and until Septembe~ 1969 in spite of their uniform diet. 
However, moultinG has not occurred in these animals since they were collect-
ed in late August, 1968. 
At Lough Ine, Muntz et al. (1965) have studied the ability of 
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three crabs, Carcinus maenas, Portunus rubcr and Cancer pagurus, to destroy 
Paracentrotus lividus, and found ahat Carcinus could only open small urchins 
but the latter two crabs could open much larger Emes, even larger than their 
grasp, by puncturing, the ventral side of the urchin with the points of their 
chelae. Th~se crabs probably affect the distribution at the Lough. The 
lobster, Homarus vulgaris, and three less common crabs, Maia squinado, 
Xantho incisus and l'ortWlus corrugatus also destroyed Paracentrotus, but 
only the latter t~o proved capable of opening smaller urchins. 
Predation by Fish 
l-1r. Chandra Sekhar kindly made his records of gut analyses on 
cunners (Tautogolabrus adspersus) from Ne,ifoundland available to me. The 
incidence of urchins at various locations is shown in Appendix XI. It is 
evident that in areas where sediments are not too fine and in which urchins 
are likely abundant, !• droebachiensis are a regular part of the diet of 
this fish. The highest incidences of 50-60 percent occurred at St. Phillips 
and Portugal Cove where urchins are known to be extremely abundant. At 
Holyrood, where the urchin density is lower and urchins are generally very 
large, the iu~idence was 21 percent. Urchins were common in the stomaEhs 
of cunners 10-20 em in length, as well as in larger animals, however, they 
were not present in the 3.1-4.5 em specimens from Cod All Islands, Notre 
Dame Bay, in spite of the probable abundance of urchins in this area. 
Johansen (1925) found urchins to b~ uncommon in the stomachs of cunners 
irom the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the coast of Nova Scotia. 
In a recent study, Kennedy (1964) found dtat the frequency of 
urchins in the stomachs of winter flotmder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus) 
was 64 percent (mean volume 1 ~ 5%) at Horse Cove, which is very near Portugal 
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Cove. In Long Pond, where the substrate is aand and urchins are less 
abwdant, a lower incidence of 2. 7 percent (mean volume 0.4%) was found. 
Mostly small urchins were consumed whole. Mr. Bevin LeDrew (personal 
communication) infomed tne that he has found the tube feet of urchins in 
the stomacha of the radiated shanny (Ulvaria subbifurcsta). 
Other fish. too. a~ kno~ to eat !· droebachiensis. Mortensen 
(1943) recorded that it ia a food of cod, Greenland &hark and the wolf. 'fish 
(Anarhichaa). In 1874 Verrill stated thAt "it ia swallowed whole in large 
quantities by the wolf fiah and by other large fishes'·. Comiah (1907), 
Bigelow and Schroeder (1953) also reported that urchins ~ere a regular part 
of the diet of the Atlantic wolf fiah (!. lupu.) ~ Huntsman (1918) recorded 
that the urchina are eaten by larger specimens of the American plaice 
(Bippoglosaoidea plat .. aoidea) and Leim and Scott (1966) reported that they 
are eaten by the Atlantic aea raven ()k;mitr.f.t,terus aaericanus), the shorthom 
sculpin (Myoxocepbalu. acorpiua), and the ocean pout (Macrozoarces americanus). 
The latter two fiahea are also common in the study areas· 
Predation by Birda 
I have CODIIDOnly found the empty tests of §_. _!iroebachiensi_il....:._, with 
the apinea still on and a jagged hole in the periatomial region (Plate XE), 
on the upper ahore to the tops of cliffs and eabankments along the coast 
of Newfoundland and also in Jfova Savti:. Dr. WID. Threlfall (personal 
communication) has told me that he has observed Herring Gulls (Larus 
argentatua) carrying urchins from the lower shore, and pecking them open 
and leaving them aa above. Threlfall (1968a) has examined the stomach con-
tents and pellets of Herring Gulls and two other gulls' the Great Black-
backed Gull ~· marinua) and the Kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla) from the 
b S. droebachiensis occurred commonly in ird islands south of St. 6ohn's. ' 
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the diet of gulls except during the summer months, when other foods were 
plentiful. "In May 1967, 165 ~ellet::: composed entirely of small pieceo 
of green sea urchins (Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis) ware found on 
Gull Island, and inane case two whole sea urchins (3.7 em and 3.6 em in 
diameter) were recovered from the crop of an adult Herring Gull." 
Mr. Claude Bishop (personal communication) has recently examined 
53 Common Eiders, (Somateria mollissima) from eastern Newfo\Dldland and 
!· droebachienais were present in 10 of the 43 birds which contained food. 
Seven of these were from one collection on January 14, 1969, from Tors 
Cove, south of St. John's, and several of the latter birds contained up 
to 5 whole urchins. The largest urchin measured 24.8 x 12.0 mm. Ia 1939, 
Cottam recorded that.,!. droellachieuis was a common item in the diet of 
the Northem COIDBM)n Eider . (!. mollissima borealis). the American Common 
Eider.~. mollissima ~reaseri~ the Kin8 Eider([. spectabilis~ the Harle-
quin Duck (Histrionicus histrionicus) and the Scurf Scoter (Melanitta 
2er•picillata). Urchins only occasionally occurred in the White-winged 
Scoter ~plandi~ the American Scoter (Didemia americana) and the Great 
Scaup (Nyroca marila). 
In the low littoral at Lough Ine, Ireland, Ebling et al. (1966) 
fouod empty Paracentrotua lividus with a jagged hole in the top of each 
animal. They attributed these to birds and this is confirmed by observations 
by Moore et al. (1963) of Herring Gulls pecking open Echinus esculentus on 
the Englieh seashore. In Miami, Moore et al. have also frequently see Herring 
Gulls picking up Lytechinus variegatus, ~vhich are exposed at 'lLow tide, and 
dropping them until they broke open. Urchins ~.rith e hole in the apical 
region were also commonly fowd, but the predators have not been observed 
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opening Lytechinus in this manner. On one occasion they reported that the 
Herring Gull was very likely responsible for a patch of about 100 opened 
urchins near 1~· water level. They indicate that the Herring Gull may have 
recently acquired this habit in the Miami area and that predation by this 
bird now plays an important role in setting the upper limit of Lyt_e.~hi~. 
Threlfall (1968b) has found Echinus in the stomach of both old and young 
Herring Gulla in Wales &nd on a number of occasions has seen predation in 
the same manner as he observed in Newfoundland (personal communication). 
It is interesting that the apical region of the urchin is pecked open by 
Herring Gulla in some regions while the peristomial region is opened in 
other anu. 
Predation by N811111Ulla 
Mortenson (1943) recorded that _[. droebachiensis_ '~as a major 
part of the diet of the arctic fox, and in areas of California where the 
sea otter, Enhvdra lutri~, exists it is known to be a very effective 
predator of urchins, particularly .§_. franciscanus O.lcLean 1962, ~~orth 
1965, Leighton et al. 1966). Shidlovakaya (1962) found that urchins were 
a dietary essential to otters in captivity, and that on. an urchin diet 
about 35 kg of urchine were consumed daily per animal. 
Consumption by Humans 
In Newfoundland the gonads of.!· droebachiensis are infrequently 
eaten by visiting Portugese fishermen. The local residents of St. Lawrence, 
h ul Urchins, baked i n the shell, during Lent (when on t e Burin Penins a. eat 
the gonads are near peak size). Fishermen usually re§er to~· droebachiensis 
I1B the "whore's egg" since it is 8 nuisance when it covers their lobster 
d II f eag11 The name has become traps; in some villages this is pronounce ore 5 o • 
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modified to the more polite terms of "hozcy egg, oze egg, ozey egg, and 
ozey hcgs" in many areas. ~· droebach~~.I?-.sis is reported to be eaten by 
Italians iu Nell York City and by people in the Aleutian Islands of Alaska. 
Other urchin species are used for human conswnption in British Columbia, 
California, the t-lest Indies, Peru, Ecuador, the Hediterranean and Nel·T 
Zealand (Harvey 1957, Hyman 1955). In Japan, commercial fishing for 
~· intermedius has developed to the extent that limiting the catches or 
artificial propagation may soon be necessary (Fuji 1967). 
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Plate IX 
PUu of el......t M7tilu8 eclalia 1h.U1 aD4I UDbnkeD 
urc:hill tut•, which ua probably the rualt of preclatiOD by 
Aatariu "Nllllril, collect ill pocbt• wbua the baclrook Mate 
the looaa nbetrate at a clapth of 35 faat at Portuaal cne. 
Tha cuamar. Tautoaolabn~ ... ,.1'1111 (bott•) i• alao an urchin 
predator. 
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Plate X 
Predation 
A. Asterias vulgaris predation on !• droebachiensis. The spines and soft 
tissues are removed leaving an unbroken test. 
B. Urchin predation• on ~chinarachnius parma. Spines are first browsed off 
(upper left), the edge of the test is usually eaten, a hole is eaten 
through the apical region, and tracts are grazed radially. 
C. Cannibalism in s. droebacheinsis. Spines are removed and a hole is 
usually eaten through the apical region (lower right - initial attack) 
and then tracts are grazed radially as above. Tile two specimens on 
upper right are from Portugal Cove •• 
D. Unknown predator. Freshly opened tests with the bottom portions removed 
were found in high tide !)OOls at Portugal Cove on September 14, 1969. 
This may result from urchin or bird predation. 
E. lierring Gull predation. A hole is pecked through the apical region and 
the soft tissues in the ~est are removed. Such specimens are common 
on cliffs and embankments along the aoast. 
F. Fragments left after predation by Cancer irroratus. The specimen on 
the left, which has a small hole throush its lower edge, resulted 
after 10-15 minutes. 
G. Fragments left after predation by Homarus americanus. The two speci-
mens at the le~t were removed before they were reduced to fragments aud 
show that the initial hole may or may not be through the peristomial 
region. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Prca the data on the abundance of the urchill8 in the field and 
their f .. dtaa abilitiea aa determined in the laboratory it is apparent 
that urchina llWI t be an important influence on the algal vegetation of 
Newfoundlad. The &JIOUDt of algae eaten by the various aize cluaea f;'f 
urchina can b• .. tiaatad fr011 th8 laboratory data and thia can be applied 
to the population data in order to uttaata the gruing potential. Thia 
ia greatut in aballov water where urchiu are moat concentrated and de-
creaau with depth and dacraaaing azpoaura. However, the aurvival of 
large apacimena in ahaltered locatioas partly compauatea for the amaller 
nUIIbara. The gruing potential of .!• droabachieuia is comparatively low 
in February, vhan the gonada are vary larg& and moatly ripe, but in May, 
folloviDg apavllina. their conaUIIIption potential ia very high. In Septer..-
bar the aonaa begin to ripen and feeding daeraaaaa again. Although large 
urehw can eat .,n par individual th• ..Uer urehiu, the latter eon-
... a gnater pereantaa• of their weight daily, particularly during the 
peak fee eliDa period. 
The 110at rapidly eaten alga ia Lainaria. 1.• disitata ia preaent 
at Logy Bay and growa acattarad in the mora expoaad regions of the Alaria 
lone. Duriq a kelp survey of Newfoundland I observed that this alga ia 
typical of upoaad area ad on vary expoaad prominences it often foma 
danea bacia near low water level. On bedrock at 16 feet at Logy Bay and et 
10 feet at Portugal Cove the urchins could potentially consume about 60 1}1JIJ/ 
m2 of LaiD.&ria daily iD February, ewer 160 8lll8 in May and 100 gma in Sep-
1 h hi 's preference for tember. Thia very high graaing pressure P ua t e urc n 
~ 
-  
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Lainarta. probably prevanta ita establishment except where expoaure is 
very great ad urc:hiu are kept away because of abrasion by the fronds. 
~· digitate was not present at Portugal Cove where exposure is lese sa-
vera. l• saccharina and b.· louaicruria grew luxuriantly on the pier 
further in the Cove but not in the study area. This can be attributed 
to the heavier grazing pressure in the study area. On the mud and gra-
vel substrate arcnr'\d the pier there is a low density of large urchins 
and fro-.: individual& have been seen climbing the wood pilings. Also the 
Laminaria blades uaually float free froa the pier and the bottom and 
are out of the reach of the urchins. Although no Laainaria appeared in 
the wire cage at 50 feet, where urchina were excluded, thia ia probably 
because no adult plata existed near enough to provide a source of spores. 
In areu of NewfoUDcU.and where I have observed b.• saccharine and L. lanai-
cruris, strong tidal currents or substrate barriere of mud or sand pro-
tected the plants froa the urchina. 
Alarie esculent& is the moat prevalent macrophyte in the sub-
littoral frinae alona all expoaed bedrock ahores in Newfoundland. It 
toru a very distinct aoae at Logy Bay wlieh is shallow in the Bottom of 
the Gulch but deepen& with increasing exposure to a depth of 35 feat out-
side the Gulch. At Portugal Cove the Alarie zone is primarily limited to 
the outer ezposeci bedrock faces and nonaally extends dowu to about 8 feet 
but is present to 15 feet on a few more expoaed prominences. It is not 
present at Holyrood and other sheltered areas. 'lbe lower limit of Alaria 
1a primarily set by urchin grazing which in tun is limited by abruion by 
the frcmcia when there is waY& action. Thia explains the downward displace-
ment of Alarie with increasing exposure since wave action prO'Iides pro-
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taction· to greater depths where the exposure is more severe. The 
tougher stipea of older plants, which ere more resistant to grazing 
also offer aome protection, but whenever it is calm the urchins at-
tack from the blade end, which sinks to the substrate. In a few in-
ataneea they climb the atipes. 
Alaria sporlings appear and grow very rapidly in the win-
ter when the minimal feeding condition of !• droebachiensis and the 
moat severe swell conditiou exist. This may represent an evolu-
tionary adaptation of Alaria. The Alarie recruitment was very heavy 
in the apriog of 1969 and young plants colonized the bedroek su!'hcea 
at greater deptha and in the leaa expoaed areas of Dyer's Gulch and 
the BuiD at Portugal Cove. Where sampling was done on bedrock at 
16 feet at Logy Bay and at 10 Feet at Portugal Cove the urchins could 
potentially cou.aume about 100 pa of Alaria daily/m2 and this likely 
explaiu.a why this alga did not become established here. The ability 
of Alarie to grow at greater deptha at Portugal Cove was demonstrated 
by the obaervation of aporlings epiphytic on A&arum blades at 30 feet. 
Aa aoon as there were calm conditions, f~llowing A9ril: the new growth 
Wa& rapidly devoured by grazing fronts of larger urchins which must 
consume cou.aiderably more than 100 gms/day/m2• By midsummer the Aleria 
aone waa reduced to the area it occupied the previous autumn, and in 
September only the stipee, which were usually scarred, remained near the 
bottom of the zone. 
Chorda tomentosa first appeared in early April and grew very 
rapidly for a fw month•. At both Logy Bay and Portugal Cove it was 
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moat prevalent on bedrock aurfacea near low water level. !· droebach-
iensil! ~hmrn both a high preference and a great ability to consume this 
alga. In May the population at 16 feet along the Narrows at Logy Bay 
could potentially eat 140 gma of Chorda daily/m2 and this 1mdoubtedly 
account• for ita absence here. The herds of urchins which gorged at 
the bottoa of the dense shallow water growth must conau. considerably 
more. In 1969 Chorda alao grew on the Bar at Logy Bay. The urchin 
population 11.38 not nearly as danae here • probably because of destruction 
in thia area by moving cobbles during winter storms. The congregations 
of larger urchina below the Cobble Beach at Portugal Cove could possibly 
conauae nearly 220 s-a of thia alga/day/m2• 
The fucoids are usually limited to the intertidal shore, but 
I have observed Ascophyll\Dil nodos\Dil growing subtidally on a number of 
occuiona. For example in the region of Governor's Island, Bay of Ia-
lauds • huge plants of Ascophyllum extend several feet below low water 
level. Urchina are uncamon in this 1·egion. The urchins at 1 foot at 
Portugal Cove could eat Fucue vesiculosus at a rate of 44 WJJB/day/a2 in 
September and about twice that in May. The stipes of chewed-off Fucus 
plants were c:oaaon at the end of the sum:ner around the Basin and bor-
dering the Coralltu Flat&. About 40 gms of Ascophyllum could be con-
sumed at the same level. 
When large clumps of Fucus vesiculosus and Ascophyllum~ 
sum were anchored at SO feet, they were attacked by masses o£ larger 
-
urchina and devoured in about a week. At Holyrood the population at 1 
f F d 7 gms of Asoonhyllu; daily/ foot could consume about 10 gms o ucus an ----
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m iD September and the greater concentration of urchin& which was 
preaent in Ncweabar could potentially conau.e 110re than twice 88 
much. 
PetalODia facia, Scztoeiphon lOMntaria, Haloaaccion !!,-
mentaceu., Uroapora wor.kjoldii and Monoatrou ap. an annual spa-
cia• vhieh nn c~ on the low intertidal and aubtidal 1n the 
apriq but rapidly dieappeand with the approach of a..-r. ~ 
daria flaplliforat., Dictyoaiphon foeDiculaceua, Chorda fi.bl, ~­
~orhiza de111at0tlaa acl!!!!,! ap. annr at aillilar lavale and were com-
mon in ac.e area duriq the •~r. Rhodl!!nia pal.uta moat c.-aonly 
occurred on Alaria atipea. The food preference exper~t cfaonat-
ratecl that Baloaaeeion ancl Patalonia wen highly preferred and readily 
couu.ecl foocla. Durin& May ancl June aruina on Monoatroaa wu cmacmly 
obaerncl and vu alao eviclanced by aut analyaea. Urchin gruing aay 
vall liait the cliatribution of IUDY of tbue apeciea • 
At Holyrood, perennials ware eeent below lov water level. 
Sc:ttoaiphon lo.ntaria occurred uar low water la'V'&l in the late winter 
ancl Chordaria flgelliformia and Dictyoaiphon foeniculaceus bacae 
quite coa.ou Mar ahore in July when the urchina had migrated to gmat-
er cleptba. 
ID the aprina naamar .. tia viridia appear• at cleptha of up to 
40 feet on bedrock and on boulder• where there is uaually water move-
ment fr011l nell action. It grCJV8 vary rapidly and its delicate struc-
ture allova it to be vuhecl over the aurrounding rock aurfacea even 
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vhan there ia vary little water movement. The effectiveness of this 
abruion in keeping urchioa away from the planta was observed several 
tt.ee in thti field. This alga is readily weighed down and eaten in 
calm period• during the summer. Rapid growth and abrasion may simi-
larly be factors which enable ~· aculeata to become established at 
greater deptha. The latter species is typical of very exposed envir-
o-uWants but Q• viridis occurs in a wide range of exposures. 
Ag&l'UIIl cribros.umand Ftilota &errata are the only perennial 
noncalcareoua macrophytes which are common at greater depths in ur-
chi&:a dollinated areas in Newfoundland and it ia notable that both are 
highly uup~ferred foods which are consumed at very slow rates • 
.f\&arua arova on bedrock and boulders below the sublittoral fringe and 
most often occurs in exposed areas but iB also usually 9resent as an 
undaratory species in beds of Laminaria saccharins aud ~· lonsicruris. 
A&•r• wu scattered along the walls of the Nurows at Logy Bay and 
it was observed that urchins stayed outside the area which was abraded 
by the fronds u they washed back and forth. At 27 feet 22 f1U/day/a2 
could poaaibly be conau.d. However, the lab studiaa demonstrated that 
it would be eaten only if no other foods were available. At Portugal 
Cove Agarua alao occurred on vertical bedrock faces which were diagonal 
to the direction of the exposure. At 30 feet only 5 gms/day/m2 could 
be conaumed coapared to 27 gma of Alaria at the same level. At Portu-
gal Cove .AgarWR was not usually present on the loose substrate or below 
40 feet on bedrock, however, one plant, about 18 em in length, did 
occur in the cage, which excluded larger urchins from one square meter 
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of looaa aubatrate at SO feet. 
Ptilota &errata occurs on bedrock, boulder and cobble sub-
strates and is common from 40-100 feet in exposed areas. At Logy Bay 
it was com.on at 80 feet and the urchin population at this depth could 
consume 8 gms/day/m2• On bedrock at Portugal Cove Ptilota became com-
mon at about 50 feat where the urchin population could only consume 
about 5 gms daily. Only very small fronds of this alga existed on the 
cobbles at this depth where the gra•ing potential was slightly higher, 
but a slightly greater growth occurred in this habitat in the wire cage 
where urchins were excluded for over a year. Water movement offers 
little protection to thia low growing alga and this may explain why it 
is generally abaent in shallower water where the grazing potential is 
high. ~tilota grows well st greater depth• where light conditions are 
diminiabad and aa thia alga is not a da.trable fooi of urcbina they 
therefore do not congregate at greater depth• aud thua the Ptilota is 
not deatroyed there. 
Vadaa (1968) found a very aimilar situation with the distri-
bution of A,aarum cribrosumand J.. fimbriatum in the San Juan Ialauds. 
He de;;onatrated that although .Agarum grows better in shallow water it 
is excluded froa the sublittoral fringe because it ia competitively in-
ferior to the other kelps. He suggested that the chemical nature of 
Agarua makea it undesirable to urchins. It is nutritionally an unsuit-
able food for urchin growth and reproduction so urchins may have evolv-
ed their lack of preference for this apaciea. The discriminant feeding 
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behavior of urchins has made it possible lor Ag&rum to become esta-
blished in deeper ~ater where urchins are prevalent. The results of 
this study support hie hypotheeis,and asimilar situation probably 
applies to Ptil~ta. In a number of exposed areas along the south 
coast of Nevfotmdland T have fotmd extensive beds of Asarum b!!tgeen 
40-65 feet and Ptilota is ut1ually present as an understory. In other 
areas only Ptilota is present as is the case at 50-70 feet on bed-
rock outcrops north of the Portugal. Cove study area. 
Urchins may control the faunal distribution by direct pre-
dation of sessile and slow moving forms as well as indirectly by 
destroying the habitats which are provided ty algal growth. In the 
three study areas, urchins lvere c01m11only found on beds of emall 11u.1-
sela (Mytilis edulis), and the gut analyses provr-· -1 ... '- -~~ • · ':'·, mussels 
and barnacles (Balanus balanoides), were eaten by .2_. dt'oebachiensia. 
Newcombe (193.5) gives evidence that predation by urchins and Asteriu 
spp. !~ ~portant in l!miting the d~Jard distribution of both these 
an1.mals. 
In the eastern Murman, Propp (1966) found that the grazing 
of .!• droebachiensis was particularly important in shallow water where 
this animal is concentrated and of less importance at greater deptha. 
His approach was to estimate the rate at which the bottom was grazed 
over from the urchin density, average urchin speed and feeding inten-
sity. At 49-82 feet (15-25 m) the bottom ~~ould be gra:led over in Jo-
60 or mor.e days but below 164 feet (50 m) the effect of grazing on the 
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epiflora wu no longer significant. He also records that new growth 
of Chaetomorpha melanogonium, Monostroma grevillei, ~· fuscum and 
Entermorpha comoressa occurs in March and April in the transition 
zone between the laminarians and the Lithothamnion c01lllllunity but ra-
pidly disappears as a result of urchin grazing during June and July. 
A number of studies have also been made on the influence 
of grazing by other echinoids on algae. On the sea bed at Plymouth, 
England, Forster {1959) found that the mean density of Echinus ~­
lentus was 0.2/m2 and estimated the Echinus grazed over about one-
third of the rock surface annually removing algae, diatoms, and assoc-
iated organisms. At the ruined Breakwater at Port Erin, Isle of Man, 
Kain and Jones {1966, Jones and Kain 1967) found that the mean den-
sity of Echinus in the bare rock area from 8 to 11 m, below a dense 
growth of Laminaria hxperborea, was 3.6/m2 and up to s;la2 on the boul-
ders just above the sand at 11 m. When urchins were removed at mon-
thly intervals ~or 3 years the Laminaria and also Saccorhiza polys-
chide& became established at greater depths in bhe cleared area. The 
above densities apparently had limited the Laminaria to about 7 m 
depth. However, reduced light at greater depths may also have b~en a 
contributing factor. 
At Lough Ine, Ireland, Kitching and Ebling {1961) found that 
algae were absent in the Paracentrotus lividus zone near the shore but 
a dense growth of algae, mainly Entermorpha, was present in slightly 
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deeper water. In Jaly 1959 nearly all the urclins, except for small 
2 
ones, were cleared from an area of nearly 300m in the shallow wa-
ter Paracentrotus zone where the urchin density was 6.6/m2. In 
September there was a 50 percent algal cover in this area and in 
July of the following year a thick growth covered tht.entire area. 
Conversely when 1326 Paracentrotus were transferred to an Enter-
morpha covered area the urchins first cleared a central area and then 
formed a grazing front which in 2 months had extended outward ex-
posing an area of 21 m2. 
In Miami, the importance of Lytechinus variagatus in the 
Thalas•ia community was indicated by Moore and McPherson (1965) who 
estimated that mean densities of 1.9 large and 42.8 small Lytechi-
nus/m2 would consume an average of 1.6 kg and a m&Kirnum of 9.1 kg of 
Thalassia per year and that the annual production of Thalassia was 
about 8.8 kg/m2. 
In southern California, Leighton, Jones and North (1966) 
intensively studied certain large beds of giant kelp, Macrocystis 
pyrifera, which have drastically dwindled since 1940 as a result of 
excessive grazing, primarily by sea urchins, 2.• franciscanus, !• pur-
puratua and Lytechinus anamesus. Distinct fronts of grazing urbhins 
were sometimes seen advancing through beds of kelp and when the veg-
etation was removed from one area the animals usually moved on. Ur-
chins were particularly destructive since they typically attacked 
the base of the plant so that the remainder drifted ... y. The larger 
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urchin populations, ~vhi..iCh. caused the imbalance of urchin comsumption 
over plant production~ appeared to be a result of additional nutri-
ents provided for ~he urchins by discharged sewage. Three fom.s of 
control were suggested: (1) Predation by the sea otter, Enhydra 
lutris, however, thi~ species ~vas exploited by overhunting anci the 
present herd is very small ; (2) Treaments with qt:j.cklime (CaO) 
in quantities which will eliminate the urchins, which are especially 
sensitive to it, and have little effect on other life ; (3) Manu-
ally killing the urchins in lotv- density areas by puncturing them to 
prevent them from invading vegetated areas. Urchin removal by quick-
lime treatments has proven very successful. They foun~ that algae 
did not become established unless there were less than 1 i· franci-
scanus/m2, 10 lL• purpuratus/m2 or 10 Lytechinus anamesus/m2• Since 
~. droebachiensis feeds at a slightly greater rate than i· purpuratus 
(Vadas 1968) probably less than 10 ~· droebachiensis/ru2 would be 
necessary to keep an area bare of algae. 
In 1962 McLean suggested that the luxuriant ~evelopment of 
the Nereocystis - Pterygoghora association on the open coast at Car-
mel, California, was made possible by the predation of ~· franciscanus 
oy the sea otter. In Monterey Bay, where the otters had not reached, 
there were high densities of urchins and scrubby ·algal growth. Soon 
after McLean's observation, sea otters extended their range into the 
Monterey area and in 1964 North (1965) found that urchin concentra-
tions were low and that there hac1 been "massive development of Macro-
cystis". 
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The mounting interest in f ., · h eeu~ng abits of urchins during 
the past dec.:.de h.:.s tvell demonstrated the importance of these eni-
mals as grazers in shallow water coastal cmrmunities. When urchins 
are insufficiently controlled by predators they sharply limit many 
important macrophytes and their .:.ssociated f.:.ur..a to a neirrow tv·ave-
beaten zone near the shore. Kelp species are highly preferred foods 
of urchins and in deeper water kelp communities are eliminated when 
urchin densities are too high. Thus the urchin may be of great 
commercial importance to industries interested in harvesting algae. 
Urchir.s also IDay be of positive value as a source of fooci. for lob-
sters and ffiany fishes. 
Hairston et al. (1960) have stated that in terrestrial 
co~munities primary production is usually limited by light or es-
sential materials and not by herbivores; herbivores are limited 
~y predation rather than by food supply; and predators control their 
own numbers by their effect on the herbivores. Exceptions sometiffies 
occur because of unusual meteorogical events or as a result of humzn 
activities. 
In the marine environment the vegetation is commonly limi-
ted and sometimes eliminated by . ove~grazing. Randall (1961, 1965) 
has shown that in tropical areas herbivorous reef fishes have caused 
such situations. The depletion of the kelp beds in California has 
ultimately resulted from over hunting of sea etters, which formerly 
~egulated the grazers, primarily urchins, and the discharge of wastes 
which provided additional nutrients for and thus increased the urchin 
population (McLean 1962, Leighton et al. 1966). 
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In Newfoundland overgrazing :!n the subl:f. ttoral community 
is almost entirely the result of one herbivore, s d 
_. roebachiensis. 
This urchin may well be an important f d 1 oo to obsters, crabs and 
many fisbes but these predators are not very effective in control-
ling the numbers of urchiu. In areas where urchins are highly 
concentrated and where food is not available cannibalism may also 
exist, Ebert (1968) has shown that food liDdtation may limit the 
size of adult urchins in a population (of .s_. purnuratus) but does 
not reduce the density. iioTNever, Moore (1934), Buchanan (1966) and 
Vadaa (1968) have shO\ofll that the type and quantity of food availa-
ble may also limit the amount of spawn produced by echinoids and 
thus food may ultimately affect the density of urchins. In the std-
dy areas normal gonadal development of the urchins which gorge on the 
algae of the sublittoral fringe and on foods washed dawn from the 
littoral zone probably ensure that there ia sufficient recruitment 
to maintain the populations. 
The monotony of the fauna and flora ~elo-w the sublittoral 
fringe in exposed areas is probably largely attributed to the pre-
dominance of~· droebachiensis. Crustose corallines do not appear 
to oe restricted by urclins and are greatly developed. Ptilota ~ 
~ and Agarum cribrosumare the only perennial macrophytes wb:l..:h can 
~stablish themselvas in this urchin-dominated community and this is 
only poasible because they are undesirable food mate1ials for the 
urchin. The fauna is also limited. A few otar fish. Cucumaria 
frondoaa. and Volsella modiolus are the only common epibenthic forms 
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and Riatella arcta, Qphiopholia aculeata, Isbnoehitin albus, Nereia 
plagica and a few other small organisms live in protected crevices 
in and under the Lithothamnion. Propp (1966) also mentioned the 
l~ited species diversity in the same i• ~roebachiensis dominated 
community in the eastern ~rman. Undoubtedly many more forms could 
exist if urchin grazing were not so severe as to prevent the devel-
opment of kelp communities. 
SlJHMARY 
.~ annual reproductive cycle is · present ~n the green sea urchin, 
~tro1~~1~~8nt~ ?!.?_:ba~_hie_:t_:is_ (0. F. Willer 1776). l'he gonads arc 
.:;mall a11d in recoverinti conJt tion durin~ tile late spring_ and aur,1mcr, 
ri! 'ening, occur3 in t.1e fall, a n. •:!a~ in slz"" "'·'d ,1 1 "tur·iL~ ~... · ~ 1 <UI a 1 occurs ).Jl .ke Jruary 
and >IarciJ, ontl ~3pawnout usually occurs by t:1e ~nd of April. i'h•:' ~~xteut of 
~;o:~. adal dev~lOtHlll.'!llt varies ill di. fferent localities and from year to Y'-!ar, 
and :i.rrc;_~ul.-,.r 3:_)awn:tn::; may occur '·'':ten the ~;onads .:.uc "i.n rij>~n:i.n:; condition. 
In the three study areas, as well as along most of the coast of 
'le-wfoundland, this urchin is conspicuously the dominant epiber-tnic animal. 
Generally the size composition and eensity of tru?. urcttin populations in 
ti;e study areas can he r.E:!lated to the eifect of ,,,ave exposure and ::;ub·-
strate on <>ettl.;:meut, survival snJ grOi.Jtll. Thcr~ ,,,ere very iiJ !_;!1 densities 
on the exposeJ bedroci~ surfaces at i'ortug.al CovH ancl ~ve:r: zre.ater densities 
., 
(up to 350/m-) occurred at Logy Bay v.'hcrc- Blq>asure is more severe, Urchin 
populations, similar to those at Portugal ~:oW: Kere found at greater d~pths 
at Logy bay suggesting that there is a downward displacement at i'ortugal 
Cove. This is also evidt:nt i11 the greater dotvnward expansion of the ~).aria. 
zone at Logy Bay. 1'1-te high density on these exposed bedrock faces suggests 
that settlement is uormally high. Settlement and early survival may be even 
higher on the cobble substrate below 20 faet, but near Ahore smaller urchins 
muy have been crushed and thus destroyed. The wider spacing of successive 
modes and the greater progresl'lion of ti"&e mode of small urchins in shallow 
water at Portugal Cove than at Logy Bay suggests that faster growth occurs 
at Portugal Cove. 
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un the other hand in the sh~ltered !iolyrood :r;ay c.nd &!J.monier Arm 
are.J.s t:1~ urc: h;. d•~!1Si ty t-·a.:; lo,.7 but tnere ·wa.·~ a 
, very hi~h percentage of 
SettL:!tr.cnt tr;l!:Jt he poor .it!=>rc> 1 t 1 h 
- - ou t.w c. anc~s of survival 
In all tht areas studied the biomass and dens! ty of ~. ~roebachiens_~~. 
generally decreased with depth. One notable exception \~8'3 011 th~ loose sub-
s trate at PC11rtugal Covt! hecatLse small urchins 't-7ere abseut in shallow water 
and very abWldant at 30 to 50 feet. However, even here thl:! density and 
biomass of larger urchins were con~istent with the usual trend. 
''11 zn,·my occa:::.J.· o.r,r .. · .... , .~.., "~ ')l. urc ' · 1· d · 1 
-J : - ,,....,.:-.,~;.:"" -. . lll.US Here OL~S~rV.:! COV8r~r.£. t,l(! 
bottom near lot'l tJater level, or alorq~ tlk lo\,cr L!ord.:!r of the sublittoral 
frin)!ie or arom1d .!.ICattered patches of t:!acrophytes in dezrer water. Gut 
analyses have cl~erly indicated the predctnineace of ttlgae in tha diet of 
S. dro~p~Clll~_ensis whenever it is availa!Jle .. mJ Ct~rtalnly tite distri~ution 
of this food :;ourc·~ ttu:Jt greatly inf1ut!nce t1H~ d:i.s trlbution of l::trg~r 
The laboratory studies den10nstratecl that there is great seasonal 
variation in the amoWlt of algae consumed by .:?.• _4_~oebacldens~- and this is 
ltlDstly closely related to the g:onad cycle. Very 1i ttl.:! is eaten in F~bruary 
when the gonads are very large and mostly ripe, but in >l~y, tv·!ten :'lpawn:lng 
is completed and the gonads are small, the conswnption is very high. 13y 
September the gonads begin to ripen and the feeding rate again decreases. 
Although larga urcl1iua consume more than smaller urchins the latter consume 
a greater percentage of their weight daily, particularly during peak feedin8 
periods. Assimilation efficiency also varied on different algae. Laminaria 
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was more efficiently assimilated in February' l'lilen less 1vas eaten, than in 
September. 
trii.·ut.iou of macro ·,;i1v. ti.! ~J. ' 'o t .; tl · · d .s o_ 1e S\•l: CH'.i1 o i. t l t(.> ~; uhl1_ ttc•ral frin.;e 
Ere J<.!~ irahl-= food:; .-~nd coace11trat·_i 011<>_· ot- u ... cl· .. ·ln •: · ' 1 1 
.. - u1 .,;.:. a ..._o\,' Fat:•~ r :·,roT,-
J. ~·ly l..s u iuajor factor i:-t settin:.; t l:eir lOi 'er H1n:~t. Have action may 
~· rovidl; sorna prot£:ction for these plcnts siace urc1llns ~d.ll not e n t e r a reas 
wilt!re algal frondR are \-lashing back and forth over the rock surface. "rhis 
b \•'C!ll demonstrated by th~ extent of the Ala_J;j.~ .~El.e_!lt!_! zone which is 
shallow or absent in protected areas but reaches depths of up to 35 feet 
on exposed ridges. Sporlin.~s appear and grow very rapidly in the -vrl.nter, 
Wllen. swell conditioM are most severe and the urchins are in minimal 
feeding condition, but they are rapidly devoured during calm periods 
following April. Apart from calcareous algae, ~gar~ ~!'_ibr()_E~mand J.:~~}._ot~ 
~~~ are the only perennial macrophytes which exist belol<• the sublittoral 
fringe in urchin dominated areas. This is possible because these species 
are highly tmdesirable foods for the urchins. Also S. ~rovLacld.e~~-~~-
likely limita the diHtri bution of the fa.una i)otl1 directly by :-;razins ;md 
indirectly by preventing the es tahlis hme;nt of kelp corrununi til'ls at greater 
Lobsters, crabs, starfish, birds, a number o~ fishes , and other 
c. d b hi 1 bably frequent predators of the ~_ reem sea urchin, 
.., _....E_o~- ~~-- e_n_~_l! are pro . 
Food but they are not effective in limiting thP. numbers of this species. 
supply and space availability are probrthl y important controls of archin 
density and biomass. 
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APPE:IDIX I: Data on gonad indices and indices of ::-ut plus :: 
h 
Q _ contents OL 
urc.ins from ?crtug~l fc.vP., 
GONAD INDEX 
Date 
February 2, 1968 male 10.42 
!emale 13. 51 
X 12.08 
February 29, 1968 male 12.53 
female 20.28 
x 16.96 
'1at"ch 28, 1968 male 
female 
X 
April 28, 1968 male 
female 
X 
!·fay 29, 1968 '!lnl.e 
female 
X 
June 27, 1968 male 
female 
x 
July 29. 1968 male 
female 
x 
August ~~. 1968 male 
female 
X 
September 29,1968 male 
female 
X 
October 30, 1968 male 
female 
X 
November 29,1968 male 
female 
X 
December 20. 1968 male 
female 
X 
6.01 
8.48 
7.24 
4.28 
3.77 
3.92 
4.53 
3.07 
3.94 
3.71 
3.88 
3.81 
7.90 
4.90 
5.90 
6.62 
7.04 
6.85 
4.05 
3.14 
3.73 
4.70 
3.17 
3.56 
9.34 
8.57 
8.84 
5,68 
6.43 
6.13 
N 
19 
22 
41 
9 
12 
21 
10 
10 
20 
6 
14 
20 
12 
8 
20 
9 
11 
20 
7 
13 
20 
9 
11 
20 
13 
7 
20 
5 
15 
20 
7 
13 
20 
8 
12 
20 
SE 
1.1:3 
1.31 
0.90 
1.65 
1.61 
1.42 
0.72 
2.R6 
1.47 
1.07 
0.33 
0.38 
0.34 
0.64 
0.36 
0.36 
0.40 
fJ.27 
0.67 
0.23 
0.41 
0.39 
0.68 
0.41 
0.52 
0.44 
0.38 
0.93 
0.47 
0.44 
1.36 
0.67 
0.63 
0.98 
0.90 
0.66 
nmEX O'E' GUT PLUS CONTETIS 
X N SE 
10.67 20 0.70 
9.15 20 0.48 
12.53 20 0.56 
14.33 20 0.75 
14.36 20 0.57 
14.64 20 0.60 
10.18 20 0.55 
12.68 20 1).50 
11.72 20 0.45 
9.26 20 0.54 
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APPENDIX I (Cont'd). 
GONAD INDEX I~"DEX OF GUT PLUS GONADS 
Date X N ~E v N SE J\ 
-
January 29, 1969 male 3.85 10 0.88 
female 4.59 10 0.92 
X 4.22 20 0.62 13.00 20 0.92 
February 26, 1969 male 4. 77 11 0.80 
female 9.24 9 1.76 
x 6.78 20 1.02 11.70 20 0.62 
March 28, 1969 male 9.31 10 0.66 
female 12.39 10 1.37 
X 10.85 20 0.82 11.02 20 0.58 
April 27, 1969 male 3.16 12 0.30 
female 2.98 8 0.23 
X 3.09 20 0.20 14.69 20 0.59 
Hay 28, 1969 male 4.98 11 0.52 
female 3.76 9 0.23 
X 4.43 20 0.33 17.21 20 0.76 
June 27, 1969 male 6.91 14 0 . 40 
female 6.20 6 0.84 
X 6.69 20 0.37 13.03 20 
0 . 81 
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APPEh"DIX II: Data from Acreman's study (1966) on t he gonad and gut indices 
of urchins from Bellevue, Brigus and Long Pond in 1965. 
GONAD INDEX GUT INnEX 
--- --·-
Date X N SE x N SE 
BELLEVUE, TRINITY BAY 
"iay 20 4.15 10 0.64 3.19 10 0.27 
!Uy 27 5.32 10 0.76 4.68 10 0.37 
June 3 4.66 10 1.05 4.63 10 0.36 
June 8 6.16 10 0.47 5.03 10 0.22 
July 21 7.34 10 0.49 5.19 10 0.38 
July 27 8.23 10 1.21 5.01 10 0.15 
August 5 12.81 10 1.35 6.43 10 0.52 
August 18 11.26 10 1.10 5.36 10 
0.17 
August 27 12.82 10 0.96 4.77 
10 0.27 
Sept amber 1 10.75 10 1.35 5.16 
10 0.27 
Oc:tober 2 11.87 10 0.99 3.70 
10 0.21 
BRIGUS, CONCEPTION BAY 
June 22 5.45 10 0.64 
4.8S 10 0.46 
LONG POND, CONCEPTION BAY 
July 7 10.20 10 0.30 
4.78 10 0.24 
July 13 11.68 10 0.80 
4.29 10 0.20 
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APPE!-t"D:U III: 't'ime of sampling, grid size, the number of 3rids,and the mean 
number of urc:hins in the samples collected from various depths 
at Logy Bay, Portur,al Cove gn~ Holyrood. 
NUMBER OF GRID 
-
DEPTH !I~IE OF SA!-!PLING SAMPLES SIZE X SE 
LOGY BAY 
----
16' (Sm) June 26 -July 9, 1968 5 2 0.2 m?. 70.60 s.oo 
27' (Bm) June 5 - July 8, 1968 6 0.2 mz 60.67 4.03 
40' (12m) June 6 - June 20, 1968 7 0.2 m2 52.86 11.09 
50' (15m) August 13, 1968 6 0.2 m2 28.83 3.44 
60' (18m) August 15. 1968 6 0.2 m2 20.50 3.05 
70' (21m) August 14, 1968 6 0.2 m2 15.67 2.32 
SO' (24m) Augua t 14 , 1968 5 0.2 m2 21.40 4.11 
16' (5m) ¥..ay 22;; 1969 6 0.2 m2 56.33 10.51 
16' (5m) Sept. 4, 1969 6 0.2 1:\ 57.83 2.41 
PORTUG~- ~.Q..~_:-__ ~ROCK 
10' (3m) August 6, 1968 6 
2 54.17 10.04 0.2 m2 
20' (6m) August 6, 1968 6 0.2 m2 48.17 6.71 
30' (9m) August 12, 1968 6 0.2 m2 31.50 4.13 
40' (12m) August 9' 1968 6 0.2 m2 27.00 5.44 
50' (15m) August 12, 1968 6 0.2 m2 22.67 
2.30 
10' (3m) 1Uy 13, 1969 6 0.2 m2 44.67 11.41 
10' (3ml Sept. 10, 1969 6 0.2 m 44.33 6.12 
PO~!!J:GAL COVF:_-= _ _!..Q.Q?.~ ~U~STFATE 
(Om) 6 
2 24.67 4.14 
1' August 2, 1968 0.2 m2 
10' (3m) July 25, 1968 6 0.2 m2 13.50 
1.28 
20' (&D) July 19 - July 31, 1968 6 0.2 m2 43.50 
4.22 
30' (9m) July 30 - July 31, 1968 6 0.2 m2 
56.17 2.73 
40' (12m) July 10 - July 13, 1968 7 0.2 m2 40.29 
1.85 
50' (15m) June 25 - July 5, 1968 6 0.2 m2 
61.17 5.38 
60' (18m) July 23 - July 31, 1968 7 0.2 m2 23.57 
4.90 
70' (21m) July 24, 1968 5 0.2 m2 
14.20 1.32 
50' (15m) ~y 16, 1969 6 0.2 m2 
37.83 5.61 
SO' (15m) August 28, 1969 3 0.2 m 
33.67 3.93 
HOLYROOD BAY 
- - ·······- -
2 31.50 9.79 
1' (Om) August 27, 1968 4 
1.0 m2 
10' (3m) August 27, 1968 12 
1.0 m2 5.08 
2.46 
20' (6m) November 2, 1968 16 
1.0 m2 3.19 
0.50 
40' (12m) August 16, 1968 6 
0.8 m2 7.00 
1.93 
60' (18m) August 16, 1968 4 
0.8 m2 10.00 
0.91 
65.00 5.03 
1' (Om) ·d·ovember 2, 1968 3 
l.Om 
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APPENDIX IVa: Density and biomass/m2 at various depths -- Logy Bay. 
DEPTH: 16' 27' 40' SO' 60' 70' 
2 NUMBERS/m 
SIZE CLASS 
2.0 - 3.9 2.00 o.oo 2.86 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
4.0 - 5.9 20.00 6.67 15.71 3.33 2.50 o.oo 
6.0 - 7.9 53.00 15.83 12.86 8.33 10.00 0.83 
8.0 - 9.9 42.00 18.33 25.00 11.67 9.17 1.67 
10.0 - 11.9 19.00 12.50 20.00 8.33 7.50 1.67 
12.0 - 13.9 17.00 17.50 13.57 11.67 8.33 s.oo 
14.0 - 1.5.9 12.00 25.00 23.57 13.ll 4.17 9.17 
16.0- 17.9 18.00 23.33 18.57 7.50 6.67 9.17 
18.0 - 19.9 16.00 14.17 18.57 7.50 5.83 5.83 
199.00 133.33 150.71 71.67 54.17 33.33 
... 
20.0 - 21.9 14.00 15.00 17.14 10.00 8.33 6.67 
22.0 - 23.9 17.00 25.83 10.71 10.00 6.67 s.oo 
24.0 - 25.9 21.00 19.17 10.00 5.83 2.50 5.83 
26.0 - 27.9 22.00 22.50 8.57 2.50 3.33 6.67 
28.0 - 29.9 17.00 18.33 10.71 6.67 0.83 2.50 
30.0 - 31.9 20.00 12.50 11.43 6.67 5.00 s.oo 
::; .. 32.0 - 33.9 12.00 12.50 6.43 5.00 5.83 1.67 ~ ·. ; 
~4: 34.0 - 35.9 u.oo 10.83 3.57 7.50 
3.33 0.83 
~~ 36.0 - 37.9 10.00 5.00 4.29 5.83 3.33 
3.33 
~·: 38.0 .. 39.9 3.00 6.67 .5.71 1.67 1.67 
4.17 
,. 
147 .oo· 148.33 88.57 61.67 40.83 41.67 
40.0 - 41.9 3.00 6.67 3.57 4.17 2.50 
0.83 
42.0 - 43.9 1.00 5.83 6.43 2.50 1.67 
0.83 
44.0 - 45.9 1.00 3.33 4.29 1.67 2.50 
0.83 
46.0 - 47.9 1.00 4.17 5.71 1.67 0.83 
o.oo 
48.0 - 49.9 1.00 o.oo 2.14 o.oo 
o.oo o.oo 
50.0 - 51.9 o.oo 0.83 1.43 o.oo 
o.oo o.oo 
52.0 - 53.9 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.83 
o.oo o.oo 
54.0 - 55.9 o.oo 0.83 0.71 o.oo 
o.oo 0.83 
56.0 - 57.9 o.oo o.oo 0.71 o.oo 
o.oo o.oo 
58.0 - 5~,.9 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
o.oo o.oo 
7.00 21.67 25.00 10.83 7.50 
3.33 
144.17 78.33 J 353.00 303.33 264.29 102.50 
BIOMASS (gma) 2 I m 
.I ].Q.Q 149.n~ 15Q.39 153.29 79.54 53.18 
54.38 
' 20.0 - 39.9 1669.12 1598.75 885.27 
674.61 439.31 429.23 
357.6~ 235.03 126.77 
I 
) 40.0 199.67 786.39 1037.84 
~ 
2017.84 2544.53 2076.41 1111.77 
727.53 610.38 
fo... 
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2 
sas/m at various depths -- Logy Bay. 
, ' 40' SO' 60' 70' x 
May, 1969 Sept., 1969 
80' 16' 16' 
2 NUMBERS/m 
)0 2.86 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.69 o.oo 0.83 
i7 15.71 3.33 2.50 o.oo o.oo 6.89 o.oo 2.50 
13 12.86 8.33 10.00 0.83 3.00 14.84 10.00 9.17 
13 25.00 11.67 9.17 1.67 5.00 16.12 34.17 25.83 
iO 20.00 8.33 7.50 1.67 3.00 10.29 41.67 29.17 
iO 13.57 11.67 8.33 5.00 13.00 12.30 21.67 13.33 
10 23.57 13.33 4.17 9.17 13.00 14.32 13.33 9.17 
13 18.57 7.50 6.67 9.17 10.00 13.32 12.50 14.17 
.7 18.57 7.50 5.83 5.83 8.00 10.84 8.33 15.83 
13 150.71 71.67 54.17 33.33 55.00 99.60 141.67 120.00 
10 17.14 10.00 8.33 6.67 4.00 10.73 16.67 12.50 
13 10.71 10.00 6.67 s.oo 8.00 11.89 13.33 25.00 
.7 10.00 5.83 2.50 5.83 5.00 9.90 20.00 23.33 
.o 8.57 2.50 3.33 6.67 4.00 9.94 14.17 20.00 
3 10.71 6.67 0.83 2.50 2.00 8.29 17.50 23.33 
0 11.43 6.67 5.00 s.oo 3.00 9.09 15.83 15.00 
0 6.43 5.00 5.83 1.67 2.00 6.49 13.33 13.33 
3 3.57 7.50 3.33 0.83 3.00 5.72 12.50 
9.17 
0 4.29 5.83 3.33 3.33 3.00 4.97 5.00 
7.50 
7 5.71 1.67 1.67 4.17 7.00 4.27 
4.17 7.50 
j 88.57 61.67 40.83 41.67 41.00 81.30 1'32.50 156.67 
7 3.57 4.17 2.50 0.83 4.00 3.53 
0.83 3.33 
3 6.43 2.50 1.67 0.83 2.00 2.89 
3.33 4.17 
3 4.29 1.67 2.50 0.83 1.00 
2.09 0.83 0.83 
7 5.71 1.67 0.83 o.oo 2.00 
2.20 0.83 2.50 
0 2.14 o.oo o.oo o.oo 2.00 
0.73 0.83 o.oo 
3 1.43 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
o.3:t o.oo 0.83 
0 o.oo 0.83 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
0.12 0.83 o.oo 
3 0.71 o.oo o.oo 0.83 o.oo 
0.34 o.oo o.oo 
0 0.71 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
0.10 o.oo 0.83 
0 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
7 25.00 1.0:83 7.50 3:33 I'1.0o 12.33 
7.50 12.50 
144.17 
281.67 289.17 
3 264.29 102.50 78.33 
107.00 193.23 
BIOMASS (gms) I m2 
~ 153.29 79.54 53.18 54.38 
75.73 103.51 128.78 133.36 
5 885.27 674.61 439.31 429.23 
473.58 881.41 1414.29 1678.06 
~ 1037.84 ~~ 235.03 126.77 262.84 
429.45 290.89 477.88 
2076.41 1111.77 727.53 610.38 
812.15 1414.37 1833.96 2289.29 
J 
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APPENDIX IVb: PORTUGAL COVE -
10' 20' 30' 40' 
SIZE CLASS 
NUMBERS / m 2 
2.0 - 3.9 0.83 {;.83 1.61 5.00 
4.0 - 5.9 1.67 3.33 9.17 11.67 
6.0- 7.9 14.17 15.00 25.00 13.33 
8.0 - 9.9 16.67 19.17 25.83 20.00 
10.0 -11.9 14.17 25.83 20.83 15.83 
12.0 -13.9 10.00 19.17 11.67 7.50 
14.0 -15.9 14.17 19.17 5.00 5.83 
16.0 -17.9 13.33 14.17 11.67 9.17 
18.0 -19.9 1.5.00 21.67 U.67 10.83 
100.00 138.33 122.50 99.17 
20.0 -21.9 15.00 23.33 10.00 5.83 
22.0 -23.9 15.00 14.17 8.33 9.17 
24.0 -25.9 19.17 19.17 8.33 5.00 
26.0 -27.9 18.33 11.67 3.33 6.67 
28.0 -29.9 10.00 11.67 2.50 3.33 
30.0 -31.9 22.50 7.50 2.50 0.83 
32.0 -33.9 10.83 4.17 o.oo 2.50 
34.0 -35.9 10.83 6.67 o.oo 1.67 
36.0 -37.9 14.17 0.83 o.oo 0.83 
38.0 -39.9 13.33 0.83 o.oo o.oo 
149.17 100.00 35.00 35.83 
40.0 -41.9 U.67 0.83 o.oo 
o.oo 
42.0 -43.9 2.50 0.83 o.oo 
o.oo 
44.0 -45.9 s.oo o.oo o.oo 
o.oo 
46.0 -47.9 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
o.oo 
48.0 -49.9 2.50 0.83 o.oo 
o.oo 
- o.O!) 
- 2.50 o.oo 21.67 
270.83 240.83 157.50 135.00 
BIOMASS (gma) 2 I m 
< 19.9 178.32 157.86 97.66 78.47 
20.0 - 39.9 1793.20 797.29 213.70 
274.04 
/40.0 717.82 89.20 o.oo 
o.oo 
2689.33 1044.35 311.36 
352.51 
• PORTUGAL COVE - BEDROCK • 
May, 1969 Sept., 1969 
)' 40' SO' X 10' 10' 
NUMBERS I m 2 
>7 5.00 2.50 2.17 o.oo o.oo 
L7 11.67 5.83 6.33 0.83 o.oo 
JO 13.33 15.83 16.67 2.50 o.oo 
13 20.00 5.00 17.33 5.00 2.50 
13 15.83 10.83 17.50 18.33 10.00 
i7 7.50 16.67 13.00 22.50 13.33 
10 5.83 8.33 10.50 13.33 17.50 
t7 9.17 5.00 10.67 15.00 15 .. 83 
17 10.83 5.83 13.00 8.33 10.00 
.o 99.17 75.83 107 o17 85.83 69.17 
0 5.83 8.33 12.49 8.33 16.67 
3 9.17 13.33 12.00 12.50 12.50 
3 5.00 6.67 11.67 13.33 14.17 
3 6.67 5.00 9.00 20.00 20.00 
0 3.33 1.67 5.83 16.67 14.67 
0 0.83 o.oo 6.67 12.50 14.67 
[) 2.50 0.83 3.67 12.50 10.83 
i) 1.67 0.83 4.00 15.00 21.67 
J 0.83 o.oo 3.17 11.67 7.50 
) o.oo 0.83 3.00 5.83 9.17 
) 35.83 37.50 71.50 128.33 140.83 
) o.oo o.oo 2.50 s.oo 5.83 
) o.oo o.oo 0.67 2.50 2.50 
) o.oo o.oo 1.00 0.83 1.67 
) o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.83 o.oo 
, o.oo o.oo 0.67 o.oo 1.67 
, o.o~ 0.00 4.83 9.17 11.57 
221.67 
- 135.00 113.33 183.50 223.33 I 
BIOMASS (gma) I m2 
78.47 62.18 114.89 112.97 
116.23 
274.04 231.24 661.90 1549.36 
1755.50 
o.oo o.oo 161.40 285.28 
399.45 
352.51 293.42 938.19 1947.61 
2271.18 
~ 
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APPENDIX IVc: PORTUGAL COVE - LOOSE 
1' 10' 20' 30' 40' 
2 NUMBERS / m 
SIZE CLASS 
2.0 - 3.9 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1.67 3.57 
4.0 - 5.9 o.oo o.oo ll.67 17.50 12.14 
6.0 - 7.9 o.oo o.oo 1.5.83 57.50 42.13 
8.0 - 9.9 o.oo o.oo 23.33 71.67 69.29 
10.0 - 11.9 o.oo 0.83 25.83 40.00 22.14 
12.0 - 13.9 o.oo o.oo 15.00 28.33 12.86 
14.0 - 15.9 o.oo 2.50 25.00 13.33 5.71 
16.0 - 17.9 o.oo 0.00 12.50 10.00 5.71 
18.0 - 19.9 o.oo Jk!! 8.33 3.33 3.57 
-o.oo 4.17 137 .so 243.33 177.14 
20.0 - 21.9 0.83 Oa83 6.67 6.67 4.29 
22.0 - 23.9 o.oo o.oo 9.17 5.00 3.57 
24.0 - 25.9 0.83 1.67 7.50 0.83 2.86 
26.0- 27.9 1.67 7.50 5.83 0.83 2.14 
28.0 - 29.9 0.83 12 • .50 8.33 3.33 2.14 
30.0 - 31.9 2 • .50 6.67 8.33 5.83 2.14 
32.0 - 33.9 3.33 4.17 4.17 2.50 o.oo 
34.0 - 35.9 5.00 7.50 10.00 o.oo 2.86 
36.0- 37.9 19.17 3.33 5.00 4.17 1.43 
38.0 - 39.9 13.83 5.00 6.67 ~ 0.71 
so.oo 49.17 71.67 31.67 22.14 
40.0 - 41.9 25.83 5.00 2 • .50 1.67 o.oo 
42.0 - 43.9 14.17 3.33 0.83 2.50 1.43 
44.0 - 45.9 12.50 3.33 2.50 0.83 
o.oo 
46.0 - 47.9 10.83 0.83 1.67 o.oo 
o.oo 
48.0 - 49.9 6.67 0.83 0.13 0.83 0.71 
so.o - 51.9 2.50 0.83 o.oo o.oo 
o.oo 
52.0 - 53.9 0.83 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
o.oo 
- -
-
73.33 14.17 8.33 5.83 2.14 
123.33 67.50 217.50 2.80.83 2.01.43 
BIOMASS (gma) I 11 
< 19.9 o.oo 5.23 123.06 121.33 73.96 
20.0 - 39o9 1000.66 668.63 866.85 341.70 
206.72 
/40.0 2561.17 464.13 300.98 200.85 
74.96 
3561.83 1137.98 1290.88 663.88 
355.64 
COVE - LOOSE SUBSTRATE 
May, 1969 Aug., 1969 
40' 50' 60' 
- -
70' X 50' SO' 
2 -; I m 
7 3.57 10.83 o.oo o.oo 2.01 6.67 o.oo 
) 12.14 35.00 s.oo o.oo 10.16 14 .. 17 1.67 
) 42.13 80.00 30.71 6.00 29.02 37.50 23.33 
7 69.29 60.83 16.43 s.oo 31.19 40.83 36.67 
) 22.14 46.67 12.14 10.00 19.70 34.17 so.oc 
I 12.86 24.17 10.00 13.00 12.92 15.83 23.33 
I 5.71 13.33 9.29 8.oo 9.65 12.50 3.33 
) 5.71 s.oo 8.57 8.00 6 .. 22 8.33 10.00 
~ 3.57 4.i7 5.71 2.00 3.49 4.17 6.67 
I 177.14 280.00 97.86 85.00 124.38 174.17 155.00 
7 4.29 o.oo 5.71 5.00 3.75 1.67 1.67 
) 3.57 2.50 3.57 4.00 3.48 0.83 3.33 
i 2.86 1.67 2.14 s.oo 2.81 o.oo 1.67 
i 2.14 2.50 2.14 o.oo 2.83 o.oo 1.67 
I 2.14 0.83 o.oo 1.00 3.62 1.67 o.oo 
s 2.14 o.oo 1.43 o.oo 3.36 3.33 o.oo 
) o.oo s.oo 1.43 o.oo 2.58 1.67 3.33 
) 2.86 1.67 1.43 o.oo 3.56 2.50 1.67 
7 1.43 3.33 0.71 o.oo 4.64 1.67 o.oo 
) 0.71 3.33 0.71 o.oo 4.35 o.oo o.oo 
22.14 20.83 iS:oo 34.9"7 i3:"fi -7 19.29 13.33 
7 o.oo 4.17 0.71 o.oo 4.99 o.oo 
o.oo 
J 1.43 0.83 o.oo o.oo 2.89 o.oo 
o.oo 
I o.oo o.oo o.oo 1.00 2.52 o.oo 
o.oo 
l o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 1.67 o.oo 
o.oo 
J 0.71 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1.24 
o.oo o.oo 
) o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.42 0.83 
o.oo 
) o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.10 o.oo 
o.oo 
- -
- 0.00 
J 2.14 5.00 0.71 1.00 13.82 0.83 
165.33 
J 201.43 305.83 117.86 71.00 173.16 
188.83 
ss (gma) I m 2 
) 73.96 109.96 72.19 57.77 70.44 
99.23 112.40 
0 206.72 317.25 153.13 77.23 
454.02 168.12 142.:!8 
! 74.96 147.87 18.70 18.37 
473.38 43.96 o.oo 
B 355.64 575.08 244.01 153.37 
997.83 311.31 254.78 
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APPENDIX IVd: HOLYROOD BAY 
1' 10' 20' 40' 60' x 
New., 1968 
1' 
NUMBER.S/m2 
SIZE CLASS 
2.0 - 3.9 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.00 
4.0 - 5.9 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.31 ·o·.o6 0 .{''l 
6.0 - 7.9 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
8.0 - 9.9 0.50 o.oo o.oo 1.46 0.63 0.52 o.oo 
10.0 - U.9 1.25 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.63 0.38 o.oo 
12.0 - 13.9 1.00 o.oo o.oo 1.04 0.31 0.47 o.oo 
14.0 - 15.9 0.25 o.oo o.oo 0.42 o.oo 0.13 o.oo 
16.0 - 17.9 o.oo o.o8 o.oo o.oo 0.31 o.o8 O.O'.i 
18.0 - 19.9 0.2.5 o.oo o.oo o.c" 0.31 0.11 o.oo 
3.25 o.oi 0:00 2.ii 2.50 l."fS o.oo 
20.0 - 21.9 0.75 o.o8 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.17 o.oo 
22.0 - 23.9 0.75 0.08 o.oo o.oo 0.31 0.23 1.33 
24.0 - 25.9 1.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.31 0.26 1.33 
26.0 - 27.9 1.7.5 0.08 o.oo o.oo 0.31 0.43 1.67 
28.0 - 29.9 2.50 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.50 5.00 
30.0 - 31.9 1 • .50 0.25 0.06 o.oo 0.31 0.43 2.67 
32.0 - 33.9 2.00 o.o8 o.oo 0.21 0.31 0.52 4.00 
34.0 - 35.9 1.25 0.17 0.31 0.21 0.63 0.51 
2.67 
36.0 - 37.9 o.so 0.2.5 0.31 o.oo 1.25 0.46 
3.67 
38.0 - 39.9 1.50 0.33 0.19 0.21 0.94 0.63 
6.33 
13 • .50 1.33 o.ii 0.63 4.38 4.14 i8.i5 
40.0 - 41.9 1.00 0.25 0.19 0.42 1 • .56 
0.68 5.33 
42.0 - 43.9 2.2.5 0.67 0.31 0.63 0.31 
0.83 4.33 
44.0 - 4.5.9 1.2.5 0.17 0.63 1.25 0.63 
0.78 3.00 
46.0- 47.9 1.75 0.75 0.38 0.83 0.63 
0.87 6.67 
48.0 - 49.9 3.00 o.so 0.38 1.04 1.56 
1.30 4.67 
50.0 - 51.9 1.75 0.17 0.19 0.63 0.63 
0.67 6.33 
52.0 - 53.9 1.2.5 o.so 0.19 0.42 
o.oo 0.47 2.33 
54.0 - 55.9 1.25 0.33 o.oo o.oo 
0.31 0.38 1.67 
.56.0 - 57.9 0.75 0.25 0.06 o.oo 
o.oo 0.21 1.33 
58.0 - 59.9 o.so o.oo o.oo o.oo 
o.oo 0.10 o.oo 
60.0 - 61.9 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
o.oo o.oo 0.67 
62.0 - 63.9 o.oo 0.08 o.oo o.oo 
o.oo 0.02 o.oo 
- - 5.63 - 36.33 
- -
.5.21 6.31 14.75 3.67 2.31 
12.20 65.00 
31.50 5.08 3.19 8.75 12.50 
2 BIOMASS (gma)/m 
< 19.9 3.08 0.15 OoOO 1.75 
2.17 1.43 o.oo 
20.0 - 39.9 165.47 20.51 16.16 11.09 
72.28 57.10 446 • .58 
)40.0 626.17 153.41 86.96 197.99 
212.39 255.38 1537.16 
794.73 174.07 103.12 210.83 
286.84 313.92 1983.74 
" 
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APPENDIX V: Percent ratio of dry weight to wet weight for the eight 
algal species and percent salt gain of filter papers. 
September 1968 
Laminar~!. sp. (not L. digi~ata) 
Alaria esculenta 
Agarum crib rosum 
Fucus vesiculosus 
------
Ascophyllum n~~~ 
Desmarestia v~~~dis 
Ulv_! rigida 
Mean Percent Salt Gain 
of Filter Papers 
February 1969 
Laainaria .!1?.. 
Hean Percent Salt Gain 
of Filter Papers 
% 
9.75 
17.96 
26.00 
31.82 
28.93 
16.88 
22.97 
27.75 
4.69 
9.11 
4.63 
N SE 
6 0.63 
8 0.31 
7 0.79 
7 0.91 
6 (\ .,, .... , .. 
7 0.21 
7 0.22 
6 0.26 
8 0.28 
10 0.47 
13 0.12 
APPENDIX VI: The feeding abilities of seven size groups of urchins on Laminaria spp. (L. saccharina and/or 
~· longicruris) during February 10-22, 1969. ---- - -:O -----(\-later temperature 1.0 - 1.5 C). 
FOOD EATEN ps FAECES EXCRETED 
TEST NIDffiER URCHIN (WET WEIGHT) mg (DRY \o1EIGHT) FEEDING ASSIMILATION 
DIAMETER OF WEIGHT /URCHIN/DAY /TTRCHIN/DAY RATE EFFICIENCY 
(mm) URCHINS X~s) x SE N DAYS X SE N nAYS (gms 7.) (%) 
----
9.0 - 10.9 37 0.46 14.07* 1.62 9 0.75 0.12 9 3.09* 41. 58* 
19.0 - 20.9 31 3.76 120.35 6.61 12 S.RO 0 .311 10 3.20 47. 1)9 
29.0 - 30.9 22 12.48 298.50 24.74 11 13.09 1.43 10 2.39 51. 36 
39.0 - 40.9 12 28.51 523.25 33.91 11 27.50 1.82 9 1.84 42. 33 
49.0 - 50.9 10 50.52 962.35 96.21 11 55.92 6.37 9 1.91 32.53 
58.3 - 60.9 6 86.21 1112.80 82.42 9 84.33 5.58 5 1.29 20 . 79 
66.9 - 72.7 5 132.62 1668.67 207.21 9 138.45 14.74 9 1.26 8.95 
* The value for the amount of food eaten is very likely too low since it is -.:tot in line t·7ith the 
va~ues for the larger size groups when they are plotted on log-· log graph paper. The exper:Lmental 
method can only roughly estimate the consumption rate of such small urchins and this inaccuracy is 
a~centuated when it is expressed in ratio to the mean urchin weight. 
...... 
Ln 
w 
APPENDIX VII: The feeding abilities of three size groups of urchins on eight species of algae during 
September 21 - October 3, 1969. 
FOOD EATEN F AECE~ EXCRETED URCHI NS IN 
TEST Nlfr-mER URCHIN gms (HET HEIGHT) mg (DRY WEIGHT) FEEDING CONTAcr WITH 
DIAHETER OF WEIGHT /URCHIN/DAY /URCHIN /DAY RATE ASSIHILATION THE ALGA 
(mm) URCHINS i (gms) X SE N DAYS X SE N DAYS (gms %) EFFICIENCY % (%) 
LAMINARIA SPP. 
8.0 - 11.9 12 0.45 15.11 2.01 12 4.43 0.74 8 3.33 45.50 
28.0 - 31.9 8 12.27 659.24 69.75 12 41.80 4.02 12 5.37 34.95 78.13 
48.0 - 51.9 6 48.16 1291.98 65.80 10 94.31 10.54 9 2.68 25.10 88.88 
ALARIA ESCULENTA 
-------
8.0 - 11.9 12 0.56 38.89 2.46 9 6.43 1.16 12 6.82 5.50 72.92 
28.0 - 31.9 8 12.23 621.45 16.25 9 53.18 5.07 11 5. 08 52.38 93.75 
48.0 - 51.9 6 50.41 1195 .39 53.31 9 108.21 9.94 11 2.37 49.61 93.63 
ULVA SP. 
8.0 - 11.9 12 0.49 26.03 2.69 12 3.15 0 .71 9 5.29 56.35 92.98 
28.0 - 31.9 8 11.71 325.37 11.45 12 26.68 2.08 11 2.78 70.45 95.00 
48.0 - 51.9 6 46.53 523.27 30.17 12 48.08 6.15 12 1.12 66.89 98.48 
FUCUS VESICULOSUS 
8.0 - 11.9 12 0.48 9.22 2.32 11 3.24 0.69 9 1.92 52.09 
28 .o - 31.9 8 12.46 206.48 28.49 12 20.39 4.06 10 1.66 68.97 80.68 
48.0 - 51.9 6 50.53 485.25 47.59 11 35.92 5.31 9 0.96 76.74 89.39 
ASCOPHYLLUM NODOSUM 
1-' 
Vl 
.l:-
8.0 - 11.9 12 0.49 26.03 2.69 12 3.15 0.71 9 5.29 56.35 92.98 
28.0 - 31.9 8 11.71 325.37 11.45 12 26.68 2.08 11 2.78 70.45 95.00 
48.0 - 51.9 6 46.53 523.27 30.17 12 48.08 6.15 12 1.12 66.89 98.48 
FUCUS VESICULOSUS 
8.0 - 11.9 12 0.48 9.22 2.32 11 3.24 0.69 9 1.92 52.09 
28 .o - 31.9 8 12.46 206.48 28.49 12 20.39 4.06 10 1.66 68.97 80.68 
48.0 - 51.9 6 50.53 485.25 47.59 11 35.92 5.31 9 0.96 76.74 89.39 
ASCOPHYLLUM NODOSUM 
8.0 - 11.9 12 0.44 5.24 1.44 7 3.10 0.66 8 1.19 51.52 
28.0 - 31.9 8 11.80 143.70 7.06 11 10.08 2.43 10 1.22 75.76 71.59 
48.0 - 51.9 6 51.13 347.27 40.94 10 32.76 3.69 10 0.68 67.40 76.38 
DESHARESTIA VIRIDIS 
8.0 - 11.9 12 0. 53 35.97 6.16 12 4.63 1.35 10 6.82 23.75 71.75 
28.0 - 31.9 8 11.44 267.39 29.74 12 13.80 2.63 11 2.34 69.43 88.51 
48.0 - 51.9 6 47.54 412.95 52.50 12 34.11 3.70 12 0.87 51.08 80.30 
AGARUH CRIBROSUM 
8.0 - 11.9 12 0.56 9.17 2.91 8 2.87 0.88 8 1.63 34.85 
28.0 - 31.9 8 11.78 96.51 21.66 8 19.58 2.89 7 0.82 21.98 42.05 
48.0 - 51.9 6 48.69 397.42 79.31 9 37.84 6.30 11 0.82 63.38 60.60 
PTILO'l'A SERRATA 
8.0 - 11.9 12 0.51 32.00 7.43 11 8.32 1.34 11 6.24 62.88 
28.0 .. 31.9 8 11.46 100.19 29.71 11 20.57 2 .. 56 11 0.87 10.60 81. 82 
48.0 - 51.9 6 45.73 166.09 41.14 10 40.33 5 .. 94 9 0.36 73.62 
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APPENDIX VIIIa: Daily recor.d of the numbers of urchins on each algal species and the rate at which the 
different npecies disappeared in tank with 110 20mm urchins. 
Agarum cribrosum 
(14.8 g) 
PtUota serrata 
(7 .6 g) 
.. 
0 
o-4 
Ascophyllum nodosum 
(54. 0 g) 
Fucus vesiculosus 
(21.3 g) 
Ulva 3?.!.. 
(22.6 g) 
Chondrus crispus 
(41.3 g) 
Rhodymenia palmata 
(19.1 g) 
Chorda tomentosa 
(31.8 g) 
Laminaria !!£. 
(27 .1 g) 
0 0 
0 ..;t 
.. .. 
.-1 .-1 
o-4 .-1 
6. 
0 
0 
.. 
II) 
0 
M 
.. 
0 
o-4 
0 
o-4 
i 
0 
0 
.. 
N 
o-4 
[ 
0 
M 
.. 
M 
0 
II'\ 
.. 
o-4 
! 
0 
0 
.. 
II'\ 
! 
0 
0 
.. 
at'\ 
at'\ 
...... 
. . 
N 
o-4 
8 4 1 0 0 2 0 3 1 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 
0 
M 
.. 
-4' 
! 
0 
M 
.. 
II'\ 0 
o-4 M 
.. . . 
...... -ct 
...... 
0'\ 0 
N M 
l ~ g. [ 
Lf"' 0 0 0 0 
~ 0 0 M C"l 
.. .. .. .. .. 
r-t M .-t Lf"' C"l 
\0 I' ("') ll'l C7\ o-4 ...... 
Q) QJ Cll I) G) 
~~~~~~~ 
1 1 4 4 11 7 5 5 5 1 1 
1 2 1 4 1 0 0 1 2 3 2 
8 8 10 8 7 5 5 2 2 4 14 19 13 10 5 5 
3 3 4 7 10 13 12 10 9 7 7 9 
6 8 8 10 8 8 8 15 22 29 
10 7 2 3 5 12 22 26 27 26 
11 9 9 9 11 11 14 
4 7 13 14 26 22 
8 9 10 11 8 9 
1 
1 
l 8. l 
0 
0 C"\ "' N •• .-t 
•• N •• 
"' o-4 N 
0 II'\ \0 
N N N 
~ ~ ~ 
1 1 
, 
Agarwn cribrosum 
(14.8 g) 
Ptilota serrata 
(7.6 g) 
Ascophy11um nodosum 
(54. 0 g) 
Fucus vesicu1osus 
(21.3 g) 
U1va~ 
(22.6 g) 
Chondrus crispus 
(41.3 g) 
Rhodymenia palmata 
(19.1 g) 
Chorda tomentosa 
(31.8 g) 
Laminaria & • 
(27 .1 g) 
Halosaccion ramentaceum 
(38.2 g) 
A1aria escu1enta 
(12.9 g) 
Peta1onia fascia 
(17.5 g) 
Urchins Not Feeding 
8 4 1 0 0 2 0 3 1 3 1 1 4 4 11 7 5 5 5 1 1 1 - - -
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 0 0 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 -
8 8 10 8 7 5 5 2 2 4 14 19 13 10 5 5 - - - - - - - -
3 3 4 7 10 13 12 10 9 7 7 9 
- - - - - - - - - -
6 8 8 10 8 8 8 15 22 29 
- - - - - - -
10 7 2 3 5 12 22 26 27 26 
- - - - - - - - - -
11 9 9 9 11 11 14 
- - - - - - - - - -
4 7 13 14 26 22 
- - - - - - - - - -
8 9 10 11 8 9 - - - - - - - - - -
20 21 21 19 19 - - - - - - - - - -
14 15 15 12 
16 16 16 15 
2 3 1 2 16 28 '•7 53 48 41 87 79 92 92 93 98 DS lOS D4l06 ID3 109 109 109 110 
APPENDIX VI lib: Daily record of the number of urchins on each algal species and the rate at which the different 
species disappeared in tank with 42 50mm urchins. 
g. ~ a a I I ! t l El I [ a ! a u a [ ! s ~ llo 8' g. 5 
"" "' "" "" 
II'\ 0 It\ 0 
"" 
0 0 II'\ 
"" r-4 r-4 ("\ r-4 ..:t r-4 ("\ 11"1 0 0 r-4 ("\ ..:t ("\ ("\ r-4 ~ ..:t 0 0 .. .. 00 00 .. .. 00 . . .. 00 .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 00 
0 r-4 r-4 
"" 
0 N ("\ .-4 II'\ 
"" 
N ..:t 
"" 
N ..:t r-4 "'1' r-4 ('t'l r-4 
r-4 P"4 r-4 P"4 P"4 r-4 
.. 
0 P"4 N ("\ -ct 
"" 
\C 0 r-4 \C ,..... co C\ 0 ("\ 
"" 
C\ 
\0 
" 
ao Q\ P"4 P"4 .-4 P"4 P"4 P"4 P"4 N N N N N N ('t'l 
QJ al Gl ;:..... ~ ;:..... ~ t' ~ t' ~ i i ~ ~ ~ ;:..... ~ ;:..... ~ >. d c:: c:: ~ CIS ! .!! ~ ~ =' =' =' ::E: ::<:: :E X :::: :::: ~ ,._. :::: ::<:: ..., ..., ...,
~.garum. cribrosum 1 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 2 0 0 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 1 
(16.1 g) 
AscoEhill~ ~odos~ 3 2 1 0 0 7 + 8 7 7 3 2 ..... 
(46.1 g) V1 (j\ 
I 
Fucus vesi cu1osus 3 3 4 4 4 5 + 6 3 3 (35.2 g) 
Uiva ~ 5 5 6 6 5 11 + 5 2 12 (35 . 7 g) 
Chondrus criS:EUS 3 3 3 4 3 4 + 3 2 2 (37.7 g) 
Desmarestia Viridis 5 4 5 2 3 3 + 3 2 
(24.85 gf-
Rhodymenia palmata 2 2 3 4 3 2 + 
(19. 7 g) 
Ha1osaccion ramentaceum 5 6 4 4 4 2 
(40.9 g) 
Chorda tomentosa 4 4 4 7 3 1 
(47 .3 g) 
Petalonia faacia 3 5 6 4 7 
(?_Q -~ I! ) 
~.garum cribrosum 1 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 (16.1 g) 2 0 0 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 1 
Ascophyllum nodosum 3 2 1 0 0 7 + 8 7 7 3 2 .... (46.1 g) --- V1 0\ 
Fucus vesicu1osus 3 3 4 4 
(35.2 g) 
4 5 + 6 3 3 
Uiva ~ 5 5 6 6 5 11 + 5 2 12 (35. 7 g) 
Chondrus crispus 3 3 3 4 3 4 + 3 2 2 (37.7 g) 
Desmarestia viridis 5 
(24.85 g) -
4 5 2 3 3 + 3 2 
Rhodymenia palmata 
(19. 7 g) 
2 2 3 4 3 2 + 
Ha1osaccion ramentaceum 5 6 4 4 4 2 
(40.9 g) 
Chorda tomentosa 4 4 4 7 3 1 
(47 .3 g) 
Petalonia faaeia 3 5 6 4 7 
(29.3 g) 
Alaria esculenta 5 5 3 3 (20.1 g) ---
Laminaria sp. 2 3 1 4 
(24.9 g) 
URCHINS NOT FEEDING 1 0 2 0 10 7 - 17 26 18 39 37 39 40 39 39 40 41 41 42 
* Water stopped and urcains discontinued feeding. 
APPENDIX IX: Summary of the data on the feeding of Strongylocentrotus intermedius ~n 11 species of 
algae and surf grass, Phyllospadix iwatensis, from Fuji (1962, 1967). 
_(1111) (&) FOOD EATEN FEEDING ASSIMILATION 
X TEST i mg (WET WEIGHT) RATE EFFICIENCY 
FOOD MONTH DIAMETER WEIGHT _}URCHIN/DAY (gms %) (%) 
Lamina ria j aponica January 50.4 47.4 2710 5.72 56.7 
Ditto June 50.2 29.6 2890 5.81 66.0 
A1aria crassifolia June 45.7 42.6 970 2.27 69.4 
Agarum cribrosum June 48.3 47.6 650 1.36 72.6 
Sargassum torti1e January 48.1 45.1 600 1.33 62.8 
!· thunbergii 50.6 48.1 t-' January 1040 2.16 58.7 lit 
-....1 
Seytosiphon 1~entaria January 51.0 50.8 1950 3.84 83.4 
Plv~ _p_ertusa January 48.0 46.7 450 0.96 74.4 
Ditto June 46.1 45.2 540 1.19 81.9 
Chondrus ocellatus 
-----
January 49.3 48.9 960 1.96 56.8 
Ditto .rune 50.1 51.2 1130 2.21 61.5 
Packymeniopsis yendoi June 48.9 50.3 660 1.31 68.3 
~hodp!1enia palmata January 51.2 50.8 930 1.83 74.4 
Rhodoglossum pulchrum January 52.0 50.3 720 1.43 76.3 
Phy11ospadix !watensis June 50.0 50.1 1020 2.03 32.4 
APPENDIX X: Summary of the data on the feeding of Strongylocentrotus franciscanus, ~- droebachiensis and ~­
purpuratus on 7 species of algae fro. Vadas (1968). His original data on the amount eaten in 
grams wet weight/hour/antmal ia in brackets following the equivalent values in milligrams eaten 
(wet weight)/urchin/day. Also the time of each experiment and the total nUIIber of individuals 
tested for each species of urchin is indicated under the name of each alga. 
S. franciscanus S. droebaehiensis ! . purpuratus 
FOOD EATEN FOOD EATEN FOOD EATEN 
mg (WET 'WEIGHT) ASSIMILATION mg (WET WEIGHT) ASSIMILATION mg (l-TET WEIGHT) ASSDIILATION 
FOOD 
Nereocystis ~uetkeana 
11/29/65, 2/25/66 (6) 
Costaria costata 
---11/5/65 (3) 
Laminaria saccharina 
11/29/65: 2/25/66 -(6) 
Cal.lophy11ie Jlabe11u1ata 
10/18/65 (3) 
Agarum cribrosum 
7/6/65 (3) 
1/15/66 (3) 
X (6) 
!garum fimbriat~ (6) 
10/13/65, 1/15/66 
Honostroma fuscum 
1/31/66 (6) 
/URCHIN/DAY- EFFICIENCY % /URCHIN/DAY EFFICIENCY % /URCHIN/DAY EFFICIENCY % 
19848 (0.827) 
8640 (0.360) 
7008 (0.292) 
672C .• 280) 
7128 (0.297) 
552 (0.023) 
3840 (0.160) 
1752 (0.073) 
1200 (0.050) 
91.15 
32.56 
77.77 
70.75 
53.45 
58.16 
55.80 
51.45 
47.60 
4968 (0.207) 
4872 (0.203) 
3432 (0.143) 
3672 (0.153) 
3531 (0.063) 
264 (0.011) 
888 (0.037) 
888 (0.037) 
408 (0.017) 
83.64 
77.39 
76.75 
62.30 
35.32 
44.77 
40.04 
45.45 
56.29 
4440 (0.185) 
5280 (0.220) 
1824 (0.076) 
2640 (0.110) 
408 (0 .017) 
240 (0.010} 
312 (0.013) 
744 (0.031) 
288 (0.012) 
85.22 
77.65 
64.39 
67.86 
43.34 
45.29 
44.32 
36.41 
27.98 
...... 
\J1 
00 
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APPENDIX XI: Incidence of urchin fragments or very small urchins in the 
gut contents of cunner's~!~ut~~~1~E-~ adspersus, in collections 
examined hy Mr. Chandra Sekhar. - --Jo....C== 
Bay ~~- Islands 
Lark Harbour 
Frenchman's Cove* 
Benoit's Cove* 
Notre pame !!I 
Botwood* 
Lewisporte* 
Cod All Islands 
Inspector Islands 
St. Shad's 
Sandy Cove 
Trinity Bay 
Norman's Cove 
Conception Bay 
Lake View 
Holyrood 
St. Phillips 
Portugal Cove 
St. Mary's Bay 
Mt. Carmel, 
Salmoneer 
Hermitage Bay 
Gaultois 
DATE INCIDENCE 
% 
---·-
July 21, 1968 8.33 
July 20, 1968 0.00 
July 20, 1968 0.00 
July 6, 1968 
July 16, 1968 
July 19, 1968 
July 12, 1968 
o.oo 
2.00 
o.oo 
23.25 
Nov. 5-20,1967 27.27 
July 26, 1968 26.00 
July 1968 
July 30, 1968 
Aug. 31, 1968 
Aug. 10-
Sept.3, 1968 
Oct. 10, 1968 
June 6, 1968 
Sept.l, 1968+ 
July 22, 1968 
Oct. 10, 1968 
8.54 
26.32 
21.44 
51.22 
60.00 
50.00 
18.11 
20.00 
23.19 
SAMPLE SIZE 
-----
48 
34 
18 
4 
50 
17 
83 
77 
so 
82 
38 
42 
40 
5 
8 
11 
35 
138 
· SIZE RANGE 
OF FISH (em) 
9.1-25.9 
13.6-25.3 
9.3-23.3 
17.0-24.6 
13.7-24.7 
3.1-4.5 
8.6-33.4 
11.1·-23.6 
17.6-28.2 
16.3-30.7 
14.5-24.8 
13.2-33.8 
12.0-29.4 
16.8-21.9 
15.2-31.5 
17.8-31.4 
11.0-22.1 
17.6-28.2 
*Sheltered area where urchins are not likely to be common. 
+This collection was from near the wharf at Portugal Cove where the sediment 
is fine and dead fish are usually available. 




